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Preface

THE Building Industry, in its various branches, is more

closely identified than any other with the marvelous

engineering progress of the present day and the untold

possibilities of the future. To put all classes of workers in

familiar touch with modern methods of construction and the

latest advances in this great field, and to bring to them in a

form easily available for practical use the best fruits of the

highest technical training and achievement, is the service

which the Cyclopedia of Construction aims to render.

The work is pre-eminently a product of practical experi-

ence, designed for practical workers. It is based on the idea

that even in the larger problems of engineering construction,

it is not now necessary for the ordinary worker in concrete,

or steel, or any other form of material, to attempt the

impracticable task of exploring all the highways and byways

where the trained engineer or technical expert finds himself

at home. TJie theories have been worked out; the tests and

calculations have been made ; observations have been recorded

in thousands of instances of actual construction; and the

results thus accumulated form a vast treasure of labor-saving

information which is now available in the shape of practical

working rules, tables, instructions, etc., covering every phase

of every construction problem likely to be met with in

ordinary experience. This is perhaps most apparent in the

sections on Cement and Concrete Construction, Plain and

Reinforced. To this subject, on account of its supreme impor-

tance as a structural factor of the present day, three entire

volumes are devoted, embodying the cream of all the valuable

information which engineers have gathered up to date. Much
of this practical information now presented in this Cyclopedia,

has never before been published in any form. By its use.



PREFACE

anyone is onal)lcd to take advantage of the vast labors of

others, and to bring to hear on any problem confronting hira

the results of the widest exporionee and the highest skill.

The keynote of the Cyclopedia is found in the emphasis

constantly laid on the practical as distinguished from the

theoretical form of treatment, in its total avoidance of the

complicated formulas of higher mathematics, and in its reduc-

tion of all technical subjects to terms of the simplest and

clearest English. Throughout the pages devoted to Steel

Construction, for example, the mathematics of the subject

have been eliminated to such an extent that the reader will

not find a single instance where even a square root sign lias

been used.

In addition to the larger problems of engineering and

building construction, one entire volume, as well as many
chapters scattered through the work, is devoted to those

smaller constructions that are of special interest to the

teacher or student of manual training or the home shop

worker of a mechanical turn of mind.

Inasmuch as a wider knowledge and a more intelligent

grasp of the fundamental principles of construction and

design will tend to greater clliciency on the part of working-

men, and to gi'cater economy in production, the purpose of

the Cyclopedia of Construction is one which will appeal

strongly, not only to the men themselves, but also to the

architectural and engineering fraternity as a whole.

The authors of the various sections are all men of Avide

Experience whose rc(ognized standing is a guarantee of

reliability and practical thoroughness.
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Practical Carpentry

The use of wood in building construction

antedates the earliest period of human history,

and has coincided with the entii'e progress of

our race. Although in some types of modern
buildings—particular!}' those of the industrial

class—wood has been largely supplanted by
stronger and more durable materials, such as

steel and concrete, it still retains a position of

primary importance in the design and construc-

tion of the average modern home; while the

part it plays as an accessory in masonry, steel,

and concrete construction renders absolutely

necessary to the builder of the present dav

a knowledge of the structural applications of

wood and the methods of its manipulation.

Fundamental Geometrical Forms
While it is not essential for a man to have a

thorough knowledge of geometry in order to be

a good carpenter, yet none will deny that with

a knowledge of the science he would be a more
competent workman.

At the outset, therefore, we shall enter into

some of the details of geometry that will be

found of frequent application.

Geometry is the science of magnitude.

13



14 PRACTICAL CARPENTRY

Magnitude has three dimensions: length,

breadth and thickness.

A Point has position but not magnitude. Prac-

tically, it is represented by the smallest visible

mark cr dot; but geometrically understood, it

occupies no space. The extremities or ends of

lines are points; and when two or more lines

cross one another, the places that mark their

intersection are also points.

A Line has length, without breadth or thick-

ness, and, consequently, a true geometrical line

cannot be exhibited; for however fine a line ma}^

be drawn it will always occupy a certain extent

of space.

A Surface has length and breadth, but no

thickness. For instance, a shadow gives a very

good representation of a surface—its length and

breadth can be measured ; but it has no depth or

substance. The quantity of space contained in

any plane surface is called its area.

A Plane is a flat surface, which will coincide

with a straight line in every direction.

A Curved or uneven surface is one that will

not coincide with a straight line in all directions.

By the term surface is generally imderstood the

outside of any body or object.

A Solid is anyth ng which has length, breadth,

and thickness; consequently the term may be

applied to any visible object containing substance,

but practically it is understood to signify the solid

contents or measurements contained within the

different surfaces of which any body is formed.
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Lines may be drawn in any direction, and are

termed straight, curved, mixed, concave or con-

vex lines, according as they correspond to the

following definitions:

—

A Straight Line is one every part of which lies

in the same direction between its extremities,and is,

of course, the shortest distance between two points.

A Curved Line is such that it does not lie in a

straight direction between its extremities, but is

continually changing by inflection. It may be

either regular or irregular.

A Mixed Line is composed of straight and
curv^ed lines, connected in any form.

A Concave or Convex Line is such that it can-

not be cut by a straight line in more than two
points; the concave or hollow side is turned

towards the straight line, while the convex or

swelling side looks away from it. For instance,

the inside of a basin is concave; the outside of a

ball is convex.

Parallel Straight Lines have no inclination, but
are everj^^here at an equal distance from each

other; consequently they can never meet, though
produced or continued to infinity in either or

both directions.

Oblique or Converging Lines are straight hues

which, if continued, being in the same plane,

change their distance so as to meet or intersect

each other.

An Angle is formed by the inclination of two
lines meeting in a point; the hues thus forming

the angle are called the sides, and the point



16 PRACTICAL CARPENTRY

where the lines meet is called the vertex or angular

point.

When an angle is expressed by three letters,

as A B C, Fig. 1, the middle letter B should always

denote the angular point.

The Quantity of an Angle is estimated by the

arc of any circle contained between the two sides

or lines forming the angle; the junction of the

two lines, or vertex of the angle, being the center

from which the arc is described. As the circum-

ferences of all circles are proportional to their

diameters, the arcs of similar sectors also bear

the same proportion to their respective circum-

ferences; and, consequently, are proportional to

their diameters and, of course, also their radii or

semi-diameters. Hence, the proportion which the

arc of au}^ circle bears to the circumference of

that circle determines the magnitude of the

angle. From this it is evident that the quantity

or magnitude of the angles does not depend upon

the length of the sides or radii forming them, but

wholly upon the number of degrees contained in

the arc cut from the circumference of the circle
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by the opening of these lines. The circumference

of every circle is divided by mathematicians into

360 equal parts, called degrees ; each degree being

again subdivided into 60 equal parts, called minutes,

and each minute into 60 equal parts called sec-

onds. Hence, it follows that the arc of a quarter

circle or quadrant includes 90 degrees; that is,

one-fourth part of 360 degrees.

A Right Angle is produced by one straight line

standing upon another so as to make the adjacent

angles equal, and is an angle of 90 degrees. This

is what workmen call ''square," and is the most
useful figure they employ.

An Acute Angle is less than a right angle, or

less than 90 degrees.

Fig.3. Fig.4.

An Obtuse Angle is greater than a right angle,

or more than 90 degrees.

The number of degrees by which an angle is less

than 90 degrees is called the complement of the

angle. For example, in Fig. 2, angle C B D is the

complement of the angle A B D beca^use angle

ABC, plus angle C B D, is equal to a right angle

or one of 90 degrees, or angle A B D.
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The difference between an obtuse angle and a

semi=circle, or 180 degrees, is called the supple-

ment of that angle. For example, in Fig, 3, angle

C D B is the supplement of the angle A D B
because angle C D B, added to angle A C B, is

equal to a semi-circle or an angle of ISO degrees.

Plane Figures are bounded by straight lines,

and are named according to the number of sides

which they contain. Thus, the space included

within three straight lines, forming three angles, is

called trilateral figure or triangle.

A Right=angled Triangle has one right angle:

The sides forming the right angle are called the

base and perpendicular; the side opposite the

right angle is named hypothenuse. See Fig. 4,

A B C is a right-angled triangle—A B is the base,

C B is the perpendicular and A C is the h}^othe-

nuse. An isosceles triangle has only two sides

equal; an equilateral triangle has all its sides of

equal length. An acute-angled triangle has all its

angles acute, and an obtuse-angled triangle has

one of its angles only obtuse.

Quadrilateral Figures are hterally four-sided

figures; they are also called quadrangles, because

they have four angles.

A Parallelogram is a figure whose opposite

sides are parallel, as A B C D, in Fig. 5.

A [Rectangle is a parallelogram having four

right angles, as A B C D, in Fig. 5.

A Square is an equilateral rectangle, having all

its sides and angles equal, like Fig. 5.

A Diagonal is a straight line drawn between
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two opposite angular points of a quadrilateral

figure, or between any two angular points of a

polygon. Should the figure be a parallelogram,

Di ic

B

fiG.S. F16.6.

the diagonal will divide it into two equal tri-

angles, the opposite sides and angles of which

will be equal to one another. Let A B C D, Fig. 6,

be a parallelogram; join A C, then A C is a diag-

onal, and the triangles ADC and ABC, into

which it divides the parallelogram, are equal.

A Polygon is a portion of a plane terminated

on all sides by straight lines. A regular polj'gon

has all its sides and angles equal, and an irregular

polygon has its sides and angles unequal.

Fig.?. F1G.8.
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Polygons are named according to the number
of their sides or angles, as follows

:

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

A Triangle is a polygon of three sides. See Fig. 7.

A Square is a polygon of four sides. See Fig. 8.

A Pentagon is a polygon of five sides. See Fig. 9.

A Hexagon is a polygon of six sides. See Fig, 10.

A Heptagon has seven sides. See Fig. 11.

An Octagon has eight sides. See Fig. 12.

FiG.II.

A Nonagon has nine sides.

A Decagon has ten sides.

An Undecagon has eleven sides.

A Dodecagon has twelve sides.

Fi6. 12.

See Fig. 13.

See Fig. 14.

See Fig;. 15.

See Fig. 16.
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Figures having more than twelve sides are

generally designated polygons, or many-angled
figures

Fi6. 13. Fig. 14.

A Circle is a plane figure bounded by one uni-

formly curv^ed line, called the circumference, every

part of Vv^hich is equally distant from a point

within, called the center, as A in Fig. 17.

FiG.I5. Fig. 16.

The Radius of a Circle is a straight Hne drawn
from the center to the circumference; hence, all

the radii of a circle are equal, as AB, AD, AC, AE,
in Fig. 17.
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The Diameter of a Circle is a straight line drawn
through the center and terminated on each side

by the circumference; consequently the circum-

ference is exactly twice the length of the radius,

and, therefore, the radius is sometimes called

the semi-diameter. See BAG, Fig. 17.

The Chord of an Arc is any straight line drawn
from one point in the circumference of a circle to

Fig. 17. Fig.IS.

another, joining the extremeties of the arc, and

dividing the circle either into two equal or unequal

parts. If into two equal parts, the chord is also

the diameter, and the space included between the

arc and the diameter, on either side of it, is called

a semicircle. If the parts cut off by the chord

are unequal, each of them is called a segment of a

circle; but, unless othenvise stated, it is always

understood that the smaller arc or segment is

spoken of as in Fig. 18 A B is the chord of the

arc A C B.

If a straight line be drawn from the center of a

circle to meet the chord of an arc perpendicularly,
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as D C, in Fig. 18, it will divide the chord into

two equal parts, and if the straight line be pro-

duced to meet the arc, it will also divide it into

two equal parts, as A C, C B.

Each half of the chord is called the sine of the

half arc to which it is opposite; and the line

drawn from the center to meet the chord perpen-

dicularly is called the co-sine of the half-arc.

Consequently, the radius, the sine, the co-sine of

an arc form a right angle.

A Tangent is any straight line which touches

the circumference of a circle in one point, which
is called the point of contact, as in the tangent

E G F in Fig. 18.

An arc is any portion of the circumference of a
circle, as A C B in Fig. 18.

Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

It may not be improper to remark here that

the terms circle and circumference are frequently

misapplied. Thus we say, describe a circle from
a given point, instead of saying describe the cir-

cumference of a circle—the circumference being
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the curved line thus described, everywhere equally

distant from a point within it, called the center;

whereas the circle is properly the superficial space

included within that circumference.

Concentric Circles are circles within circles,

described from the same center; consequently

their circumferences are parallel to one another,

as in Fig. 19.

Eccentric Circles are those which are not de-

scribed from the same center ; eccentric circles may
also be tangent circles; that is, such as come in

contact in one point, only, as Fig. 20.

FiG.21 Fig.22.

Altitude. The height of a triangle or other

figure is called its altitude. To measure the alti-

tude, let fall a straight line from the vertex or

highest point in the figure, perpendicular to the

base or opposite side; or, to the base continued,

as at B D, Fig. 21, should the form of the figure

require its extension. Thus C D is the altitude of

the triangle ABC.
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An Inscribed Polygon is one which, hke ABC
D E in Fig. 22, has all its angles in the circum-

ference. The circle is then said to circumscribe

such a figure.

We have now described all the figures we
shall require for the purpose of thoroughly under-

standing all that will follow in this book ; but we
would like to say right here that the student who
has time should not stop at this point in the study

of geometry, for the time spent in obtaining a

thorough knowledge of this useful science will

bring in better returns than if expended for any
other purpose.

Problems in Geometry.

We will now proceed to explain how the figures

we have described can be constructed. There are

several ways of constructing nearly every figure

we produce; but we have chosen those methods

-,C
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that seem to us the best, but to save space have

given only those which are most essential in the

study of practical carpentry.

Problem 1.—^Through a given point C (Fig. 23),

to draw a straight line parallel to a given straight

line A B : In A B (Fig. 23) take any point d, and

from d as a center with the radius dC, describe an

arc Ce, cutting AB in e, and from C as a center,

with the same radius, describe the arc dD, make dD
equal to Ce, join C D, and it will be parallel to A B.

Problem 2.
—

^To make an angle equal to a

given rectilineal angle: From a given point E
(Fig. 24), upon the straight line E F, to make an

Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

angle equal lo tne given angle ABC. From the

angular point B, with any radius, describe the

arc ef, cutting B C and B A in the points e and f

.

From the point E on E F, with the same radius,

describe the arc hg, and make it equal to the arc

ef ; then from E, through g, draw the line E D

:

the angle D E F will be equal to the angle ABC.
Probelm 3.

—

To bisect a given angle: Let

ABC (Fig. 25) be the given angle. From the an-
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gular point B, with any radius, describe an arc

cutting B A and B C in the points d and e ; also,

from the points d and e as centers, with any
radius greater than half the distance between
them, describe arcs cutting each other in f ; through

the points of intersection f, draw B f D : the angle

A B C is bisected by the straight hne B D ; that is,

it is divided into two equal angles, A B D and
CBD.

Problem 4.

—

To trisect or divide a right angle

into three equal angles: Let ABC (Fig. 26) be
the given right angle. From the angular point B,

with any radius, describe an arc cutting B A and

A.

f

Fig. 27.

e.

B C in the points d and g ; from the points d and

g, with the radius Bd or Bg, describe the arcs

cutting the arc dg in e and f; join Be and Bf:

these lines will trisect the angle A B C, or divide

it into three equal angles.

Problem 5.—From a given point C, in a given

straight line A E, to erect a perpendicular: From
the point C (Fig. 27), with any radius less than
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CA or CE, describe arcs cutting the given line

A E in d and e; from these points as centers,

with a radius greater than Cd or Ce, describe arcs

intersecting each other in f: join Cf, and this

line will be the perpendicular required.

Problem 6.—^To bisect a given straight line:

Let A B (Fig. 28) be the given straight hne.

From the extreme points A and B as centers,

with any equal radii greater than half the length

of AB, describe arcs cutting each other in C and D

:

a straight line drawn through the points of inter-

section C and D, will bisect the hne AB in e.

Problem 7.—To divide a given line into any

number of equal parts: Let AB (Fig. 29) be the

given line to be divided into five equal parts.

J h

-kC

Fie.29. Fig. 30.

From the point A draw the straight Une AC,

forming any angle with AB. On the line AC,

with any convenient opening of the compasses,

set off five equal parts toward C; join the extreme

points CB; through the remaining points 1, 2, 3

and 4, draw hues parallel to BC, cutting AB in

the corresponding points 1, 2, 3 and 4: AB will

be divided into five equal parts as required.

There are several other methods by which
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lines may be divided into equal parts; they are

not necessary, however, for our purpose, so we
will content ourselves with showing how this

problem may be used for changing the scales of

drawings whenever such change is desired. Let

AB (Fig. 30) represent the length of one scale of

drawing, divided into the given parts Ad, de, ef,

fg, gh and hB; and DE the length of another

scale or drawing required to be divided into simi-

lar parts. From the point B draw a Hne BC-DE,
and forming any angle vnth. AB; join AC, and
through the points d, e, f, g and h, draw dk, el,

FiG.32.

fm, gn, ho, parallel to AC; and the parts Ck, kl,

Im, etc., will be to each other, or to the whole
Hne BC, as the hnes Ad, de, ef, etc., are to each

other, or to the given line or scale AB. By this

method, as will be evident from the figure, similar

divisions can be obtained in lines of any given

length.

Problem 8.

—

To describe an equilateral tri-

angle upon a given straight line: Let AB (Fig. 31)

be the given straight hne. From the points A
and B, with a radius equal to AB, describe arcs
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intersecting each other in the point C. Join CA
and CB, and ABC will be the equilateral triangle

required.

Problem 9.

—

^To construct a triangle whose

sides shall be equal to three given lines, F, E, D :

Draw AB (Fig. 32) equal to the given line F.

From A as a center, with a radius equal to the

line E, describe an arc ; then from B as a center,

with a radius equal to the line D, describe another

arc intersecting the former in C; join CA and CB,

and ABC will be the triangle required.

Problem 10.

—

^To describe a rectangle or par-

allelogram having one of its sides equal to a given

line, and its area equal to that of a given

rectangle: Let AB (Fig. 33) be the given Une,

and CDEF the given rectangle. Produce CE to

G, making EG equal to AB; from G draw GK
parallel to EF, and meeting DF produce in H.

Draw the diagonal GF, extending it to meet CD
produced in L; also draw LK parallel to DH,
and produce EF till it meets LK in M; then

F^IKH is the rectangle required.

Equal and similar parallelograms of any di-

mensions may be drawn after the same manner,

seeing the complements of the parallelograms

which are described on or about the diagonal of

any parallelogram, are always equal to each

other; while the parallelograms themselves are

always similar to each other, and to the original

parallelogram about the diagonal of which they

are constructed. Thus, in the parallelogram

CGKL the complements CEFD and FMHK are
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always equal, while the parallelograms EFHG
and DFML about the diagonal GL, are always

similar to each other, and to the whole parallelo-

gram CGKL.
Problem 11.—^To describe a square equal to

two given squares: Let A and B (Fig. 34) be the

given squares. Place them so that a side of each

A B
C D L
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like sides of any two similar figures, then DE will

be the corresponding side of another similar

figure equal to both of the former.

Problem 12.

—

^To describe a square equal to

any number of given squares: Let it be required

to construct a square equal to three given squares

A, B and C (Fig. 35). Take the Une DE, equal to

the side of the square C. From the extremity D
erect DF perpendicular to DE, and equal to the
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pentagon draw AB to C (Fig. 36), so that BC may
be equal to AB; from B as a center, with the

radius BA or BC describe the semicircle ADC;
divide the semi-circumference ADC into as many
equal parts as there are parts in the required poly-

gon, which, in the present case, will be five;

through the second division from C draw the

straight line ED, which mil form another side of

the figure. Bisect AB at e, and BD at f, and
draw eG and fG perpendicular to AB and BD;
then G, the point of intersection, is the center of

a circle, of which AB and D are points in the cir-

cumference. From G, mth a radius equal to its

distance from any of these points, describe the

circumference ABDHK; then producing the dot-

ted lines from the center B, through the remain-

ing di^^sions of the semicircle ADC, so as to meet

the circumference of which G is the center, in

H and K, these points will divide the circle

ABDHK into the number of parts required, each

part being equal to the given side of the penta-

gon.

From the preceding example it is evident

that polygons of any number of sides may be

constructed upon the same principles, because

the circumference of all circles, when divided into

the same number of parts, produce equal angles;

and, consequently, by dividing the semi-circum-

ference of any circle into the number of parts

required, two of these parts will form an angle

which will be subtended by its corresponding

parts of the whole circumference. And as all
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regular polygons can be inscribed in a circle, it

must necessarily follow, that if a circle be de-

scribed through three given angles of the poly-

gon, it will contain the number of sides or angles

required.

The above is a general rule by which all

regular polygons may be described upon a given

straight Une; but there other methods by which

many of them may be more expeditiously con-

structed, as shown in the following examples:

Problem 14.—Upon a given straight line to

describe a regular pentagon: Let AB (Fig. 37)

A|

1 y^

ClA F
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gon; and these being connected by straight lines

will complete the figure.

Problem 15.

—

Another method of inscribing

a pentagon in a circle: In Fig. 38, draw two dia-

meters AB and CD, at right angles to each other,

as at 0. From as center describe the desired

circumference. Bisect the radius C O at F; with

F as a center and FA as a radius, describe the

arc cutting O D at E. With A as a center and AE
as a radius, describe the arc HE cutting the cir-

A"-... -B

FiG.39.

cumference of the circle at H, with the same

radius describe an arc cutting the circumference

of the circle at I. With these points as centers

and using the same radius AE describe arcs cut-

ting the circumference of the circle at J and G.

Join HAIG and J and we have the inscribed

regular pentagon.

Problem 16.—Upon a given straight line

describe a regular hexagon : Let AB (Fig. 39) be

the given straight line. From the extremities A
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and B as centers, with the radius AB, describe

arcs cutting each other in g. Again, from g, the

point of intersection, with the same radius,

describe the circle ABC, which will contain the

given side AB six times when applied to its cir-

cumference, and will be the hexagon required.

Problem 17.—To describe a regular octagon

upon a given straight line: Let AB (Fig. 40) be

the given line. From the extremities A and B
erect the perpendiculars AE and BF; extend the

given line both ways to k and 1, forming external

right angles with the lines AE and BF. Bisect

these external right angles, making each of the

bisecting lines AH and BC equal to the given

line AB. Draw IIG and CD parallel to AE or

BF, and each equal in length to AB. Draw from

G, GE parallel to BC, and intersecting AE in E,

and from D draw DF parallel to AH, intersecting

BF in F. Join EF, and ABCDFEGH is the

octagon required. Or from D and G as centers,

with the given line AB as radius, describe arcs

cutting the perpendiculars AE and BF in E and F,

and join GE, EF, FD, to complete the octagon.

Otherwise, thus:—Let AB (Fig. 41) be the

given straight line upon which the octagon is to

be described. Bisect it in a, and draw the per-

pendicular ab equal to Aa or Ba. Join Ab, and

produce ab to c, making be equal to Ab
;
join also

Ac to Be, extending them so as to make cE and

cF each equal to Ac or Be. Through c draw

Ccg, at right angles to AE. Again, through the

same point c, draw DH at right angles to BF,
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making each of the Hnes cC, cD, cG, and cH
equal to Ac and Be, and, consequent!}^, equal to

each other. Lastly, join BC, CD, DE, EF, FG,
GH, HA; ABCDEFGH will be the regular octa-

gon described upon AB, as required.

Problem 18.

—

In a given square to inscribe a

given octagon : Let ABCD (Fig. 42) be the given

square. Draw the diagonals AC and BD, inter-

FiG.42

secting each other in e; then from the angular

points ABC and D as centers, with a radius equal

to haK the diagonal, viz. : Ae or Ce, describe arcs

cutting the sides of the square in the points f, g,

h, k, 1, m, n, o, and the straight lines of gh, kl,

and mn, joining these points will complete the

octagon, and be inscribed in the square ABCD,
as required.

Problem 19.

—

^To find the area of any regular

polygon: Let the given figure be a hexagon; it

is required to find its area. Bisect any two adja-

cent angles, as those at A and B (Fig. 43), by the

straight lines AC and BC, intersecting in C, which
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will be the center of the polygon. Mark the alti-

tude of this elementary triangle by the dotted

line drawn from C perpendicular to the base AB;
then multiply together the base and altitude thus

found, and this product by the number of sides:

one-half of the product gives the area of the whole

figure.

Or otherwise thus: Draw the straight line

DE, equal to six times; that is, as many times

Fig. 43. Fig. 44.

AB, the base of the elementary triangle, as there

are sides in the given polygon. Upon DE describe

an isosceles triangle, having the same altitude as

ABC, the elementary triangle of the given poly-

gon; the triangle thus constructed is equal in

area to the given hexagon; consequently, by
multiplying the base and the altitude of this tri-

angle together half the product will be the area

required. The rule may be expressed in other

words as follows: The area of a regular polygon

is equal to its perimeter, multiplied by half the

radius of its inscribed circle, to which the sides

of the polygon are tangents.
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Problem 20.—To describe the circumference of

a circle through three given points: Let A, B, C
(Fig. 44) be the given points not in a straight line.

Join AB and BC ; bisect each of the straight lines

AB and BC by perpendiculars meeting in D;
then A, B and C are all equi-distant from D;
therefore a circle described from D, with the

radius DA, DB, or DC, will pass through all the

three points, as required.

Problem 21.

—

^To divide a given circle into any
number of equal or proportional parts by con=

centric divisions: Let ABC (Fig. 45) be the given

Fig. 45. Fig. 46..

circle, to be divided into five equal parts. Draw
the radius AD, and divide it into the same num-
ber of parts as those required in the circle; and
upon the radius thus divided, describe a semi-

circle; then from each point of division on AD,
erect perpendiculars to meet the semi-circumfer-

ence in e, f, g and h. From D, the center of the

given circle, with radii extending to each of the

different points of intersection on the semicircle,
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describe successive circles, and they will divide

the given circle into five parts of equal area, as

required; the center part being also a circle,

while the other four will be in the form of rings.

Problem 22.

—

To divide a circle into three

concentric parts, bearing to each other the pro=

portion of one, two, three, from the center: Draw
the radius AD (Fig. 46), and divide it into six

equal parts. Upon the radius thus divided, de-

scribe a semicircle : from the first and third points

of division, draw perpendiculars to meet the semi-

circumference in e and f. From D, the center of

EGA

Fi G 47 Fie. 46.

the given circle, with radii extending to e and f,

describe circles which will divide the given circle

into three parts, bearing to each other the same

proportion as the divisions on AD, which are as

1, 2 and 3. In like manner circles may be divided

in any given ratio by concentric divisions.

Problem 23.

—

To draw a straight line equal

to any given arc of a circle: Let AB (Fig. 47)
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be the given arc. Find C the center of the arc,

and complete the circle ADB. Draw the dia-

meter BD, and produce it to E, until DE be equal

to CD. Join AE, and extend it so as to meet a

tangent drawn from B in the point F; then BF
will be nearly equal to the arc AB.

The following method of finding the length of

an arc is equally simple and practical, and not

less accurate than the one just given: Let AB
(Fig. 48) be the given arc. Find the center C,

and join AB, BC and CA. Bisect the arc AB in

D, and join also CD; then through the point D
draw the straight line EDF, at right angles to

CD, and meeting CA and CB produced in E and

F. Again, bisect the lines AE and BF in the

points G and H. A straight line GH, joining

these points, will be a very near approach to the

length of the arc AB.
Seeing that, in very small arcs, the ratio of

the chord to the double tangent or, which is the

same thing, that of a side of the inscribed to a

side of the circumscribing polygon, approaches to

a ratio of equality, an arc may be made so small,

that its length shall differ from either of these

sides by less than any assignable quantity;

therefore, the arithmetical mean between the two

must differ from the length of the arc itself by
less than any that can be assigned. Consequently

the smaller the given arc, the more nearly will

the line found by the last method approximate

to the exact length of the arc. If the given art

is above 60 degrees, or two-thirds of a quadrant,
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it ought to be bisected, and the length of the

semi-arc thus found being double, will give the

length of the whole arc.

These problems are very useful in obtaining

the lengths of veneers or other materials re-

quired for bending round soffits of doors and
window-heads.

Problem 24.

—

To describe the segment of a

circle by means of two laths, the chord and versed

sine being given: Take two rods, EB, BF (Fig.

49), each of which must be at least equal in

Fig. 49.

length to the chord of the proposed segment AC;
join them together at B, and expand them, so

that their edges shall pass through the extremi-

ties of the chord, and the angle where they join

shall be on the extremity B of the versed sine

DB, or height of the segment. Fix the rods in

that position by the cross piece gh, then by guid-

ing the edges against pins in the extremities of

the chord line AC, the curve ABC will be described

by the point B.

Problem 25.—Having the chord and versed

sine of the segment of a circle of large radius

given, to find any number of points in the curve
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by means of intersecting lines: Let AC be the

chord and DB the versed sine. Through B
(Fig. 50) draw EF indefinitely and parallel to AC

;

join AB, and draw AE at right angles to AB.
Draw also AG at right angles to AC, and di-

vide AD and EB into the same number of equal

parts, and number the divisions from A and E,

respectively, and join the corresponding numbers

by the Hnes, 11, 22, 33. Divide also AG into the

same number of equal parts as AD or EB, num-
bering the divisions from A upwards, 1, 2, 3, etc.;

and from the points 1, 2 and 3 draw lines to B
and the points of interesection ot chese with the

other lines at h, k, 1, will be points in the curve

required. Same with BC.

Problem 26.

—

^To draw an ellipse with the

trammel: The trammel is an instrument con-

sisting of two principal parts; the fixed part in

the form of a cross EFGH (Fig. 51), and the

movable piece or tracer klm. The fixed piece is

made of two rectangular bars or pieces of wood,

of equal thickness, joined together so as to be in

the same plane. On one side of the frame so

formed, a groove is made, forming a right-angled

cross. In the groove two studs, k and 1, are fitted

to slide freely and carry attached to them the
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tracer klm. The tracer is generally made to slide

through the socket fixed to each stud, and provided

with a screw or wedge, by which the distance

apart of the studs may be regulated. The tracei

has another slider m, also adjustable, which car^

ries a pencil or point. The instrument is used

as follows: Let AC be the major, and HB the

minor axis of an ellipse: lay the cross of the

trammel on these lines, so that the center lines of

it may coincide with them; then adjust the

sliders of the tracer, so that the distance between

k and m may be equal to half the major axis,

and the distance between 1 and m equal to half the

minor axis, then by moving the bar around, the

pencil in the slider will describe the ellipse.

Problem 27.

—

An ellipse may also be described

by means of a string: Let AB (Fig. 52) be the
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major axis, and DC the minor axis of the ellipse,

and FG its two foci. Take a string EFG and pass

it over the pins and tie the ends together, so that

when doubled it may be equal to the distance

from the focus F to the end of the axis, B ; then

putting a pencil in the bight or doubUng of the

string at H and carrying it around, the curve may

Fig. 52.

D
B

be traced. This is based on the well-known

property of the ellipse, that the sum of any two

lines drawn from the foci to any points in the

circumference is the same.

Problem 28.—^The axes of an ellipse being

given, to draw the curve by intersections: Let

AC (Fig. 53) be the major axis, and DB half the

minor axis. On the major axis construct the
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parallelogram AEFC, and make its height equal

to DB. Divide AE and EB each into the same
number of equal parts, and number the divisions

from A and E, respectively; then join Al, 12,

23, etc., and their intersections will give points

through which the curve may be drawn.

Problem 29.—To describe with a compass a

figure resembling the ellipse: Let AB (Fig. 54)

be the given axis, which divide into three equal

parts at the points fg. From these points as

centers, with the radius Fa, describe circles

which intersect each other, and from the points of

intersection through f and g, draw the diameters

CgE, CfD. From C as a center, with the radius

CD, describe the arc DF, which completes the

Bemi-elhpse. The other half of the ellipse may be

completed in the same manner, as shown by the

dotted Unes.

Problem 30.

—

Another method of describing a

figure approaching the ellipse with a compass:

The proportions of the ellipse may be varied by

altering the ratio of the divisions of the diameter,
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as thus: Divide the major axes of the eUipse

AB (Fig. 55), into four equal parts, in the points

fgh. On fh construct an equilateral triangle fCh,

and produce the sides of the triangle Cf, Ch in-

definitely, as to D and E. Then from the centers

f and h, with the radius Af, describe the circles

\

\ / / \ ^ /
\ t / \ \ /
\ I / v « /

\ ' / ^ « /

A^ -:^ 4^-
/ ' \ / ' \

/ \ \ ' , V
/ \ \ / ' \

/ V \ ' ' \

/ \ * / / %

—4b

Fig. 54.
^ -"X--., _

ADg, BEg; and from the center C, with the

radius CD, describe the arc DE to complete the

semi-elHpse. The other half may be completed
in the same manner. By this method of construc-

tion the minor axis is to the major axis as 14 is

to 22.

Problem 31.

—

To find how far apart to saw
kerfs to spring a board or moulding: Let ab
(Fig. 56) be the curve, around which it is desired

to spring a piece of stock. Take a piece of stock
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dg of the thickness which is to be used. Lay it

down so that the edge shall pass through the

center c, and mark from c to g, and also at e.

Fig. 55. ^<\/>
C

Now, with the saw which is to be used, make a
kerf nearly through the piece of stock at c.

Keeping this piece on the line eg, spring down

ZI
s(TTle

Fig. 56.

the end d until the kerf is closed, then mark the

point f: ef will be the distance apart to saw
kerfs.



Arches, Centers, Windows,
and Door=Heads

As it is also the business of the carpenter

to prepare patterns for masons and stone-

cutters by which they are to cut stones to fit

arches, and to construct centers for windows,

door-heads, and bridge arches, as well as the

falsework used in the erection of steel bridges

and those temporary structures known as forms

which are necessary to hold concrete in place

and shape during the process of placing and
setting, it is necessary that the carpenter should

have a clear conception of what an arch really

is. For, if the arch principle is not well under-

stood, the carpenter cannot design or construct

an arch with safety.

Let us then state once for all that not every

curved covering over an opening is necessarily

an arch. Thus, for example, the stone which

rests on the piers shown in Fig. 57 is not in

reality an arch, being merely a stone hewn out

in an arch-like shape; for at its top, the very

point A at which strength is required, it is the

weakest, and would be fractured the moment
any great weight was placed upon it, whereas

an arch is specially designed to withstand the

stresses of superimposed loads.

It is not the province of this work to enter

49
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into a scientific discussion on the arch, but some
of its properties must be known to the mechanic

before he will be able to construct centers under-

standingly; and the general principles here laid

down will help the workman materially to form

correct ideas concerning the work in hand.

The Arch is an arrangement for spanning

large openings so arranged that they may, by
mutual pressure, support not only each other,

'
I - —

A

riG,57. Fig. 58.

but any Vv^eight that may be placed upon them.

The leading principles in the construction of

an arch are:

1.—That all the stones of which it is formed

shall be of the form of wedges; that is, narrower

at the inner than the outer end.

2.—That all the joints formed by the meeting

of the slanting sides of the wedges should be radii

of the circle, circles, or ellipse, forming the inner

curve of the arch; and will, therefore, converge

to the center or centers from which these are

struck. As a rule, the arch answers the same pur-
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pose as the beam, but it is widely different in its

action and in the effect that it has upon the ap-

pearance of a building.

A beam exerts merely a vertical force upon its

supports, but the arch exerts both a vertical load

and an outward thrust.

Before taking up the construction of the arch,

we will define the terms relating to it.

Fig. 58 shows the different parts of an arch.

The distance AB is called the span of the arch;

the under surface, ADB, is called the intrados,

and the outer the extrados; the distance, DC, is

the rise; F is the keystone, the blocks X, X, of

which the arch itself is composed are called

voussoirs, and the lowest ones S, S, the springers.

In arches whose intrados are not complete semi-

circles the springers rest upon two stones E, E,

which have their upper surface cut to receive

them; these stones are called skewbacks. The
highest point in the intrados is called the vertex

or crowTi, and the spaces between the vertex and
the springing line AB are called the haunches.

Fig. 59 is the semi=circle arch, and was that

principally used by the Romans, who employed it

largely in their aqueducts and triumphal arches.

The semi-circular and segmental arches are the

best as regards stabiUty, and are the simplest to

construct.

Fig. 60 is a segmental arch, and is extensively

used over window heads. A true segmental arch

is one-sixth of the circumference of a circle, as

shown in the figure.
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Fig. 61 is an illustration of a segmental arch

shown in connection with a window opening.

The Horse=shoe Arch.—^This is almost re-

stricted to the Arabian or Moorish style of archi-

tecture. In this form of arch the curve is carried

below the line of center or centers, for in some
cases the arch is struck from one center, and in

others from two, as in Fig. 62.

Now it must be supposed that the real bearing

of the arch is at the impost A A; for if this were

Fig. 59.

really so, it must be seen that any weight or pres-

sure on the crown of the arch would cause it to

break at B; but the fact is simply that the real

bearings of the arch are at B B, and the prolonga-

tion of the arch beyond these points is merely a

matter of form and has no structural significancy.

The Horse-shoe arch belongs especially to the Mo-
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hammedan architecture, from its having origi-

nated with that faith and from its having been

used exclusively by its followers.

Fig. 60. riG.61.

Next in point of time, but by far the most
graceful in form, is the pointed arch, which is

essentially the middle age style, and is capable of

almost endless variety. Just where it originated

is hard to tell, as recent discoveries have shown
that it was used many centuries ago in Assjoia.

The greater or less acuteness of the pointed
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arch depends on the position of the centers from

which the flp.nks are struck.

The Lancet Arch.—This arch indicates the

style called "Early English," and is drawn as

shown in Fig. 63. D C is the given span; bi-

sect DC in E, make CB and DA equal to EC or

ED; on B as center with DB as radius, describe

the arc DF, and on A as center, describe the arc

CF, and the arch is complete.

Equilateral Arch.—This arch (Fig. 64) is known
as the Gothic Arch, and is constructed as follows

:

Fig. 64.

The radius with which the arcs are struck being

equal to the span of the arch, and the centers

being the imposts; and thus, the crown and the

imposts being united, an equilateral triangle is

formed. During the time that the Gothic arch

was mostly used the Ogee arch (Fig. 65) was also

occasionally used.

A little later on we find the Tudor arches, or

four-centered arches (Fig. 66), in which two of

the centers are on the springing line and two
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below it. The arches at the later period of this

style became flatter and flatter, and this forms

one of the features of Debased Gothic, when the

beautiful and graceful forms of that style gradu-

ally decayed and for a time were lost. Happily in

the present century there has been a gradual

revival of the Gothic style, and works are now
being produced which bid fair to rival in beauty

of form and in principle

of construction the

marvelous buildings of

the middle ages.

From the examples

given the workman will

be able to lay out any

of the usual arches re-

quired in building.

There are com-
binations, however, of

these curves which the carpenter may be called

upon to construct, such as the ones given here-

with.

Fig. 67 is the elementary study upon which
the subsequent figure is based. Having drawn
the circle, descril^e on the diameter two opposite

semi-circles, meeting at the center, a.

Divide one of these into six equal parts, and
set off one of these sixths from i to n. Draw an,

and divide it into four equal parts. From the

middle point of a n draw a line passing through

the center of the semi-circle, and cutting it in c.

From c set off on this line the length of one of the

Fig. 66.
1
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fourths of a n. This point and the two in a n

will be the centers for the interior curves.

Fig. 68 is the further working out of this ele-

mentary figure. It is desirable that a larger

circle should be drawn. Then, when the figure

has been carried up to the stage shown in the

last, all the rest of the curves will be drawn from

the same centers.

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

Fig. 69 and 70 are the elementary forms of

the tracery shown in Fig. 71.

We show the method of obtaining these curves

in Fig. 69 : At any point, as at A, draw a tangent,

and AG at right angles to it. From A, with

radius A, cut the circle in B and C, and the

tangent in the point F, using B as a center.

Bisect the angle O at F, and produce the bisecting

line until it cuts A G in H. From O, with radius

OH, cut the lines DC and EB in I and J. From
H, I and J, with radius HA, draw the three re-
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quired circles, each of which should touch the

other two and the outer circle.

After ha\'ing constructed Fig. 69 we go one

step further and form Fig. 70 ; having inscribed

Fig. 70.

three equal circles in a circle, join their centers,

thus forming an equilateral triangle. From the

center of the surrounding circle draw radii pass-

ing through the angles of the tiiangle and cutting

the circle in points; as d and two others. Draw
ed and bisect it by
eg; then the centers

for the curves w^hich

are in the semi-circle

will be on the three

lines, dc, eg and ce.

These curves, in

Gothic architecture,

are called foliations,

or featherings, and

the points at which Fig. 71
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they meet are called cusps. The completion of

this study is shown in Fig. 71.

Fig. 72 is the elementary form of the tracery

shown in Fig. 73.

Fig. 74 shows the elementary construction of

Fig. 75. Draw two diameters (Fig. 74) at right

FiG.72. FiG.73.

angles to each other, and joint their extremities,

thus inscribing a square in the circle. Bisect the

quadrants by two diameters cutting the sides of

the square in the points as g; join these points,

Fig. 74. riG.75.
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and a second square will be inscribed within the

first.

The middle points of the sides of this inner

square, as bed, are the centers of the arcs which

start from the extremities of the diameters.

From b, with radius bd, describe an arc, and

from g, with radius gc, describe another cutting

the former one in e. Then e is the center for the

Fig. 76. Fig. 77.

arc ig, which will meet the arc struck from b,

in i. Of course, this process is to be carried on

in each of the four lobes.

Fig. 75 is the completed figure.

Fig. 76 shows the skeleton hues of Fig. 77.

Divide the diameter into four equal parts, and on

the middle two, as a common base, construct the

two equilateral triangles oin and oim.

Draw lines through the middle points of the

sides of the triangles which, intersecting, will

complete a six-pointed star in the circle, the

angles of which will be the centers for the main

lines of the tracery.
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Fig. 77 is the completed figure.

The figures 78 and 79 will be understood with-

out further instruction than is afforded by the

examples.

Fig. 80 shows the construction for the tracery

in a square panel. From each of the angles of the

Fig. 78. Fig. 79.

square (the inner one in this figure), with a radius

equal to the length of the side of the square, de-

scribe arcs; these intersecting will give a four-

'/-Nti'^
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sided curvilinear figure in the center. Draw
diagonals in the square.

From the point where the diagonal intersects

the curve b (the middle line of the three here

shown) set off on the diagonal the length cb,

viz., bm. From q, with radius mq, describe an

arc cutting the original arc in o. Make mr equal

to m o.

From o and r, with radius o r, describe arcs

intersecting each other in i: produce these until

they meet the curve p in n.

The foliation and completion, as shown in

Fig. 81, will be found simple.



Elements of House Framing

Use of the Steel Square.—In house construc-

tion, as in every other branch of the carpen-

ter's work, a knowledge of tlie steel square and

its many capabilities is an absolute necessity.

No other single tool displays such versatility of

useful application.

The subject of the Steel Square and its mani-

fold uses is one of such magnitude an:! impor-

tance that its full detailed treatment is given

elsewhere in a special volume.

Framing a House.—Some thirtj^-five or forty

years ago when lumber was more plentiful, it

was the common practice to build frame houses,

great and small, with solid timbers. The sills,

plates, and corner posts were often hewn from

the round timber with broad ax and adz, it

often taking months to prepare these for the

*'new house." After the timbers were hewn to

desired size, then came the work of laying out

the mortise and tenons for joining the different

parts together. No nails or spikes were used for

this work. The corner posts were usually made
out of timbers six or eight inches square, with

the inner corner hewn out to receive the lath

and plaster. This carries us back to the time of

the building of our old home, more than forty

years ago. Though only a lad, we remember
62
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the time the trees were being felled in the forest

and after a long wait for the timbers to be squared,

they were hauled to the building site, and after a

time for them to season, the carpenters came,

and as though but yesterday, we see them under

the old apple trees astride the timbers with auger,

chisel and mallet working away from morn till

night. It was just so with all of the work con-

nected with the building. The mill work was

gotten out by hand, even to the sash and doors.

How well they built their works remains as a

silent witness; suffice it to say the latter day

workmen could gain some good pointers in con-

struction from these old timers. Neither short

hours, long hours, strikes nor lockouts worried

them. Those were days of toil, days of content-

ment and peace. How different it is now ! When
the new house is decided upon, within sixty or

ninety days it is ready to move into. The work

is divided up into different classes and done by
different workmen. The solid timbers are no

longer used for the frame work. In its stead the

siUs and other timbers are built up with joists

and studding commonly known as balloon fram-

ing, and everything is rushed from start to finish,

and in the hurry many things that should be done

are overlooked to the detriment of the house.

Some of these things may require but Httle or no

extra expense, if attended to at the proper time,

but if neglected prove a serious detriment to the

building. It is to this phase of the question that

we desire most to call attention.
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Good and Faulty Construction.—In Fig. 93 are

shown two ways of constructing the sill ; however,

there are several ways, but these will serve our

purpose. The one shown at A is marked ''faulty,"

and that at B is marked ''good construction."

At A the masonry projects a little beyond the

base board and the sill is laid without being

bedded in mortar. The water follows the wood-

work and runs or beats under the sill, the in-

FUOOI*}
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FIG. 93

equahties of the stone holding the water and in a

few years the sill is rotted out,|to say nothing of the

cold that the open crevices will let in. The stud-

ding are halved to allow nailing space to the sides

of the joists, but in doing this a space between

the studding is left open, allowing free circulation,

as shown by the course of the arrow. In the con-

struction at B the sheathing is flush with the
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mason work, and the base sets clear and a little

below the top edge of the stone. The back edge,

of the base is beveled so as to form a drip. The
sills are bedded in mortar and the spaces between

the joist and studding are cut off. Bricks are used

to fill in between the joist but in this allowance

should be made for shrinkage of the timbers by
leaving the masonry work a little below the top

edge of the joist. The building paper extends

from sill to plate and under window and door

frames.

In Fig. 94 are shown two forms of construction

at the bearing of the second floor joist. The con-

struction shown at C is the usual way most two-

story houses are built. No attempt being made

CON^JRUCTIOM

>/rj4 Good
-: >-,v;V?f;| ConsfffucpON

FIQ. 94
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to cut off the space between either studding or

joist. At D is shown what should be done. Two
by four-inch pieces are set in between the studding

on a level with the top of the joist. The rough

flooring should be laid diagonally with the joist

and extend over on to these pieces and nailed.

This forms a good tie and makes a closed job

and by cutting in f-inch boards between the joist,

letting the lower edge lap over the bearing board

will cut off the space between the joist. If back

plastering is desired a third piece should be cut

in between the studding just beneath the bearing

board for the back plaster to stop against same.

In Fig. 95 are shown faulty and good construc-

tion of cornice and bearing of the ceiling joist.

At E is the usual way of construction for cottages

FIG. 95
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where the ceihng is lower than the plate. The
space between the studding is left open and is

otherwise built on a refrigerator plan. Great

open cracks are left between the frieze and plan-

cier with the idea of covering with the bed mould.

After the natural shrinkage of the different mem-
bers, small crevices are open up to huge propor-

tion and the frosts and cold winds find their way
in to compete with the burning coals for suprem-

acy. As the heat rises and warms the attic, the

cold air seeks the low^er level, and if by faulty con-

struction, as before mentioned, in the lower parts

of the house, it has a perfect current of cold air

sweeping through these spaces and the result is

a cold house. At F is shown how these defects

could have easily been remedied at a very Uttle

extra expense. But it does not stop here, for

there are many other parts in and about the house

that are constructed on the same principle.

Gable studdings are oftentimes continuous from sill

to the rafter instead of the plate across the end,

thereby lea\^ng an open space the whole way down.

The pockets for the sliding doors are often not

closed from the surrounding openings. In case of

fire getting started every opening is a ready flue to

fan on the flames. On the other hand, with these

flues cut off, fire is not nearlj^ so apt to get started

and if it does it will take much longer time to

consume the building, and the chances are much
better for saving the house. The builders are not

so much to blame for this kind of work, but rather

the architect who should show these things in the
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plans and specifications and see that it is done.

Otherwise, in these days of close competition, the

contractor must figure close, and unless these things

are clearly shown and described he cannot reason-

ably be expected to do it unless all are required

to do the same.

Constructing Box Sills.—Fig. 96 shows several

ways of constructing box sills, commonly called

i^y^v'KiJsV'aii'J^
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FIG. 96

balloon framing. The first one shown at the upper

left-hand corner is the same as that shown in the

previous illustration for good constniction, and

what is said in its favor is not necessary to repeat

here. However, the section here shown is that

resting at right angles to the joist. The side sec-

tion should have an extra joist with J-inch blocks

set in between for the plate or shoe to rest on,
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SO as to form a projection to receive the ends of

the flooring. In long spans there should also be

cross-pieces set in between the sill and the adja-

cent joist, as a further precaution to keep the sill

from springing outward. The other types here

shown are good forms of construction for general

residence work, and are here given to meet the

requirements that may arise. It is quite fre-

quently necessary to change, so as to make the

lumber at hand work to the best advantage to

give desired heights, etc. But whatever style is

used, there should be great care taken to break

the joints of the different members; that is, do
not let two joints come at the same place, but

equalize them as much as possible. Another

point should not be overlooked, and that is

the beam filling. This is done principally to keep

out the cold. It is quite the custom to fill in the

space between the joist with broken stone or bats,

slushed with coarse mortar, which, of course,

makes a tight job; but the experience of the

writer has been that it is not a good one for

several reasons, which are as follows:

First—unless the sill is built water-proof, after

forms as previously illustrated, it is only a ques-

tion of a few years until the sill is rotted out.

Then, again, if is is built perfectly tight dry rot

is liable to make quite as quick destruction;

besides the joist are sure to shrink more or less,

so something has to give, and it is usually a

bulged floor, as the result. The better method is

to fill in with brick, leaving an air chamber back
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of same and make allowance for the shrinkage by
not filling flush with the top edge of the joist at

first ; then after a time, if a tighter job is wanted,

it can be pointed.

Framing Ordinary Studding.—^\^olumes could

be written on roof framing alone and yet not

completely cover the subject. We will mention

a few simple matters of the most common fram-

ing. The best way to frame ordinary studding or

joist is to make a good pattern of one, and for

two men, one at each end to lay the pattern on

and mark off the rest. Of course, in very heavy

work it is well to make a pattern out of lighter

material. It happens many times that one man
is left to frame alone, and it is very inconvenient,

especially in long work, to go back and forth to

mark both ends. It is very handy to use a pat-

tern on each side and square over and lay off a

dozen or so at a time, as illustrated in Fig. 97.

Here we show a long studding notched for ribbon

to put second floor joist on. This used to be con-

FIQ. 97
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sidered much better than short studding for each

story, but the majority seem to prefer the short

studding for each story, as it is surely much easier

to handle and, if properly made, is fully as

strong.

Of course, it could be made weak by only

sUghtly naiUng the upper studding and have a

crack in the lining just at the bottom of the upper

studding, etc., but these matters can be easily

avoided and should be. The long studding can

be made weak, and often are by carelessly sawing

them almost in two when sawing for ribbon.

Again, we often see a very weak building of this

kind because many of the joists simply rest on

the ribbon and are not spiked to the studding at

all. Most of these weak points in either style

could and should be avoided. The British

Government has shear legs in their dockyard at

Chatham that will raise a dead weight of 180

tons out of a ship and into the air 60 feet and place

it in another ship, and it makes one reaUze that

raising is a big subject, too.

But it is not the difficult things to raise that

it is intended to call attention to as much as the

simple and common ones. With all the modem
derricks and shear legs and old-fashioned spike

poles, which are all very useful in raising, the

main thing necessary in ordinary house construc-

tion is plenty of men. A few to hold down the

foot and plenty to raise the studding and the

complete wall of a house goes up very quickly

and easily.
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While it is very necessary to have plenty of

men it sometimes happens that we do not have

them. Then by nailing together a section at a

time, and having a lining board nailed at the

bottom to hold the foot down and a studding at

each end with a spike in each to help hold it, it

is raised as illustrated in Fig. 98. Where there is

FIG. 98

plenty of help always finish the openings complete

before raising, as it is much easier while the stud-

dings are lying down than it is to climb up and

cripple them in.

Fig. 99 illustrates a section complete. A com-

mon window opening may be made with single

studding and headers flat ways; but for larger

openings they should be doubled and the header

put up on edge and, where necessary, a brace
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FIG. 99

should be cut in to form a kind of truss. For a

very large opening that kind of crippling gener-

ally makes a very poor job, and a much better way
is to use a joist of sufficient width and strength.

Many times we see a house with single dressed

plate, which is only a little over 1 J inches to carry

heavy 12-inch joist, and the joist spaced without

any regards for the studding below.

While it is true that the joist will probably

not break through the plate, still how much better

it would be to space the joist so they would come
over the studding. In fact, it is not only much
better, but it is much easier, too, for you to simply

lay off the sill, and it is all carried along with that

one laying off. Studding and joist are all 16 inches

apart all over the building and ready to receive

the lath.

There is no time spent at all in laying off the

second floor except for laying out for the openings.
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Constructing a porch.—Fig. 100 shows the

general construction and details in full of the

framing and the various parts of an ordinary

front porch. A special feature in the framing of

this porch is the joists, which in most porches

must also answer for the outside sills. In framing

porches many carpenters and contractors frame

the joists so that there is nothing but the narrow

edge of a 2 by 6 or 2 by 8 that rests on the porch

piers, and this small bearing, of coui-se, must
come all on the outside edge of the piers.

By the method which we refer to in our detail

we take a 2 by 6 and a 2 by 8 and spike them
together, as shown in the detail at A. This gives

a full bearing on the pier, or very nearly so, and

it will be found to make a much better job than

the old custom of just having the narrow edge of

the floor joists resting on the piers.

The facing shown at B should be from one-

half to three-quarters of an inch wider than the

floor joist, so that it will project a little below

the pier. This gives a good place to secure the

lattice work from the back side.

The top rail in the porch rail is made of two

pieces, as shown at R. It is difficult to get a

single piece rail large enough for this kind of a

porch. Many of the built up rails consist of from

six to eight pieces, which make them more or less

expensive. The rail, as shown in the sketch, is

designed to work in between the small single rail

and the large six and eight piece rails, and will be

found a very easy rail to make, an inexpensive
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one, and at the same time a good, sei'viceable rail

and one that will look well. The bottom rail of

this porch can be made in one or two pieces, as

FIQ. 100 FIG. 101
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desired. If made from a 4 by 6 it could easil}^ be

made in one piece. The porch has a box frieze

and cornice with a sunken gutter in cornice. The
cornice has a wide frieze with a band mold and a

bed and dental mold. A planceer, fascia, crown

mold and cap piece complete the outline of the

cornice.

The gutter is formed with three pieces, a bot-

tom and two side pieces. The side pieces are put

in sloping. No gutter should be formed with

perpendicular sides, making square angles in the

bottom, for they are always causing trouble by
freezing and bursting. Sloping sides will allow

the ice to expand without any danger of injuring

the gutter.

Lookouts are nailed to the ceiling joists and

allowed to project in front as far as required for

the cornice, and a plate spiked on top of the

lookouts supports the rafters. This porch is de-

signed for a sliingle roof, but the framing of the

roof is such that any pitch can be used, even to a

very flat pitch for tin roof, or any kind of a flat

roof it is desired to have can be appHed to this

construction, for the pitch can be varied to suit

without in any way interfering with any other

part of the design.

Fig. 101 represents a section of house framing

from sill to cornice, showing the ordinary window
construction. The sills in this are framed similar

to the porch, but in addition have a 2 by 4 plate

put on top, which laps over on the joists, as shown.

The advantage of this kind of sill and framing is
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that it saves the time required to cut gaines in

soUd sills. This kind of a sill, made of a 2 by 6,

2 by 10 and a 2 by 4, requires a little more lumber

than a solid 6 by 6 sill, and if well put together

we consider it fully as good as the sohd sill cut

full of gaines for the joists. In some large cities

there are building laws prohibiting this form of

construction. We presume this is principally on
account of niaking the walls more susceptible to

the spreading of fire than for lack of strength.

We have good reason to beheve that sills made
in this way, that is, well made, are fully as strong

as the solid sill ordinarily put together. If the

walls were bricked up inside to level with top of

floor joists, then all danger of the spreading of

fire is avoided, there is something to hold the

buildings solid to the foundation wall, and the

result cannot fail to be satisfactory in every

particular.

At C in Fig. 101 is shown the outside base

water table and mold. At D the double floor,

base, base mold and quarter round, the ordinary

base finish of the average job. At E is shown a

section through the sill of an ordinary window in

a frame building, the sill, subsill, stool and apron.

At F is shown a section of the casing. At G is

shown a section through the side jambs and cas-

ings, showing outside casing, bUnd stop, jamb,

stops, inside casing, studding and weight box.

At H is shown a section through the head, show-
ing outside casing, cap and mold, jamb and
stops, inside casing, cap trim, etc. Above this, at
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K, is shown the general construction of the cor-

nice, etc. In this the ceiHng joists extend out

over the building as far as required to make the

cornice. A plate on top of the ceiling joists sup-

ports the rafters. The roof is concaved at the

bottom by nailing on circular pieces to the bot-

tom ends of the rafters, as shown. A standing

gutter is placed on the third course of shingles on

the roof. This makes a very nice finish and one

much used at the present time. The porch finish

and main cornice, as here shown, will work in

harmony on the same house, and are well adapted

to houses of the hip roof class.

Cutting Window Openings.—There are many
carpenters who cannot really figure out the proper

size to cut window openings. That is, how wide

the space should be between studding and

how high between headers. Windows are nearly

always Usted and sizes given glass measure, as

24x32, 2-light, which means that the window
has two lights with glass twenty-four inches wdde

and thirty-two inches high. The width of the

opening between studding should be ten inches

wider than the width of the glass which, in this

case, would be thirty-four inches between stud-

ding. The height between headers should be eleven

inches more than the length of the two lights,

thus two lights of thirty-two inches each will be

64 inches and eleven inches added to this will

make 75 inches, or six feet and three inches. In

regular two-light windows six inches is allowed

for wood or sash in height, two inches top rail,
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one inch meeting rail and three inches for bottom

rail. To this add one inch for top jamb, one inch

for subsill, two inches for sill and one inch for

play, which, all told, makes the eleven inches. If

these figures are carefully followed no trouble in

setting frames will ever occur. In large frames,

such as cottage front frames, with glass 40 by 44

or approximately this size, allow eleven inches

more than the width of the glass if the windows

are to be hung with weights, because these win-

dows will require extra large weights and, conse-

quently, will require a little more room; but the

average window will have plenty of room for

weights when ten inches is allowed for the sash,

jambs and weights.

Framing Sills.—Referring to the sketches.

Fig. 102 represents a method of framing sills for

Ught framing without gaining the joists into the

sills. This method consists of using a 2 by 4 or

2 by 6 flat on the wall, and spiking a 2 by 8 or

2 by 10 on the face edge, as shown by A and B.

This will allow the floor joists to be spiked through

into the ends of the frame, as shown. The floor

joists are to be gained on the bottom to have a

good bearing on the piece A, and should be cut

to fit tight against the face piece B. After these

two pieces are thoroughly spiked together, then

put on the third piece C and thoroughly spike the

same. Allowances should be made in cutting the

timbers so that they will work out right and

bring the finish out flush with the wall, or as in-

tended if othen\dse shown. In most cases where
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houses are sheathed with seven-eighths sheathing

it is best to keep the frame back one inch from

the wall, so that when the sheathing is put on it

will come flush with the wall, then there is noth-

ing to project over the wall at the bottom but the

outside base, as show^i.

This method of framing makes a very strong

frame, and if well spiked it is fully as strong as

solid timbers of the same dimensions. Two
2 by 8's and one 2 by 4 are just a little more than

M

FIG. 102 FIG. 103

equal in cross section to a 6 hy 6, and it is safe

to say that they are stronger than a 6 by 6 gained

out to receive the joist. The built-up sill has

much the advantage in maldng splices. In splic-

ing, the joint can be so broken that when put

together it will be like one continuous sill all

around the building. The cut shows the sheath-

ing, outside base, water table, siding and a double

floor. Where double floors are laid the first rough
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floor should be laid diagonal, or stripped, before

laying the finish floor. Where both floors are laid

the same way the shrink of the lower, or rough

floor, is often enough to cause great cracks to

appear in the finish floor. This is due to the fact

that the rough floor boards are usually 12 inches

wide, and the finish flooring boards only about

three inches wide, thus each twelve-inch board

will take four of the three-inch boards, and the

joint in the finish floor that comes nearly over

the joint in the twelve-inch board below will draw

apart very often clear out of tlie matching, conse-

quently the rough floor and the finish floor should

never be laid parallel, unless the rough or first

floor is first stripped over the joists and the finish

floor laid on top of the strips. When this is done

both floors may be laid the same way without

any danger of the shrinking cracks as stated

above. To lay the rough floor diagonal gives a

much stronger job and, as a rule, a more even

floor for the finish floor.

Method of Halving Sills.—^Fig. 103 shows the

usual method of halving sills together at corners in

framing, and of gaining floor joists into the sills

as practiced in light framing. There is very little

of the old-fashion mortice and tenon framing any
more. Principally the timbers are just halved

together and spiked into place. When floor joists

are gained into sills and girders they are usually

gained into the sills or girders so that the joists

have a bearing of two or two and one-half inches

on the sills or girders, and the depth of the gain
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is usually two inches less than the width of the

joist it is to take, and this two inches is cut out of

the joist on the lower edge to let it come flush

with the sill. This may be seen at A in Fig. 103.

It is often the case that girders can be set below

the sills in the center of buildings and thus avoid

the necessity of cutting gains in the girders.

When this can be done it is better than to cut the

gains, for it gives the full strength of the timber

used.

Making a Good Coraer.—Fig. 104 shows a

simple and inexpensive way of making a good

comer for ordinary house framing. Take two

SWEATMlPfQ)
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2 by 4's and spike them together, as shown at A.

and B, and on the inside corner spike on a 2 by 2

on each side to receive the lath. This will make
a good solid corner for the lathing and has less

lumber in it than the way some builders make
corners, and is also better than the way some are
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constructed. The pieces C and D are only short

blocks put in to make a nailing for the base in

finishing. This is a matter that should never be

overlooked in building a house. No mechanic

can do a good job of putting down base unless

there is something to nail it to. All the short

blocks about a building can be utilized in a similar

manner, as shown in the sketch, to make nailing

places for base comers and by the sides of doors,

etc.

Framing a Joist Bearer.—Fig. 105 shows the

usual manner of framing a joist bearer for second

floors in ordinary residences. A 1 by 4, or 1 by 6,

is usually gained into the studding, and the joists

are sized and notched out from one-half to three-

quarters of an inch to set over it, and are then

spiked to upright studding, as shown. This

method is not good on heavy work and for floors

that are to sustain heavy loads; it makes the

bearing on the joist too small and would cause the

joist and ribbon board to crush into one another

to some extent if the loads placed upon them
were very great.

Fig. 106 shows a better method. This method
consists of putting a double plate around for the

joists to rest on. The double plate makes a good
bearing for the joists, one that will sustain any
weight. By using the double plate it is much
easier to keep the walls straight than with a

ribbon board, which bends in and out at the

sHghtest cause and is often hard to get straight,

and harder .still to keep straight. Then, again,
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the double plate serves as a first stop between

stories. The double plate ought always to be

used on the houses that are full two stories in

height; it is far better than the ribbon board,

and it will result in giving a straighter and better

job all around.

Fig. 107 shows a method of framing the foot

of rafters for an ordinary square, plain cornice.

On the average work there is probably more of

this put on than any other kind. Double plates

should always be used in order to bring the plate

straight, even if it is not needed otherwise. This
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cornice provides for a frieze, plancier, fascia,

crown and bed mold, as shown. The standing

gutter shown on the roof should be placed either

on the second or third course of shingle; the

second course, unless for some cause it cannot be
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SO placed. This gutter must be lined with tin, and

the tin should extend up under the shingles at

least five inches. The first course of shingles

starting from the gutter must be a double course,

the same as starting from the bottom. The pitch

in the gutter to run the water to the outlet is

usually obtained by dropping the end, where the

outlet is to be, down the roof a little. This is

all right for short lengths, but for long nins it

does not give sufficient fall to the gutters. ^Vhen

the fall or pitch is not enough it can be increased

by putting tapering pieces in the bottom, as shown.

Fig. 108 . This is a large, square, box cornice,

and is used quite extensively throughout the west,

where a veiy wide cornice is desired, and particu-

larly on two-story residences. The plancier is

made of flooring or beaded ceiling, and can be

extended out to almost any width. Usually two

to two and one-half feet is about the average. A
double plate is used for the joists to rest upon,

and the joists extend out to support the cornice

and are cut out to form the gutter, cutting them
deeper and deeper toward the outlet. Care

should be taken to cut them to a true grade, so

as to thoroughly drain the gutter. This can be

arrived at the easiest and most accurately by
striking a chalk fine on the ends of the joists

(before the fascia is put on), from the high point

to the low point. This will show the proper depth

to cut each joist to have a perfect grade. Care

should be taken not to let the Une sag, in striking

the line.
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The single plate above the joists supporting

the rafters can be varied a little if necessary. For

example, if a narrower gutter is desired, the plate

can be thrown out some, say four inches or about,

but if this is done it should be remembered in

cutting the rafters, for if thrown out it widens

the run of the rafters, and would necessitate cut-

ting the rafters to meet the requirements in the

case.

At A is shown a band mold broken around

the frieze. This is usually placed about four and

one-half inches above the frieze from the bottom

of the mold, so that when window frames are set

with the side casings up against the frieze, the

part of the frieze below the mold forms the head

casing for the frame and gives it a finished ap-

pearance.

Method of Setting Studding.—It is indeed a

simple thing to set studding and yet it is surpris-

ing how many mechanics, and many of them

good ones, set them apparently without any

thought. This causes them a good deal of bother

and work, as it results in the plaster cracking in

the comers.

Fig. 109 shows a comer post made out of four

studding, or the center one can be made out of

short pieces—almost any carpenter knows how to

make one—yet apparently few know how to make
one practically as good, in less time and less

lumber by naihng them together.

Fig. 110 shows an eas}^ way and would be all

right if the thickness of two was the exact width
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FIG. 109

of one, but many times they are not, and so it is

better to nail them together, as in Fig. 111. We
have made them this way for years and we con-

sider them a very good comer.

FIG. Ill FIG. 112

Fig. 112 makes the best partition comer we
know of. It is made much easier than one with

blocks nailed in between two studding and then

one nailed on the blocks, and my observation has

been that it does not crack the plastering.

Fig. 113 is practically the same as Fig. 112.

It is made for partitions which are made the flat

way of the studding.
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FIG. 113 FIG. 114

Fig. 114. While it is not quite as good as the

ones just mentioned, it does very nicely, especially

if one is running short of studding. It is simply

to nail a sheathing board on the back.

Fig. 115 carries out the same idea in double

joist under partition for floors, as Fig. 114 does

FIG. 115 FIG. 116

for receiving the lath and plaster. This saves the

necessity of nailing pieces on to the sides of the

joists to receive the ends of the flooring.

If you wish to make the joists rigid this may
be done by nailing three-inch blocks in between.
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as shown in the illustration. It is better to nail

the blocks to one of the joists first and then nail

the second joist to these blocks. This makes it

just far enough apart to spike the studding on
top in a good and substantial manner.

Fig. 116 shows a very good way to construct

a comer post in connection with a box sill. Nail

a studding flatwise on top of the joist at the sides

of the building on which to rest the studding.

Set the end joist in just enough to receive the end
studding, making a good, strong and tight job.

Fig. 117 shows a very good way to make the

top of the end studding by putting on a 2 by 6

'"^'^n/V.v^
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for a plate. This should be set with its lower

edge even with the bottom of the ceiling joists.

This makes a soHd angle and prevents the plaster

from cracking.

Constructing a Cornice.—^There is nothing that

adds to the appearance of a building hke the

cornice. A building with beautiful walls and a
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good roof is indeed the kind every one should

have, yet a poorly constructed cornice on that

kind of a building would mar the effect of the

entire building.

A cornice to be well made and look nice and

pleasing to the eye does not necessarily need to

always be a massive or expensive one, in fact, for

some buildings it should be the reverse.

While the gutter is nearly (so to speak) out of

sight, to the human eye, yet where the human
eye can see it there is nothing that looks worse

or entirely racks the whole human frame more

than to see one standing full of water, and that

l-dnd, we are sorry to say, is only too common.

Not only does the sight of that kind rack the

human frame, but in time, and only too short a

time, it wrecks the frame of the building as well.

Fig. 118 illustrates a simple cornice, and is,

as you see, put on (where the rafter does not pro-

ject beyond the plate) by simply naiUng a board

at top edge to the plate and rafters and let the

bottom edge project, and at the gable end a

board nailed one edge at center of rafter and the

other edge gives the projection. Let the bottom

cornice project and cut the end cornice at top

edge of it and break a fascia board around the

whole cornice and it makes a very good, tight

and cheap cornice and answers very well for small

light work, where the projection does not have to

be but a few inches. Of course this kind of cor-

nice on a large house would not do at all, but on

cheap out-buildings, such as coal sheds, hen
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houses, etc., it answers very nicely. This kind is

generally used on only those small, cheap build-

ings and used without gutter, although, of course,

they could put a gutter on them.

Fig. 119 illustrates what is called rafter finish,

and used to be railroaded through this country

on all kinds of buildings, and while it was claimed

A >5lMPLE
Cornice.

Gable ELnd.

FIG. 118

to be cheap, many very expensive ones were put

on with several members, molds, brackets, etc.

We have illustrated the two ways of putting

it on; the lower one is generally the best, as the

drip drops over the edge of the house, while in

the upper one the drip drops on the lower part

of the cornice, and in a few years a nice house
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with expensive cornice, with molds and brackets,

is all rotted away.

The main objection to the lower one is that

sometimes in a big rain the water comes down
the roof so fast it splashes over the gutter, and

to overcome that the gutter is set at an angle

between the two here shown.

The fall in these gutters is sometimes made

entirely by putting one end up higher on the roof

than the other, though to put them level and put

a bottom board in (as dotted lines show) near

the top of gutter and tapering down to nothing

at the down spout makes a better appearing job;

yet, for a very long gutter it is well to do both

—
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put one end higher than the other and put the

bottom board in also.

It is much better to construct a gutter and
give it all the fall you think necessary, and then

AycA
FIG. 120

add an inch more rather than make it an inch

less. Give all gutters plenty of fall and you will

not only be pleased, but the owner of the building

will be also. These gutters are sometimes put on

top of the shingles. It makes a more lasting job,
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but is far from ornamental, or convenient, either,

when it comes to re-shingUng.

Fig. 120 illustrates the real cornice and can be

constructed cheaply, as illustration shows, or can

be made very expensive with many members,

mouldings, brackets, etc., and it will practically

last forever if a good gutter is kept in it, as there

is no part of it exposed.

With dotted lines we have shown both ends

of the gutter board in bottom.

Cutting Openings in Frame Work.—It some-

times seems to me that there is not a trade or

calling that the boy falls into as naturally as the

building trade, especially carpentering. We never

saw a boy but what knew something about driv-

ing nails, and quite a large per cent have at least

tried to use a saw. So it comes naturally, and

they easily commence to nail on a few boards,

which gives them a taste, and they start in to be

a builder. Step by step they move along from

rough work to siding, cornice and finally to inside

finish, and if they have a desire to go ahead with

the work they lay it out for themselves as well as

others.

They get hold of some good work on the steel

square, and if they are natural mechanics they

soon become a good framer. And yet as easy as

it is, and as natural also, to be a good carpenter

and a building foreman, it is indeed surprising to

know that there is probably not one carpenter in a

hundred who can cut out the openings in the frame

work, and get them so that when the frames come
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they will fit perfectly. We have heard good fore-

men say the only right way was to wait until the

frames came and measure them and then cut out

the openings. Some sheath a house all up solid,

and when the frames come they cut out, which is

perhaps a sure way, but it never seemed a very

pleasant, easy or cheap way. Others set the stud-

ding all up, and then before they sheath cut out

for openings, claiming it is a nice way, as the

studding are all evenly spaced all over the build-

ing. Some of that theory is good, but we could

always cut a studding better when it was lying

down level on a pair of trestles than standing

plumb nailed in a l^uilding.

We always found it a much better w^ay to lay

the openings out and frame them complete before

they are raised.

For a common 2 feet 8 inches by 8-foot door,

get the exact height the bottom of the door should

be from top of joist, then measure up 8 feet,

which will give the top of door, then allow two
or three inches for head jamb and space above

the door. Always allow plenty of room; don't

get the header so low that the lugs will have to

be all cut off the jambs.

Now, as the majority of windows are the same
height as doors, the measurement, when once

gotten right, is good for many openings. Two
inches on each side of door is generally enough,

or four inches more than door measurement, is

the measurement between studding, but as it is

well to cut the double studding in under the
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header, the outside or main studding should be

set about eight inches wider than the door.

Figs. 121 and 122 show it perhaps plainer than

words, and also show an opening ready for a

two-light 36 by 36-inch window.

A very good general rule, one easy to remem-

ber and one which works nicely on ordinary 5-inch

casings, is to set the studding and headers just

one foot more than glass measurement. For a

house where the siding is put on the studding, in

order to give room to nail and not split the ends

of siding, it is well to make the opening a half or

an inch wider.
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The double and triple windows are the ones

that seem to give the most bother; and yet it is

very simple. A double window (with a seven-inch

mullion) is just double what a single one is. But
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perhaps the most common is as illustrated, a six-

inch mullion on the outside, w^hich makes them
all alike, if you wish, on the inside.

We hope that a careful study of these illus-

trations will make it plainer to many carpenters

when they go to lay out their next openings.
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Affixing of Joinery Work.—Joinery work is

fixed to either plugs, grounds or backings. PIug»

ging is done by means of wood wedge-shaped

plugs, which are driven into the vertical joints

of the bricks, aftei-wards cut off to a level face

and flush with that of the plaster, and to which

the finished woodwork is secured by nailing, as

shown in Fig. 123.

Grounds are used in better work, being

wrought and splayed to form a key for the plaster.

FIG. 123 FIG. 124 FIG. 125

They are nailed to plugs in the bross joints, as

Fig. 124, or to wood pads, as shown in Fig. 125,

wh ch the brick-layer builds in the wall for the

carpenter to secure his work. Metal plugs are

now quite generally used in lieu of wood; they

are creased and made clamp-shape, and when
built into the wall they form a perfect key. The
nail is driven directly into the clamp and is held

more securely than if driven into wood. The cost

is reduced to the minimum and, all things con-

sidered, they are really cheaper than wood. In the

best class of work the grounds should be mitered

at the angles, and those at door and window
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openings should be beveled or spla3'ed to receive

and key the plastering, and being fixed perfectly

plumb or perpendicular to the plugs or other

nailing, they form an excellent plane to work to.

Backings are pieces of wood framed in between

the studding or other work to form a solid back-

ing for shelving, plumbing or other fixtures.

Sometimes these pieces are framed in lieu of nail-

ing, as shown in Fig. 126; but for all practical

purposes this is unnecessary' work, because if

f-'V^
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FIG. 126 FIG. 127

properly framed and nailed will be sufficient for

most any kind of work.

Shaped backings are those which are cut and

notched to receive irregular framing or different

members, as skirtings, etc., used in the best class

of work (see Fig. 127).

All first class work should be fixed to grounds

in lieu of plugs alone, which are only fit for inte-

rior work; and when the grounds are fixed per-

fectly true, vertically and horizontally, there is
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no difficulty in affixing the joinery without fitting,

cutting and scribing ; and, moreover, the plasterer

finishes his work with greater accuracy, as he has

perfectly true and substantial grounds to work

to.

Attaching Woodwork to Stone Walls.—The
cement building block industry is fast becoming

a great and growing business. Almost every

issue of a trade journal brings to light some new
machine for the manufacture of cement building

blocks or some new use for the product.

Portland cement is one of the very best build-

ing materials that has ever been produced. It

is fire-proof, water-proof, strong and durable

beyond all doubt when it is properly mix^d and

applied, and with the cheapness of it and the

high price l f lumber it is sure to be used in place

of wood in many cases where it is practical to

apply it.

For the outside walls of buildings it is a first

class article when manufactured into hollow con-

crete building blocks. These blocks are now
being made to resemble natural stone. Rock face,

smooth face, tooled face or any kind of face de-

sired can be had at a very small expense. The

usefulness to which this material can be put is

almost unlimited. Artistic designs of residences,

stores, school houses, churches and all kinds of

buildings can be executed in fine shape, giving the

buildings the appearance of magnificent stone

structures.

Is it durable? This is a question that will be
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aksed over and over again by the doubting ones.

There is no question as to its durabiUty when the

article is properly mixed and applied. No better

proof need be asked for than a comparison of a

good cement sidewalk with one of stone, and

finding the cement walk wearing and lasting

better than natural stone. Sidewalks get more

wear and rougher usage than stone put into a

building, and a cement block that would stand in

a walk w^ould stand in ordinary building construc-

tion. Of course there might be such a thing as

putting too great a w^eight on a building block,

but this would not be hkely to happen in ordi-

nary building, and in cases where there is great

weight to support it can be distributed so that

the weight will not all be concentrated in a few

places about the building. The crushing strength

of the cement block is fully the equal of ordinary

brick work and no fear of crushing need be enter-

tained. Blocks that crumble easily indicate that

the proper quantity of cement has not been used

in their manufacture. For good blocks not less

than one part of cement to five parts of sand and ,

broken stone should be used. The mixture to be

what is known as a 5 to 1 mixture and should be

thoroughly mixed.

In some parts of the country a cement stone

block building can be put up quite as cheaply as

a frame building. First there is the saving in

paint, for the outside wall requires no painting.

Second, the blocks are hollow, producing a dr>^

wall without furring on the inside, and plaster
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can be applied directly to the blocks on the

inside, thus saving the furring and the lathing.

Third, the blocks being uniform in size, only a

very thin coat of plaster is necessary. Fourth, all

the frame work, sheathing and siding is saved.

Taking all these items into consideration, the

cement block house can be erected nearly or

quite as cheaply as the frame house.

The use of cement building blocks, where no

furring is used, makes it necessary to provide

some means of securing the woodwork or finish of

a building, such as the window casings, base-

boards, etc. It is not practical to nail the wood-

work directly into the blocks, and it is doubtful

if such a thing could be done. Woodwork can be

nailed more or less to a brick wall, but not very

successfully, and naihng finish to a cement stone

block wall is something that few would care to

try.

In Fig. 128 we show a wall nine inches thick,

which is about the least thickness that will admit

a window frame in good shape. The jamb stone

at A just comes pbout flush on the inside of the

box frame, leaving just a little for the plaster.

This makes it all right for nailing the side casings

on the frame, leaving just a little of the casing to

reach over on the main wall and completely cover-

ing the frame box. This makes the nailing for

the side casings all right. With the head casing

it is different. In this case there is nothing to

nail the cap trim of the frame to except at the

very lower edge. And in order to get a good job
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of finishing some means must be provided to nail

the top edge.

As the stones are made in a mold it would be
very easy to put a 1 by 2-inch strip in the right

position in the mold to form a recess in the lintel

stone, as shown at B, in which could be driven a

FIG. 128 FIG. 129
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1 by 2 furring strip which, if put in tight, would

make a sufficient nailing for top of cap. Again,

the furring strip could be molded right into the

lintel when it was being made, and thus save the

time of driving it in after the stone was laid.

Again, the lintel stone could be molded with a

recess on the lower inside edge just sufficient to

take in a piece of 2 by 4, which might, perhaps,

be still better, as shown by dotted lines. The
window sill shown at C might be backed with a

smaller stone molded with a recess to receive a

1 by 2 furring strip to make a nailing place for

the bottom of the apron to the window. The
stool and top part of the apron could be readily

nailed to the wooden sill of the window frame.

In Fig. 129, D represents a plain bevel edge

wide base course, the depth of which is the same

as the joist used for the floor. E shows the back-

ing stone, which should be made just the right

size to fit in between the joists. The floor, which

is double, is shown at F. Above are shown two

courses of stone, G and H. These two courses

are recessed at the proper height to receive furring

strips to make nailing places for the base, top

and bottom, as shown.

With furring strips driven into these recesses

in the stone blocks, a continuous nailing strip is

provided for the base, and one that ought to hold

the woodwork securely in place. Woodwork can-

not be attached to stone walls unless there is

some means provided for securing it, and it would

seem that this is a practical and inexpensive way
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to provide for it. We believe it to be much better

than driving in wooden plugs in the mortar

joints, which hold but poorly at the best. If

hollow cement blocks are to be used without

furring the inside of the walls, as is customary in

brick and stone buildings, then it becomes abso-

lutely necessary to devise ways and means of

securing the casings, base and other finish.

Cutting in Studding.—There is a httle matter

of detail in building constiTiction that has an-

noyed and vexed the carpenter ever since houses

have been built with gables, which were plastered

up the rafters from two to four feet in order to

get a sufficient height to the ceiling in the center.

Every carpenter is famiUar with the disagree-

able job of cutting in small pieces of studding

between the gable studding along up the rafter,

and the difficulty experienced in nailing the small

pieces. This work, on some houses, will require

a large amount of time, and contractors cannot

afford to put in time where it is not needed.

There is a much easier way of doing this without

the use of more material and with less expense

to the contractor, and resulting in a much better

job. With all these advantages it looks as if the

carpenter or contractor ought to know better and
take advantage of an easy way of doing a good
job.

After the gable rafters are raised, before put-

ting in the gable studding, cut in a piece of a

2 by 4 long enough to extend from the plate up
the roof as far as the rafters will be plastered.
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Put it in fiat way directly under the rafter and

flush with the outside of rafters, as shown by A
and B in Fig. 130. By doing this all those short

pieces which are required in the old way are put

FIG. 130

in at once, with only one cut to make, whereas

the old way may require six to eight cuts.

After the 2 by 4, A, is put in under the rafter,

then cut in the gable studding in the usual man-

ner. At B is shown a short rafter which need

extend only so far as the plastering goes, and
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which should be set as shown in the sketch to

receive the lath that are nailed to the studding.

This is not an extra piece, for by the old method
it should be there just the same. The improve-

ment is in putting in A in one piece as shown,

thus doing away with a large number of small

and troublesome pieces to cut and nail between

the studding, along up the gable.

Putting on Cornice.—In this age of close com-

petition, contractors cannot afford to work on a

building to a disadvantage. In putting on cor-

nice it is customary for two men to work together

;

this is all right so far as it goes, for one man can-

not handle long boards to any advantage.

With many contractors it is the custom to

work one good man and one helper, just to

hold the boards while the other man does all the

cutting and fitting. We do not believe this is

profitable, for the reason that the man who has

about all the work to do is obUged to climb and

chase around from one end of a board to the

other and watch every joint and comer to see

that it is right. This makes it twice as hard for

him and consumes much more of his time than it

would if he had a man to help him who was equally

as good as himself. Either man could then cut

and fit a joint whenever necessary. In this way
one would not be obhged to wait for the other so

much. In putting on cornice one has to wait for

the other more or less, but this is unavoidable.

On the average job we believe that three men
working together will accomplish as much as four
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men working in pairs. The way to work three

men is to have the man who understands the cut-

ting best, work on the ground, making all the cuts

and passing the boards up to the two men on the

scaffold to nail on. The boards can be passed up
and down and cut on the ground much quicker

and better than they can on the scaffold. The
men on the scaffold should, of course, have a saw

and square and occasionally cut a board for them-

selves when they can just as well as not; but

mainly let the man on the groimd do almost all

of the cutting. If he understands his business he

can make nearly all the cuts right the first cut,

and keep the two men on the scaffold constantly

at work, and there need be but very little loss of

time on account of one waiting for the oth r. In

our opinion this way of working is far more satis-

factory than the way men usually work at put-

ting on cornice.
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Roofs and Roof Construction

It is scarcely necessary to say that the roof

of a building is that covering which is to pro-

tect the inhabitants and their propert}^ from

the effects of the weather, and that, in addition

to this, it should be so constructed that it may
shelter the walls, foundation and fabric gen-

erally from snow and rain.

Kinds of Roofs

The importance of having a roof strong,

water-tight, weather-proof, and durable, goes

without saying. There is no other part of a

building upon which greater care should be

expended, to see not only that the proper kind

of material is selected, but that everv detail of

construction is proi3erly carried out; for upon
the roof will depend, in a large measure, the

health, comfort, and convenience of the occu-

pants and the life itself of the structure.

Roofs are of various forms and pitches; the

high-pitched roofs are more generally foimd
through the North, as they discharge the rain

and snow vrith greater facility. When con-

structed on sound principles, the roof is one of

the principal ties of the building, while a badly

designed roof tends to force the walls out of

the perpendicular.

109
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The most simple form of roof is that known
as the lean=to or shed roof. This is illustrated in

Fig. 131, and it derives its name from the fact

that it is the roof usually used on a small annex

or shed built against or leaning against the main

building.

The roof most in use and also very simple in

its construction is the saddle roof or gable roof,

as it is often called.

This is illustrated in Fig. 132, and shows that

the roof has a double slope, and the highest point

FIG. 131 FIG. 132

where they meet is called the ridge of the roof.

Before going into the detailed construction of

roofs, it will not be out of place to explain some
of the principles involved in roof construction.

In Fig. 133, if AB, CB be two rafters, placed

on walls A and C, and meeting in a ridge B,

even by their own weight, and much more when
loaded, these rafters would have a tendency to

spread outwards at A and C, and to sink at B.

If this tendency be constrained by a tie established

betwixt A and C, and if AB, BC be perfectly rigid

and the tie AC incapable of extension, B will
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become a fixed point. This, then, is the ordinary

couple roof, in which the tie AC is a third piece of

timber, and which may be used for spans of

Umited extent ; but when the span is so great that

the tie AC tends to bend downward or sag, by
reason of its length, then the conditions of sta-

bility obviously become impaired. Now, if from

the point B a string or tie be let down and at-

tached to the middle D, of AC, it will evidently

n A D
^ ^m ^

FIG. 133

be impossible for AC to bend downwards so long

as AB, BC remain of the same length: D, there-

fore, like B, will become a fixed point, if the tie

BD be incapable of extension. But the span may
be increased or the size of the rafters AB, CB be

diminished, until the latter also have a tendency

to sag ; and to prevent this, pieces DE, DF remain

unaltered in length. Adopting the ordinary

meaning of the verb "to truss," as expressing to

tie up, we truss or tie up the point D, and the

frame ABC is a trussed frame. In like manner,
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F being established as a fixed point, G is trussed

to it.

In every trussed frame there must obviously

be one series of component parts in a state of

compression and the other in a state of extension.

The functions of the former can only be filled by
pieces which are rigid, while the place of the latter

may be supplied by strings. In the diagram the

FIG. 134

pieces AB, BC are compressed, and AC, DB are

extended; yet in general the tie DB is called a

king post, a term which conveys an altogether

wrong idea of its duties. Thus we see how the

two principal rafters, by their being incapable of

compression, and the tie beam by its being in-

capable of extension, serve, through the means of

the king post, to establish a fixed point in the

center of the void spanned by the roof, which pre-

vents the rafters from bending, and serve in the

establishing of other fixed points; and a combi-
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nation of these pieces is called a king post roof.

The most simple form of truss is that shown
in Fig. 134, and is called the conmion rafter—so

named, we presume, because it is used in all

classes of building. When it becomes necessary

to add to its strength, the first thing done is to

nail on a cross piece, as shown in Fig. 135, com-
monly called a tie or collar beam. This piece also

FIG. 135

servxs as the ceiling joist where it is desired to

finish a room in the attic. Some times a vertical

piece is added at the center, as show^n in Fig. 136.

This, of course, stiffens the truss, but it does not

add as much to its strength as is generally sup-

posed. This is a common form used for one and

a half storj" houses. The cross piece has a double

purpose here ; that it, to keep the side walls from

spreading outwards and also forms the ceiling.

It can be greatly strengthened by the addition of

two extra pieces set brace shape from the center
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of the collar beam, as shown in Fig. 137. The

lower the collar beam is placed the stronger will

be the truss, and should not in most cases be

placed above one-third the length of the common
rafter.

Another form of truss that is generally used

for small church buildings is that shown in Fig.

FIG. 136

138, commonly called scissors truss. This is

suitable for a building 34 feet wide, shingle roof,

and rafters set on 24-inch centers. The timbers

required will be 26 feet in length for the common
tie rafters and 24 feet for the collar beam. At
the seat of the rafters is a 2 by 6-inch piece

circled out to form a cove, as shown. This piece

should be thoroughly spiked to the studding and
to the side of the tie rafter and to the under edge
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of the common rafter. However, only one-third

of these pieces will catch the rafters, owing to

their being spaced on 24-inch centers, thus requir-

ing the other pieces to be framed in between the

rafters. Other timbers in the truss are 1 by 6-

inch fencing plank. All parts should be thoroughly

spiked together. Cross pieces of 2 by 2-inch stuff

are used to receive the lath and plaster.

It is sometimes, however, inconvenient to

have the center of the space occupied by the king

FIG. 137

post, especially where it is necessary to have

apartments in the roof. In such a case recourse

is had to a different manner of trussing. Two
suspending posts are used, and a fourth element

is introduced; namely, the straining beam a b
(Fig. 139), extending between the posts. The
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principle of trussing is the same. The rafters are

compressed, and the tie beam and posts, the latter

now called queen posts, are in a state of tension.

FIG, 138

In some roofs, for the sake of effect, the tie

beam does not stretch across between the feet of

the principals, but is interrupted. In point of

FIG. 139 FIG. 140

fact, although occupying the place of, it does not

fill the office of a tie beam, but acts merel}^ as a

bracket attached to the wall (Fig. 140). It is

then called a hanuner beam.
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The Principles of Roofs may, therefore, in

respect to their construction, be divided broadly

into two classes: First, those with tie beams;

and second, those without tie beams.

The first class, those with tie beams, may be

further classified as king post roofs and queen

post roofs.

The second class may be arranged as follows:

1st. Hammer beam roofs.

2d. Curved principal roofs.

Having now given such hints regarding the

principles of roof construction as will enable the

FIG. 141

workman to build any ordinarj^ roof intelligently,

we proceed to describe the methods of construc-

tion.

King=Post Roofs.
—

^This form of roof is practi-

cally the beginning of all trusses, which are com-

plete framings in themselves, spanning from wall

to wall, and doing duty for the cross walls, in
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that they support, in their turn, the ridge and

purUns which require a bearing every eight or ten

feet. Trusses should be no more than eight or nine

feet apart and have a nine-inch bearing on eachwall.

Fig. 141 represents a king-post roof truss. P R
is the principal rafter, 5 inches deep and 4 inches

thick ; T the tie beams 9 by 4 inches ; S the struts, 4

by 4 inches ;and the king-post K, is 7 by 4 inches ;the

cuts to give a bearing for the struts are also shown.

B^Z'/itfi/o"

FIG. 142

Flat=Pitched Roofs are not so strong as those

that are pitched higher. The nearer to the per-

pendicular that wood is fixed the stronger it is.

This is shown by the fact that the horizontal

thrust of a pair of rafters is proportionate to the

length of the oblique line drawn, at right angles

from the foot of the rafters, to the perpendicular

dropped from the apex.

The joints of a king-post truss, in fact, all

consist of mortises and tenons entering but a short

distance into the timbers; and they have all

beveled shoulders which ought, wherever possible,

to be at right angles to the incline of the roof.
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Fig. 142 is the joint between king-post and prin-

cipal rafters at the apex supporting the ridge, a

pair of 2i by |-inch wrought iron straps, bolted

from side to side, completing the joint; or, in

practice, a through-bolt from A to B will answer

the same purpose though not so good. Kng-post
trusses are suitable for spans up to thirty feet.

Queen=Post Roofs.—Queen-post trusses are

used for spans over thirty feet, and contain two
perpendiculars to brace up the tie beam spanning

the walls.

FIG. 143

Fig. 143 is a queen-post truss for a thirty-two

feet span. The same form is suitable up to about
forty-two feet span, and beyond that size prin-

cesses or intermediate posts and struts have to

be inserted between the queens and the heels of

the roof, as shown by the dotted lines ; and it is

sometimes necessary to frame a small king-post

truss (also shown on the figure by dotted lines)

above the straining beam SB, to support the

ridge. SS is the straining sill and Q the queens.

The other members are known by the same names
as in other trusses.
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A good rule to ascertain the thickness of queen

post trusses is as follows: Divide the span by 8,

and the quotient will be the required thickness (in

inches), making up for odd parts by adding an-

other inch for heavy-tiled roofs and omitting such

fractions for slates.

FIG. 144 FIG. 145

Taking the tie-beam for thirty-two feet span

at 11 inches deep, and principal rafters at 6 inches,

by adding one inch for every five feet additional

span we can arrive at their depth for the different

roofs.

In Fig. 144 we show a roof that is at once

FIG. 146

strong and cheap for spans from twenty to thirty

feet, pp shows the wall plates, w the wall, o the

ridge and head of suspending rod; W and g
show where the suspending rods may be placed if

the span exceeds twenty-five feet.
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Fig. 145 shows a roof with unequal sides;

ac shows the suspending rod; ee may be braces

of wood or rods of iron ; b and n are resting points.

This is suitable for a span from twenty to thirty

feet.

Fig. 146 is suitable for a roof with a deck and

where the span is not more than twenty-five feet.

It is also suitable for a small bridge crossing a

creek where the span is not more than sixteen to

twenty-two feet. The deck is shown at d; gt, st

show the suspending rods; ab show projections

for gutters and ease-offs.

In estimating the pressure on the roof, for the

purpose of apportioning the proper sizes of tim-

ber to be used, not only the weight of the timber

and the slate or other covering must be taken,

but also the weight of snow which, in severe cli-

mates, may be on its surface, and also the force

of the wind, which w^e may calculate at forty

pounds per superficial foot.

The weight of the covering materials and the

slope of the roof, which is usually given, are con-

tained in the following table:

MATERIAL INCLINATION WEIGHT ON A
TO A FOOT SQUARE FOOT

Tin Rise 1 inch f to IJ lbs.

Copper a
J

a
J toljlbs.

Lead '' 2
'' 4 to 7 lbs.

Zinc "
3

'' llto2 lbs.

Short pine shingles ...
''

5
''

1^ to 2§ lbs.

Long cypress shingles

.

''
6

" 4 to 5 lbs.

Slate
" 6

''
5 to 9 lbs.
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With the aid of this table, and taking into ac-

count the pressure of the wind and the weight of

snow, the strength of the different parts may be

calculated from the following rules, which were

deduced by Mr. Treadgold, from experience;

the}^ are easy of application and useful for

simxjle cases. Mr. Treadgold assumes 66^^ lbs.

as the weight on each square foot. It is cus-

tomary to make the rafters, tie-beams, posts

and struts all the same thickness.

To find the dimensions of the principal raf=

ters in a king=post roof of pine timber:

Rule:—Multiply the square of the length in

feet by the span in feet, and divide the product

by the cube of the thickness in inches; then

multiply the quotient by . 96 to obtain the depth

in inches.

Mr. Treadgold gives also the following rule

for the rafters as more general and reliable

:

Multiply the square of the span in feet by the

distance between the principals in feet, and di-

vide the product by 60 times the rise in feet; the

quotient will be the area of the section of the

rafter in inches.

If the rise is one-fourth of the span, multiply

the span by the distance between the principals,

and divide by 15 for the area of section.

When the distance between the principals is

10 feet, the area of section is two-thirds of the

span.

To find the dimensions of the tie=beam, when
it has to support a ceiling only.
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Rule.—Divide the length of the longest un-

supported part by the cube root of the breadth,

and the quotient multiplied by 1 . 47 will give the

depth in inches.

To find the dimensions of the king=post:

Rule.—^Multiply the length of the post in feet

by the span in feet ; multiply the product by .12.

wliich will give the area of the section of the post

in inches. Divide this by the breadth for the

thickness, or by the thickness for the breadth.

To find the dimensions of struts:

Rule.—^Multiply the square root of the length

supported, in feet, by the length of the strut in

feet, and the square root of the product multi-

plied by . 8 will give the depth ; which multiplied

by . 6 will give the thickness.

In a Queen=Post Roof.

To find the dimensions of the principal rafters

:

Rule.—^^lultiply the square of the length in

feet by the span in feet, and divide the product

by the cube of the thickness in inches; the quo-

tient multiplied by . 155 will give the depth.

To find the dimensions of the tie=beam:

Rule.—Divide the length of the longest un-

supported part by the cube root of the breadth,

and the quotient multipUed by 1 . 47 will give the

depth.

To find the dimensions of the queen=posts:

Rule.—Multiply the length in feet of the post

by the length in feet of that part of the tie-beam

it supports: the product multiplied by .27 will

give the area of the post in inches ; and the breadth
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and thickness can be found as in the king-post.

The dimensions of the struts are found as before.

To find the dimensions of a straining beam :

Rule.—^Multiply the square root of the span

in feet by the length of the straining beam in feet,

and extract the square root of the product; mul-

tiply the result by .9, which will give the depth

in inches. The beam, to have the greatest strength,

should have its depth to its breadth in the ratio

of 10 to 7; therefore, to find the breadth, multiply

the depth by .7.

To find the dimensions of purlins:

Rule.—Multiply the cube of the length of the

purlin in feet by the distance the purlins are apart

in feet, and the fourth root of the product will be

the depth in inches, and the depth multiplied by
.6 will give the thickness.

To find the dimensions of the common rafters

when they are placed 12 inches apart:

Rule.—^Divide the length of bearing in feet by
the cube root of the breadth in inches, and the

quotient multiplied by . 72 will give the depth in

inches.

Beams acting as struts should not be cut into

or mortised on one side, so as to cause lateral

yielding.

Purlins should never be framed into the princi-

pal rafters, but should be notched. When notched

they will carry nearly twice as much as when they

are framed.

Purlins should be in as long pieces as possible.

Rafters laid horizontally are very good in con-
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struction and cost less than purlins and common
rafters.

The ends of tie-beams should be kept with a

free space around them to prevent decay.

It is an injudicious practice to give an excess-

ive camber to the tie-beam; it should only be

drawn up when deflected, as the parts come to

their bearings.

The struts should always be immediately un-

derneath that part of the rafter wlieron the purUn

Ues.

The diagonal joints of struts should be left a

Httle open at the inner part to allow for the

shrinkage of the heads and feet of the king and

queen posts.

It should be specially obser\^ed that all cranks

or bends in iron ties are avoided.

And, as an important final maxim, everj'" con-

struction should be a little stronger than strong

enough.

Hip=roofs.

The principles to be determined in a hip roof

are eight, namely:

1st. Span or width of building to be roofed.

2d. Run of the building, which is one-half the

span.

3d. The rise given the common rafter.

4th. The angle that the common rafter makes
with the level of the plate ; that is, the

pitch of the roof.

5th. The length of the common rafter.
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6th. The angle that the hip-rafter makes with

the adjoining sides of the roof.

7th. The length of the hip-rafters.

8th. The distance from the corner of the build-

ing to the center line of the first jack;

that is, the common difference.

The 1st, 2d and 3d being given the others may
be found, as will be shown in the following illus-

trations :

Let ABCD, Fig. 147, be the plan of the roof.

Draw GH parallel to the sides, AD, BC, and in

FIG. 147

the middle of the distance between them. From
the points A, B, C, D, with any radius, describe

the curves ab, ab, cutting the sides of the plane

at a, b. From these points, with any radius,

bisect the four angles of the plan at r, r, r, r, and

from A, B, C, D, through the points, r, r, r, r, draw

the lines of the hip rafters, AG, BG, CH, DH,
cutting the ridge line, GH, in G and H, and pro-
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duce them indefinitely. The cross lines, EF, df,

are the seats of the last entire common rafters.

Through point in the ridge- line, make GK equal

to the height or rise of roof, and join EK, FK;
then EK is the length of the common rafter.

Make Go, Ho, equal to GK, the rise of the roof,

and join Ao, Bo, Co, Do, for the length of the hip

rafters. If the triangles, AoG, Bog, be turned

round their seats, AG, BG, until their perpendicu-

lars are perpendicular to the plane of the plan,

the points, 00, and the lines Go, Go, will coincide,

and the rafters, Ao, Bo, be in their true positions.

If the roof is irregular, and it is required to

keep the ridge level, we proceed as shown in

Fig. 148.
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Bisect the angles of the two ends by the Hnes

Ab, Bb, CG, DG, in the same manner as in Fig.

147; and through G draw the Hnes GE, GF,
parallel to the sides, CB, DA, respectively, cutting

Ab, Bb, in E and F; join EF; then the triangle

EGF, is a flat, and the remaining triangle and

FIG. 149

trapeziums are the inclined sides. Join Gb,

and draw HI perpendicular to it; at the points

M and N, where HI cuts the lines GE, GF, draw

MK, NL perpendicular to HI, and make them

equal to the rise; then draw HK, IL for the

lengths of the common rafters. At E, set up Em
perpendicular to BE; make it equal to MK or

NL, and join Bm, for the length of the hip rafter,
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and proceed in the same manner to obtain Am,
Cm, Dm.

To find the backing of a hip rafter, when the

plan is right-angled, we proceed as shown in Fig.

149. Let Bb, bC be the common rafters, AD the

width of the roof, and AB equal to one-half the

FIG. ISO

width. Bisect BC in a, and join Aa, Da. From a

set off ac, ad equal to the height of the roof ab,

and join Ad, Dc; then Ad, Dc are the hip rafters.

To find the backing from any point h in Ad, draw
the perpendicular hg, cutting Aa in g ; and through

g draw perpendicular to Aa the line ef, cutting
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AB, AD in e and f. Make gk equal to gh, and
join ke, kf ; and the angle ekf is the angle of the

backing of the hip rafter C.

Fig. 150 shows the method of obtaining the

backing of the hip where the plan is not right-

angled.

Bisect AD in a, and from a describe the semi-

circle, AbD; draw ab parallel to the sides AB,

FIG. 151

DC, and join Ab, Db, for the seat of the hip

rafters. From b set off on bA, bD, the lengths bd,

be, equal to the height of the roof be, and join Ae,

Dd, for the lengths of the hip rafters. To find

the backing of the rafter: In Ae, take any
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point k, and draw kh perpendicular to Ae.

Through h draw fhg perpendicular to Ab, meet-

ing AB, AD, in f and g. Make hi equal to hk,

and join fl gl; then fl, gl is the backing of the

hip.

Fig. 151 shows how to find the shoulder pur=

lins:

First, where the purlin has one of its faces in

the plane of the roof, as at E. From c as a center,

FIG. 152

with any radius, describe the arc dg; and from

the opposite extremities of the diameter draw dh,

gm, perpendicular to BC. From e and f, where
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the upper adjacent sides of the purHn produced

cut the curve, draw ei, fl parallel to dh, gm; also

draw ck parallel to dli. From 1 and i draw Im
and ih parallel to BC, and join kh, km. Then
ckm is the down bevel of the purlin and ckh is

its side bevel.

When the purlin has two of its sides parallel

to the horizon, it is worked out as shown at F.

It requires no further explanation.

When the sides of the purlin make various

angles with the horizon, Fig. 152 shows the appli-

cation of the method.

It sometimes happens, particularl}" in rail-

road buildings, that the carpenter is called upon

to pierce a circular or conical roof with a saddle

roof, and to accomplish this economically is often

the result of much labor and perplexity if a cor-

rect method is not at hand.

The following method, shown in Fig. 153, is an

excellent one and will, no doubt, be found useful

in cases such as mentioned:

Let DH, FM be the common rafters of the

conical roof, and KL, IL the common rafters of

the smaller roof—both of the same pitch. On
GH set up Ge equal to ML, the height of the

lesser roof, and draw ed parallel to DF, and from

d draw cd perpendicular to DF. The triangle

Ddc will then, by construction, be equal to the

triangle KLM, and will give the seat and the

length and pitch of the common rafter of the

smaller roof B. Divide the lines of the seats in

both figures, Dc, KM, into the same number of
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equal parts; and through the points of division

in E, from G as center, describe the curves ca,

2g, If, and through those in B draw the lines 3f,

4g, Ma, parallel to the sides of the roof and inter-
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secting the curves in fga. Through these points

trace the curves Cfga, Afga, which give the Hues

of interesction of the two roofs. Then to find the

valley rafters, join Ca, Aa; and on a erect the

lines ab, ab peipendicular to Ca and Aa, and

make them respectively equal to ^IL; then Cb,

Ab is the length of the valley rafter.

Fig. 154 shows a section of a mansard roof with

concave sides, and the manner of framing the

same when it is to be erected on a brick or stone

building. Pc is the wall; c the wall plate; AB
the floor joist; hi is the side rafter; aie the ceil-

ing joist; ao the top rafter; Bbd the bracket to

nail cornice to ; b the gutter, and ri the studding,

which will be required if it is desirable to finish

the roof story for sleeping rooms.

The wall plate is made of two thicknesses of

two-inch plank nailed together and lap-jointed at

the ends. The joints should receive the longi-

tudinal piece h, and the ends of each should be

sawed off square at or near the dotted line k.

They should then be put into place, nailed to the

wall plate, and the piece h should be firmly nailed

to each. The lower end of the side rafters is cut

out at the toe to rest on the piece h. The upper

ends are also cut to receive the piece i, to which

they should be firmly nailed.

If it is required to lath and plaster on the

ceiling joists, they should be notched to rest on

the piece i ; but if the room is to remain rough, it

will be as well to nail beveled pieces on each, as

shown by the dotted line at s. The end of each
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ceiling joist should be sawed in shape to receive

the moulding a, with which it is usual to finish

the upper part of the roof. The top rafters may
rest either on a longitudinal piece laid on the

ceiling joists or on the piece i—the latter being

the better method.

The curved portions of the side rafters are

made separate from the straight part and are

most generally formed of two thicknesses of inch

stuff, first sawed the right shape and nailed

together, and then spiked to the straight part of

the rafter. When so much of the roof has been

put up, it will be as well to mark on the end of

the floor joists the proper depth for the gutter.

This will be best done by holding a straight-edge

on the ends of the joists, with incline sufficiently

to allow water to run off, and marking on each

joist the depth it will require to be cut down.
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The vertical part of the gutter is cut down in a

line with the lower ends of the side rafters. The

cornice brackets, which are cut of a shape suit-

able for receiving the different parts of the cor-

nice, are made of inch stuff and are nailed to the

floor joists, as shown by the dotted lines and nail-

marks at dk. The best method to pursue in put-

ting them up is to first nail one on to the joist at

either extremity of the roof, then stretch a line

tight between the same points on each, and nail

up the intervening brackets, with the same points

touching the line. If the line is tightly stretched

and proper care is taken in nailing up the brackets

the cornice will be perfectly straight.

In Fig. 155 we have a section of a similar

roof with straight sides. The different parts are

lighter than those of Fig. 154, and the construc-

tion is adapted for a balloon frame building.

The letters in Fig. 155 denote the same parts as

the same letters in Fig. 154, and the explanation

of Fig. 154 will answer for Fig. 155 so far as the

same letters are concerned. Pc is the balloon

frame studding; c, a longitudinal piece for the

floor joists to rest upon. The studs are cut out

at the top to receive the piece c, and will thus

prevent the frame from spreading.

Since there is no curve on the rafter, the face

of it comes flush with the inside of the gutter.

Hence the side rafters are cut out at the heel to

rest on the piece h, instead of the toe, as in Fig.

154, The piece h is beveled in order that the

thrust on the side rafters shall not throw the
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lower ends out. The inside of the gutter is also

made inclining so as to give as much substance

as possible between the gutter and the piece h.

The remaining parts are the same as those in

FIG. 156

Fig. 154, and the same description of those parts

will answer for both cuts.

Fig. 156 shows how to find the angle=rafter

and angle=comice bracket, when the section as

above described has been drawn. Let ABc repre-
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sent the given section on the drafting board or

floor. Draw the Hne AO at an angle of 45 degrees

with AF. Then from any points C, P, 0, etc., of

the section as shown, draw lines perpendicular to

AF, and intersecting AO.
In order to transfer the distances AE, AP, etc.,

on AO to AH, it is most convenient, in our small

illustration, to describe arcs with A as a center;

but in practice, since the distance AO will be

several feet, it will be best to lay a straight edge

along the line AO, and mark the points A, E, P,

etc., on it ; then change the position of the straight-

edge and lay it along AH, the point before on A
being made to coincide with it again, and transfer

the marks to the floor or board on the line AH
at E', P'', etc. When this has been done, draw
lines from these marks and perpendicular to AH.
Now draw lines from the points C, P, O, etc., on

the section ABC, but parallel to FH, and inter-

secting the lines which are perpendicular to AH.
Note the interesection of any two of these lines

which are produced from the same point of the

section, and this intersection will be the similar

point of the angle-rafter. Perhaps the subject

will be better understood if we follow the details

of finding a single point of the angle-rafter; such

for instance, as that corresponding to the point P
of the given section. From P draw PP' perpen-

dicular to AF, and intersecting AO at P'. Make
the distance AP'' on AH equal to AP' on AO,
either by describing an arc with A as a center

and AP' as a radius, or by transferring the point
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P' to P" on a straight-edge, as before stated.

From P" draw P'' P'' ' perpendicular to AIL
Then from P on the section draw a line PP^' '

parallel to FH, until it intersects the hne P'' V '

in the point P'' '. This point Y" ' will be the

point of the angle-rafter corresponding to the

point P of the section. After finding all the points

in a similar manner, they must be joined by the

FIG. 157

requisite curved line, and a pattern rafter cut to

fit. It will be apparent from inspection that the

angle bracket is found in the same manner.

Details of Roofs. Hips are the external angles

by the junction of the roof and its return round the

ends, where the walls are not carried up to the

underside of the rake of roof to form gables.

Valleys are the converse of hips, and jack-

rafters are the short rafters which run between
the hips or valleys and the wall-plates.

Dormers are gables on a small scale, or verti-

cal windows placed on the incline plane of the

roof.

Fig. 157 illustrates a returned roof, with hips

and a valley, showing generally the positions of
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the parts herein before described, as particular-

ized in the accompanying reference—A, valley;

B, hip; C, jack rafters; D, ridge; E, eaves;

F, common rafters; G, gable; H, dormer; P,

purUns; W, wall plate.

Octagonal Roofs.—Fig. 158 represents an octag-

onal roof. In its construction the following

suggestion on laying out an octagon must be

referred to.

To find the side of an octagon when the side

of the square is given: Multiply the side of the

FIG. 158
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square by 4.97 and divide by 12. The quotient

is the side of the inscribed octagon.

To continue with an octagon roof : the length

of hips is found as usual from the rise and run;

the run being half the diagonal of the octagon.

Cut the first pair full length to butt against

each other; the next pair are to be cut up at

right angles to those, and each is to be cut shorter

than the first pair by half the thickness of first

pair, measured square back from the down bevel.

The third and fourth pairs are to be cut shorter

than the first pair by half the diagonal of a square

whose side is the thickness of the first rafters.

If the thickness of the first pair is 2 inches, then

the third and fourth pairs are shortened by 1 and

5-12 inches, as 2 and 10-12 is the diagonal of a

square whose sidd is 2 inches.

The first and second pairs have no side bevels

;

the side bevels of the third and fourth run back

on both sides from the middle of the rafter.

Find this bevel by taking the original length of

rafter on the blade of a square and its run on

the tongue, when the blade shows the cut. The

backing of the hips obtain by taking 5-12 of

the rise on the tongue and the length of hip on

blade, the latter giving the cut; for the side of

an octagon is 5-12 its square width.

Half the square width is the run of the middle

jack rafter, from which and its rise we get its

length. From the length deduct the same amount

as from the third and fourth pairs of hips. If

there are to be two jacks between the middle one
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and the corner, we
divide the length of

the side into three

parts, also the rise,

whence are obtained

as before the distance

of rafters apart, and

the rise of the shortest

jack. Divide half the

square width of octa-

gon by 3 to find the

run of shortest jack.

Just as the square is

laid on to find the

length of a jack, it

gives the down and

lower end bevels ; while

the side bevel is ob-

tained by taking the

length of the middle

jack on blade and half

one side of the octagon

on the tongue; the

blade giving the cut.

The following illus-

trations and reading

matter are from Mr.

Woods, and are largely

self-explanatory. They
show the lengths and
bevels of hips and jacks

of an octagonal tower FIG. 159
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roof. The seat and plumb cuts are found in the
usual way of taking the proportion of the run and
rise on the tongue and blade, but there must be an

additional or diagonal cut across the back of the
jack to fit against the hip, as shown in Fig. 159,
by the dotted hnes at A-B. These lines are always
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vertical and the

same distance apart

regardless of the

pitch given. The
diagonal Une from

A to B across the

back of the jack de-

termines the angle.

Fig. 160 illustrates

this point. If there

was no pitch at all

then 5 and 12 would

give the cut. These

figures also give the

starting lines A and

B which, since the

rafters are of the

same thickness, will

remain at right

angles the same
distance apart. Thus,

if the rafter be 2

FIG. 161
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inches thick, the hnes A and B will be 4| inches

apart.

The Jack Cut may be found as follows : Take
5 on the tongue and the length of the common

FIG. 162

rafter for one-foot run on the blade, the blade

giving the cut. Thus it will be seen that when
the principles of roof framing are understood it

is not necessary to lay out an elaborate diagram.
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A simple line drawing, like that shown in Fig. 161,

illustrates all that is contained in Fig. 159.

Hexagonal Roofs.—To make a hexagon, in

Fig. 162, take 6 and 15-16 on the tongue and 12

inches on the blade, and apply as shown on a

base line which forms a square around the figure.

FIG. 163

The side of a hexagon equals the radius of the

circumscribing circle. The square width is de-

termined from two parallel sides; a diagonal of

the figure is a line from opposite angles.

The first pair of hips are set up as in an octag-

onal roof. The second and third pairs have a

side bevel. To find this, take half the side of the
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hexagon on the tongue, and half the square width

added to the gain of the hip rafter in running

that distance, on the blade. The tongue gives the

cut. Strike the bevel across the rafter. Now,
the second and third pairs are to be measured
back shorter than the first pair, on their middle

lines, just half the length of this bevel. The third

pair has the bevel cut on both sides from the

center. The backing of the hips is found by
taking 7-12, the rise of the roof, on tongue, and
the length of hip on blade; the latter gives the

cut. The side of the hexagon is 7-12 its square

width, or apothem. The lengths and bevels of

the jack rafters are found as in octagonal roofs.

To Timber a Hexagonal Roof.—On the nnel-2,

Fig. 163, is the seat of the hips, 3-4 will be the

rise. On the line 1-S, say at 0, draw a line at

right angles touching the line 1-2, which is the

seat of a jack rafter. From 0-P at right angles

draw P-E equal to P-F, and connect OH; this

gives the bevels and length for plumb cut of jack

rafter. From 6-7 draw the hne 8-9 indefinitely;

set the compasses to 1-4, which is the length of

the hip, and this length at 6 intersects 9-8 at 8;

repeat from 7, which is the covering for one side

of the roof, the intermediate hues being the lengths

of jack rafters and bevels for side cut. On the

line 1-2, say at B, take B for a center, touching

the line 4-2, for radius, describe the arc BC,
through B, at right angles to 1-2, draw the hne
DE, and from C to E and C to D will be found

for backing the hips.



Foundations, Walls, Windows,

Framing, Joints, and Girders

In olden times, it required the services of

only a few men to build a house. The stone-

mason put up the foundations, fireplace, and
chimney, and the carpenter did the rest. Nowa-
dsiYs, however, almost all the details are divided

among a multitude of special trades. It is

nevertheless true to-day, more than it ever was
before, that while the carpenter is, and will

continue to be, of prime importance, yet his

functions are more intimatel}^ bound up than

thev used to be with those of his fellow-work-

men. The carpenter nowadays must know
something of masonry, concrete, electric wiring,

etc. ; and so must the j)lumber, the plasterer, etc.

Foundations.— The object of a foundation is

to form a solid base arranged to distribute the

weight of the superstructure over a large area

of ground, and so reduce the inevitable ''settle-

ment" to a minimum, and to provide for a

uniform settling, so that the framework will not

be strained and the plaster cracked.

We are therefore dwelling briefly upon the

subject of foundations.

The method of constructing such foundations

148
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is largely determined by the nature of the soil and

may be classed as follows

:

Class I.—^Foundations where the soil is firm

enough to bear the weight of the building.

Class II.—Foundations on marshy grounds.

In Class I the foundation may be formed

—

Firstly, by brick footings formed by spreading

the wall by means of off-sets as shown in Figs. 1,

2 and 3.

Secondly, by laying down rough thick stones

of width equal to twice the thickness of the wall,

and then forming brick off-sets to distribute the

weight of the wall on the stones, as in Fig. 4.

Thirdly, by concrete footings composed of

Portland cement, broken stones and sand mixed

together with water; a good proportion being, one

part of cement, two of sand, and four or five of

broken stone. The material thus produced be-

comes a solid mass as hard as stone. This method
as shown in Fig. 5, is preferable to the preceding

ones and is being generally adopted. The success

of it depends upon the proportion of cement, sand

and stone, as above given, being strictly adhered

to, and care should be taken that the mixing is

inspected, as the tendency is to economize on the

cement to the detriment of the concrete.

In Class II, a solid bed is formed for the founda-

tion by driving wooden piles into the marshy soil

as shown in Fig. 6. Oak, yellow pine, spruce and

hemlock are the woods commonly used. The piles

are driven through the soft soil to the firm bed

beneath. The heads are then cut off at a certain
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level and a timber capping put on them. This

capping is commonly of yellow pine and serves as a
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It frequently happens that the piles do not

reach the firm soil owing to its great depth. In

this case the load is wholly supported by the

friction of the earth on the sides of the piles;

which, however, is generally found ample except

in the case of large building and engineering

operations.

The materials commonly used in the walls of

buildings are brick and stone, and within the last

few years cement blocks have been used to a

great extent and with ver}^ satisfactory results.

The locality in which the building is being erected

and the purposes for which it is intended deter-

mine largely the material which is to be used.

Thus in a district where stone is easily obtained

this material is naturally used; while in places

where clay is abundant, bricks are largely em-
ployed. Bricks are to be preferred to the stone

in that they lend themselves more readily to regu-

lar arrangement and to a system of bonding.

Bonding is the arrangement of the bricks to

overlap each other so that no continuous vertical

jomts occur either on the face or the inside of the

wall. This is necessary as the mortar joints are

the weakest part of a wall, and if the vertical

joints were made continuous, the wall would tend

to give way along these hues.

The thickness of mortar joints varies according

to the quality of the brick used. Pressed brick,

with edges straight and true, only requires a joint

one-eighth of an inch thick; ordinar^^ brick joints

at from one-quarter to three-eighths of an inch

;
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while common brick frequently have as much as

five-eighths of an inch at the joint.

Stretchers are the bricks laid with their lengths

in the direction of the length of the wall. Headers

are the brick laid with their lengths across the

wall. See Fig. 7.

All bricks, to be laid in dry weather, should be

wetted before being used, in order to wash off any

dust and to prevent too rapid absorption of the

moisture of the mortar. Whenever new brick-

work is joined to old, the old work should be

thoroughly wetted to insure proper adhesion. All

foundation brickwork should be started well below

the lowest frost line.

In the erection of brickwork, all the walls

should rise at about the same rate; no part being

carried more than three feet above the rest, or

unequal settlement is likely to occur with the

result that the wall soon shows signs of fracture.

If it is not possible to carry all the walls up simul-

taneously, the portion first built should be^stepped

back" rather than ^'toothed." See Fig. 7,

Fig. 7 shows the bond commonly used in brick-

work, with headers every sixth course.

Fig. 8 shows what is known as English bond.

The plans show the method of laying the bricks in

the two courses.

Fig. 9 shows the arrangement of bricks to form

the Flemish bond. In this and also the English

bond, particular care should be taken to keep each

vertical joint in any one course directly over the

corresponding vertical joint in the course next but
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one below. A neglect of this precaution detracts

considerably from the appearance of the finished

work.
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Fig. 10 shows the construction of a hollow wall,

which, with the same amount of material, is more

stable than a solid wall and possesses many other

advantages. It consists of two separate walls,

with an airspace of four inches between them, tied

together with bonding irons or ^'clips'' every few

feet. A wall of this kind prevents dampness from

penetrating to the inside.

Fig. 11 shows a damp-proof course, marked D
P., which should never be omitted in important

work. It consists of a layer of impervious

material laid on the walls just above the ground

and below the floor beams; its object being to

prevent dampness from rising from the ground

and getting into the building. Materials suitable

for damp-proofing courses are: Asphalt, pitch,

slate, damp-resisting paints and cements, or any

material that does not allow moisture to pass

through it.

In buildings having a cellar below the ground,

this damp-proofing material is applied to the out-

side of the cellar walls from a little above the

ground level, well down to the under side of the

footing course. See Fig. 12.

Lime, Cement and Mortar

This is a subject to which considerable space

might well be devoted, but, as it is not the purpose

of this series to go into the subject so deeply, only

such information wiU be given as may be required

in the ordinary erection of cottages and the smaller

buildings.
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All lime should be freshly burned and thor-

oughly slacked.

All cement should be finely ground and free

from lumps.

All sand should be clean, sharp, free from loam
and salt, properly screened and washed.

Lime mortar is usually composed of three parts

of sand to one of lime, but two parts of sand to one

of lime makes a much better material.

Lime.—Rosendale cement mortar is mixed one

part of Rosendale cement, one part of lime and
five parts of sand and should be well mixed before

the water is added.

Lime.—Portland cement mortar is mixed one

part of Portland cement, one part of lime and six

parts of sand. All should be well mixed before

the water is added.

Rosendale cement mortar is mixed one part of

Rosendale cement to two parts of sand.

Portland cement mortar is mixed one part of

Portland cement to three of sand, for ordinary use,

and for important work one part of Portland

cement to two of sand, thoroughly mixed dry,

adding only enough water to render mortar of

good working consistency.

A little lime should be added to cement mortar
to be used in freezing weather. The mortar should

not be made up in greater quantities than required

for the work on hand, and no excess that may have
been left over night should be used in any way.

An arch is the arrangement of bricks, stone or

other materials to span an opening. They are
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named from the outline of their soffits, as seg-

mental (Fig. 13), semicircular (Fig. 14), or flat

(Fig. 17). The terms of the various parts of the

arch are shown in Fig. 21. The soffit or under side
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of the arch is also called the intrados. The back or

upper side is also called the extrados. The pieces

marked ^'B" of which the arch is composed are

called voussoirs. The skewback is also known as

the springing line.

Semicircular and segmental arches are the best

as far as strength is concerned and are the simplest

to construct. Other forms such as flat, Dutch,

elliptical, and three-centered arches are used only

where the architectural style of the building makes
them preferable.

Fig. 13 shows the two-row-lock arch used in

common work. The bricks are laid on edge in two
concentric rings extending through the wall.

Fig. 14 shows a segmental arch. Ordinary

bricks nibbed or cut to the required shape are used

and form a perfect bond.

Fig. 15 shows the flat arch which also requires

the use of rubbed or cut bricks. Arches of this

form should have a rise or camber equal to about

one-eighth of an inch for every foot of span,

in order to prevent it from sagging when the arch

settles. The skewback is usually made to an angle

of 60°. Arches of this kind only appear on the

exterior face of the openings ; the inner part of the

wall being carried on a wooden lintel as shown in

Figs. 16 and 17. On top of the lintel is formed a

rough brick relieving or discharging arch; the

object of which to is prevent collapse in case of

the destruction of the wooden lintel by fire or rot.

The brickwork on top of the lintel and under the

reheving arch is called the core (Fig. 16). The
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construction when this core is omitted is shown in

Fig. 17.

Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate the temporary wooden
structure required to support the bricks of an
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arch while the arch is being built. The upper

surface of a center corresponds in outUne to the

soffit of the arch. They consist of two parallel

boards cut to the ri^quired curvature and covered

with narrow wooden strips called '4ags" for sup-

porting the bricks. The centers are supported on

wooden uprights with wedges as shown. These

wedges can be eased when necessary. The centers

should never be removed before mortar has

properly set.

Fig. 20 illustrates the Dutch arch, which, as it

is of weak construction, is suitable only for open-

ings of narrow span.

Foundation Construction

Stones used for building purposes differ from

bricks in being of unequal shape and size; in con-

sequence of which considerable care must be taken

in order to obtain a good bond. Bonding, as in

brickwork, is the arrangement of the stones to over-

lap each other so that no continuous vertical joints

occur. The unevenness of the stones, except in the

case of cut stonework, also necessitates tliicker mor-

tar joints than are required in laying up brickwork.

To guard against fracture being caused by
settlement, the length of the blocks should not, in

the harder class of stones, exceed four or five times,

nor the breadth be more than two or three times,

the thickness. In the softer kinds of stone the

length should not exceed three times, nor the

breadth be more than one and one-half times, the

thickness.
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All stones should be laid on their natural bed

;

that is, laid on that plane of division along which

the stones are spilt when obtained from the quarry.

A neglect of this precaution very often causes the

stones to split.

Fig. 22 shows a wall with the stones laid up
random rubble. Stones of all shapes and sizes are

used and for that reason require considerable skill

in laying, as their irregular surfaces make them
difficult to bed and bond. Proper bonding re-

quires the insertion of through stones (marked

T. S.) at intervals of four or five feet in the length

of the wall, and about every eighteen inches in the

height of the wall. An equally good substitute

for a through stone, is a stone extending from the

inside of the wall, three-quarters of the thick-

ness of the wall, and overlapping another stone

extending from the outside of the wall three-

quarters the thickness of the wall. Through stones

and three-quarter stones should be of sufficient

thickness to prevent fracture through settlement of

the wall. Fig. 23 shows a section through the wall.

Fig. 24, at A, shows uncoursed square rubble,

and, at B, shows squared rubble built up to courses.

Both of these arrangements are superior to random
rubble. In both cases the wall is built of rec-

tangular stones with squared ends. In the latter

case, the wall is brought to a level every fifteen

to eighteen inches.

Fig. 25 shows a wall built up of field stones.

This kind of a wall is used principally in the

picturesque cottages and country homes.
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Fig. 26 shows an elevation and section of

coursed ashlar. Ashlar is a facing of stones, never
less than four inches thick, used to cover walls of

MGURE 25. P-IGUI5B 2e. stcnoM
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brick or rough stone, to which it should be securely-

anchored. Foundation walls, where ashlar is used,

should be made of sufficient thickness to carry-

superstructure, independent of the ashlar unless

the ashlar be at least eight inches thick and bonded

into the backing, in which case it may be counted

as part of the thickness of the wall.

Cellar Windows

Plate VI takes up the construction of an ordi-

nary cellar window in a stone wall. The sash is

hinged at the top with heavy wrought iron butts

and arranged to swing in. It is secured in place,

when closed, by a catch on bottom rail, and, when
open is secured with a hook on cellar ceiling or

beams.

Fig. 27 shows the elevation ; Fig. 28, the section,

and Fig. 29, the plan.

Fig. 30 is a section through the head of the

frame. The staff bead is sometimes omitted, but,

as it makes a better finish at the junction between

wood and masonry, hiding the roughness of the

stonework where it takes up with the wood, it is

desirable to use it.

Fig. 31 is a section through the jamb. The
'4ug" is a piece left on the ends of head and sill

and built into the wall to secure the frame in

place.

Fig. 32 is a section through the sill. Stone sills

near grade do not require a drip. The inside of

the wall is finished in cement.

Figs. 33 and 34 show the head and sill of a
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window with an iron guard and a window screen

outside of the sash. The iron bars are let into the

head and sill about an inch.
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Building Construction

In the East, spruce and hemlock are commonly
used in the framework of cottages, and occasionally

oak in the better class of buildings. In the South

and West, other materials indigenous to the par-

ticular locations are employed.

Fig. 35 shows the use of shingles for the exterior

covering of a house, and Fig. 36 illustrates the use

of clapboards.

Fig. 37 is a section showing the construction of

the framework at the first tier of beams. The main

sill is the first piece of timber to be put in place, and

should be well bedded in mortar on the walls so

that it may have an even bearing at every point.

It should have a halved joint at all corners, and if

splicing is necessary, it should be done by means

of a scarfed joint. This cut also shows a base

course of shingles. Three forms of base courses,

where clapboards are used, are shown in Figs. 38,

39 and 41.

At "A," Fig. 39, is shown a fire stop of bricks

laid between the floor beams, which should never

be omitted. It also serves as a stop for wind and

vermin. It is frequently built on the sill as

indicated by the dotted lines at ''B."

Fig. 40 shows an isometric view of the base of

the framework.

Fig. 41 shows the cross bridging between the

floor beams. There should be a row of cross

bridging for every eight feet of span. This cut

also shows the studs mortised into the sill, a con-
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stmctive feature only used in the best grade of

work.

Fig. 42 shows an elevation at the comer of a

building, from the sill to the rafters. The girts
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are mortised and tenoned into the corner posts and

pinned with hardwood pins. The braces are mor-

tised and tenoned into the comer posts, sills, girts,

and plates, and are pinned with hardwood pins.

F]gi^J^EN(G.
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The second tier of beams are notched over the

girts, the ribbon strips, or ledger boards, as they

are also called, are notched one inch into the

studs, braces, and posts, and should be well spiked.

The third tier of beams should be notched over

this ribbon strip.

All timber should be sound, well seasoned, and

free from any imperfections materially impairing

its durability or strength, and should be set with

the crowning edge up.

Care should be exercised in framing so that im-

portant timbers will not require cutting for pipes,

chimneys, etc. All timber should be kept at least

two inches from the outside of the chimneys, and

in no case allowed to rest on the chimneys.

Joints Used in Framing

Plate IX illustrates and shows the application

of the principal joints used in framing. Starting

with the main sill. Fig. 44, the method of jointing

at the corners is shown; the joint being known as

angle halving. The corner post and studs are

mortised into sill. This is done in the best work,

the common way being to cut off posts and studs

with square ends, and spike to sill and girt. The

beams are shown let into the sill.

Fig. 45 illustrates tee halving, as in the case of

wall plates coming together at right angles.

Fig. 46 illustrates beveled halving. This joint

is used in splicing plates and sills.

Fig. 47 illustrates dovetailed halving.

Fig. 48 shows the girt framed into comer post
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with a mortise and tenon joint, pinned with hard-

wood pins or well spiked.

Fig. 49 shows the girt framed into comer post
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with a dovetailed tenon joint. The girt is secured

firmly in place by driving the wedge shown.

Fig. 50 shows an isometric view of the dove-

tailed tenon joint.

Framing Around a Fireplace

Plate X illustrates the use of the tusk and
tenon joint and the wrought iron joist hanger in

fireplace framing.

One-half of Fig. 51 shows the header, trimmers,

and tail beams framed together with the tusk and

tenon joint, which is considered the best joint, both

theoretically and practically; and the other half

of the plan shows the use of the wrought iron

hanger, which is used when it is important to pre-

serv^e the entire strength of the timbers.

Fig. 52 illustrates the use of hanger to support

tail beam.

Fig. 53 is an isometric view showing construc-

tion of the tusk and tenon joint. This joint is also

shown in Fig. 54. The thickness of the tenon ''X"

is one-sixth the depth of the beam, and the tenon

is so fixed that it has its low^est surface in the center

of the depth of the beam. ''Z" is the tusk which

bears weight of the header and is let into the trim-

mer about one and one-half inches and secured in

place by means of the hardwood wedge, ''Y."

The projection of the tenon beyond the surface

of the beam, as well as the wedge, are omitted when
they would be in the way. This construction is

illustrated in Fig. 55, which shows the tenon se-

cured with a hardwood pin through the center of
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the header ; and is also shown in Fig. 56, where it

is secured in place by means of a three-quarter-

inch bolt. A hole is cut in the beam as shown, to
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receive the nut, and is made large enough so that

nut may be turned.

Fig. 57 shows a cheaper method of framing'

which is used to a considerable extent, though not

with as satisfactory results as the previous ex-

amples. The tail beam is supported on a ''two-

by four" joist, spiked to the header.

Girders

Fig. 58 illustrates a cellar girder of six-inch by
eight-inch yellow pine supported on a twelve-inch

by twelve inch brick pier with bluestone cap. The

floor beams are let into girder to a depth of four

inches. The top two inches of beam rests on top

of girder, thus making the under side of girder

flush with the under side of floor beam.

Fig. 59 illustrates another flush girder fre-

quently employed though not as good as preceding

example. It consists of a girder composed of three

of the floor beams well spiked together, with two-

inch by four-inch strips well spiked on to support

floor beams which are notched over them.

Fig. 60 shows an ordinary girder with beams

resting on top. Beams should be lapped over

girder and spiked together as shown.

Fig. 61 illustrates the construction of an interior

partition nmning at right angles to the direction

of the floor beams. A rough flooring, usually of

seven-eighths-inch by eight-inch matched spruce

or hemlock, is laid diagonally over floor beams and

well nailed to them. On top of this floor, the par-

tition is erected by putting down a two-inch by
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four-inch partition sill or shoe and then raising the

studs, which are usually of two-inch by four-inch

stuff set sixteen inches on centers. A seven-

eighths-inch by two-inch ground is nailed at the
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floor angle to serve as a gauge for lath and

plaster and as a nailing for base. The finished

floor is shown extending under the base and is

generally of seven-eighths-inch stuff, matched,

and not over three inches wide. A layer of

deafening paper should be put between rough

and finished floors. Boards should be blind

nailed to every bearing and laid with end joints

broken. Partitions are frequently made sound

proof b}^ filling in between studding with brick, as

in the case of a frame partition between any living

room and a kitchen, laundry'- or other room where

there is any noise.

The Fireplace

A fireplace when properly built should give a
fair amount of heat with ordinary attention and
should not smoke.

The principal points of construction are first a

properly constructed throat which should be built

well to the front and directly over the center of

fireplace. The width of throat indicated ai ''A,"

Fig. 63, should not be less than three inches and
not over six inches in the ordinary fireplace where
no damper is provided. Too frequently it is made
too wide, and as a consequence, the air passes up
the flue without being warmed and checks the

draft. This causes smoky fireplaces, and in a

great many cases of defective fireplaces a cure has

been effected by simply contracting the throat.

The flat ledge is built to deflect down drafts back
into the warm rising air.
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Each fireplace should have a separate flue; a

good size being eight inches by twelve inches, and

chimneys should be carried well above highest
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point of roof. The throat should extend entirely

across the fireplace opening and should be gradu-

ally contracted to the flue directly over middle of

fireplace, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 64. If

necessary to carry flue over to one side of chimney,

it should be deflected by easy bends as indicated

by dotted lines.

Flues, where lined with terra cotta pipe, only

require four inches of brick around same, but where

unhned, should have eight inches of brick with

joints struck smooth on inside—^not plastered.

Flue lining is much to be preferred. Chimneys
above roof should be laid up in cement mortar, one

of cement to two of sand.

Back of fireplace should incline forward to

throat and jambs should be splayed rather than

set at right angles to face of fireplace, as this will

reflect more heat into room.

Fig. 63 also shows the construction of ash dump
and pit, wliich should never be omitted.

Fireplaces are commonly two feet six inches to

three feet wide, one foot four inches to one foot

eight inches deep and two feet six inches high.

The arch across opening is supported on a one-half

inch by two and one-half inch iron bar, slightly

cambered and with ends turned up as shown in

Fig. 64.

The trimmer arch consists of a one rowlock arch

of bricks laid upon centering constructed by car-

penter, one end of which is secured to header,

while the other end rests on a brick ledge corbelled

out for it. A concrete filling is put over arch and
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brought to a level with rough flooring. On top of

this tile hearth is set.

The back hearth and back and jambs of fire-

place opening are usually of firebrick. The front

hearth and facings are of brick, tile or marble.

Cellar Windows

Plate XIII illustrates the construction of a

double hung sash window in a brick cellar wall.

The illustration shows the construction so clearly

that little explanation seems necessary.

Fig. 65 is a section through the head of the

window. The cellar ceiling is shown plastered

and the inside of the window is finished to corres-

pond with the rooms on the upper floors. When
the window occurs in an unfinished portion of the

cellar, the finished woodwork, such as trim, stop

bead, stool, and apron, is omitted, and a plain

casing put on inside of frame. Space above win-

dow head, marked ''A," should be filled up with

mortar to make a draft-proof job.

Fig. 66 is a section through the meeting rails.

Fig. 67 is a section through the window sill.

The space between brickwork and underside of

wooden sill, marked ''B," should also be filled

up with mortar. The inside of brick foundation

walls is shown furred with 1 by 2-inch strips and

then lathed and plastered.

Fig. 68 is a section through the window jamb.

Space marked "C" should be well slushed up with

mortar.

Fig. 69 is an isometric view showing a little
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more clearly the relation of the various members
at the window head.
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Fig. 70 is an isometric view through the sill of

window.

Windows in Frame Walls

Plate XIV illustrates the construction of a

double hung sash window in a frame wall. It is

what is known as a skeleton frame without a

ground casing, and is the kind of window frame

that is used in the cheapest grade of v/ork.

Principal among its weak constructive features

are the omission of grounds to nail trim to, the use

of a single sill instead of a sill and sub-sill and the

omission of a ground casing, without which a true

pulley stile cannot be insured.

Fig. 71 is a section through the head.

Fig. 72 is a section through the jamb.

Fig. 73 is a section through the sill.

Fig. 74 is an isometric view of head.

Fig. 75 is an isometric view of jamb and sill.

Plates XV and XVI continue the illustration of

double hung sash windows in frame walls. The

first plate illustrates a skeleton frame with a

ground casing.

Fig. 7G is a section through the window head

and could be improved by the use of grounds nailed

to studs to sei-ve as a gauge for plastering and as a

nailing for the trim. The tops of all windows on

exterior are almost always exposed to the weather

and, as indicated in this case, should be well

flashed with tin or copper.

Fig. 77 shows a section through the meeting

rails.
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Fig. 78 is a section through the jamb of the

window and shows the ground casing, marked

''GC." When grounds and ground casings are
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omitted, the trim must alwaj^s be wide enough

to get a nailing into the studs. The outside

archi trave should always be at least one and

one-eighth inches thick or better, one and
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three-eighths inches, to receive clapboards or

shingles.

Fig. 79 is a section through the sill of the win-

dow. The openings around sills and heads of

windows should always be plastered up with

"scratch" mortar, as shown.

Figs. 80 and 81 are isometric views of the pre-

vious sections.

Plate XVI illustrates a somewhat better meth-

od of constructing the wmdow frame and shows

how a mosquito screen may be put on outside of

sash.

Fig. 82 is a section through the head and shows

the use of grounds, marked ''G." The inside

finish is more elaborate than in the preceding

examples.

Fig. S3 shows the sliding mosquito screen on

outside of sash. The running strip is nailed to the

outside casing.

Fig. 84 is a section through the sill and shows

the bottom rail of mosquito frame and the ground,

marked ''G." Also, instead of a single sill, as is

used in cheaper work, a sill and sub-sill are pro-

vided, same being put together in white lead. The
groove or water nose on bottom rail of sash pre-

vents water from entering under same.

Fig. 85 is an elevation showing the inside finish

around window.

We will consider two special methods of con=

structing double hung sash windows. The first,

shown in illustrations on Plate XVII, is a window
so constructed as to permit the use of mosquito
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screen, and blinds with swivel slats outside of the

sashes. This is accomplished by putting the out-

side casing ^'D," over the sheathing boards "C,'^

which makes a wider box for sash weights and
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allows the piece ''A" to be set for mosquito screen.

The space between mosquito screen and blind ''B"

is required for blind fasteners.

Fig. 86 is a section through the window head.
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The ground ''G" serves as a gauge for plastering

and as a nailing for the trim and should always be

used in the best work.

Fig. 87 is a section through the jamb of the

window. The stop bead ''F" should never be less

than one and three-fourths inches wide so as to

allow proper space for the window shades. At

*T " a pocket is formed in pulley style for access to

sash weights.

Fig. 88 is a section through the sill of the win-

dow. The sill should be grooved out three-eighths

of an inch for pulley stile.

In all good work a back mould ''H'^ should

always be provided. This mould has a beveled

edge which may be planed off to fit the unevenness

of the plaster work.

Figs. 89 and 90 are respectively interior and

exterior elevations of the window.

Plate XVIII illustrates a somewhat better

method of construction than any previously shown.

The advantage of having mosquito screen and

blinds outside of sashes is secured in this case by
using four by five-inch studs. The construction

is known as a "box frame," the back casing "A"
forming the box and insuring a rigid pulley st34e

and consequently accurately fitting sashes. The
window sill forms the bottom of the weight box,

and is grooved out three-eighths of an inch for the

pulley stile.

Fig. 91 is a section through the head of the

window.

Fig. 92 is a section through the jamb of the
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window. The use of the strip of wood "B,"

dividing the weight box, is an improvement used

only in the best grade work.

Fig. 93 is a section through the sill of the win-
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dow, and shows the use of the moulded panel back

under the window in place of the stool and apron

finish.

Fig. 94 is an interior elevation of the window.

Plate XIX takes up the construction of a

double=hung sash frame in a doub!e=pIastered wall,

with mosquito screen and blinds outside of the

sashes and ample space for window shades on the

inside stop head. Also, the inside finish is of a

somewhat better character than in preceding

examples.

In locations exposed to severe cold weather and

penetrating winds the double-plastered wall is

particularly desirable. The walls are constructed

of the usual two by four-inch studs, with one four by

four-inch or two two by four-inch studs at all open-

ings. The outside of the wall is sheathed with

matched boards, laid horizontally or diagonally,

preferably the latter way, and the sheathing paper

is then put on ; being well lapped at all comers and

around all openings. On top of this the shingles,

clapboards or other covering material is placed.

The inside of the wall is lathed and plastered

two coats—scratch coat and brown coat. One-

inch by two-inch grounds are nailed to studs as

indicated at ''G." A one-inch air space is then

formed by means of one-inch by two-inch furring

strips, marked 'T," and the wall is again lathed

and plastered, this time with three coats of plaster.

All spaces around head, sill and jambs of window

frame should be well filled up with scratch mortar,

so as to be absolutely wind-proof.
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In Fig. 96, where marked "P," two pockets are

formed in the lower part of the pulley stile, for

access to the sash weights. When the strip of

wood dividing weight box is omitted, one pocket,

usually on the inner half of the pulley stile, is
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sufficient. The flashing shown at the outside

architrave is used only in the best grade of work.

The interior finish consists of a pedestal base

or wainscoting, the top member of which forms the

window stool; pilaster jambs and an entablature

head. With a finish of this kind the stop bead,

marked *'S/' should always be made thick enough

to take up the projecting mouldings of the cap and

base, which butt against it. The panel under the

window should be constructed so that it can be

readily removed in case it cracks or is damaged,

by taking off the panel moulding. The frieze of

the entablature should be on a Une with the face

of the pilaster, and the face of the wainscoting

should be kept on a line with the plinth of the pil-

aster base. Cap and base are shown in Fig. 101

and 102.

Fig. 99 is an exterior elevation and Fig. 100 an

interior elevation of the window.

Another method of constructing double-plas-

tered walls and a window frame for same is shown

in Fig. 98. In this case one-inch by two-inch

furring strips, marked *' A, " are nailed to the studs

as a bearing for the lath and are plaecd so as to

allow a one-inch air space between the inside plas-

tering and the back plastering. The frame could

be improved by placing the outside casing outside

of the sheathing boards, thereby giving enough

width to the pulley stile to permit of both screen

and bhnds outside of sashes.

In Plate XX we illustrate a storm=resisting

window, with a double set of sashes, in a double-
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plastered wall, for use in a location exposed to

very severe weather throughout the entire or

greater part of the year.

Three by six-inch studs are used for the outside

walls and the window has a box frame with a sepa-
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rate weight box for each set of sashes. The sill

should be gotten out of two-and-one-half inch stuff.

Fig. 106 shows how storm sash may be substi-

tuted for blinds when cold weather sets in. The
thickness of storm sash and outside architrave

should be at least one and one-half inches, or

better, one and three-quarter inches. The joint

at the meeting stiles of storm sash is shown in

Fig. 107. Sash are usually rebated one-half inch.

Fig. 108 shows a double-glazed sash for exposed

locations. The principal objection to their use is

that dust will sooner or later get between the sheets

of glass, which, with the sweating in cold weather,

will soil and streak the glass where it is inaccessible

for cleaning.

Fig 109 shows a window frame constructed for

the use of heavy sashes the use of four-inch by five-

inch studs and the placing of the outside casing

over the sheathing boards gives the required w^dth

to the pulley stile.

We will conclude the study of double hung win-

dows in frame walls; illustrating in Plate XXI a

window with inside sliding blinds and in Plate

XXII a double hung window in a brick veneer wall.

In Plate XXI we have shown the inside blinds

sliding in grooves on the window jambs, and, when

not in use, sHding down in a pocket (Fig. 112)

beliind a moulded panel back. The pocket is

covered by a hinged stool "A," v/hich raises up as

indicated by the dotted lines when it is desired to

use the blinds.

Rather than have the sliding grooves and blinds
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project in the room, we have made the wall

thicker by the use of three by six-inch studs, with

the exception of that portion of wall under window

Lri^TR XXI.
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frame where we have used two two by four-inch

studs. When the wall is not made thick enough

to take up the extra thickness of bhnd box and

slides, the whob window is made to project in the

room, causing a more or less unsightly appearance.

The window frame itself is constructed in pretty

much the usual manner, the exceptions being the

extra width of window head and pulley stile

caused by thickness of wall and the omission of the

inside stop beads, in place of which we have the

sliding grooves marked "S. G."
The plastering behind the bhnd box should not

be omitted. The scratch and brown coats, how-

ever, are sufficient. All spaces around window
frame should be well filled up with scratch mortar.

In Plate XXII the wall is constructed of two

by four-inch studs, doubled at openings
;
plastered

on the inside; sheathed diagonally on the outside

with matched boards; then covered with water-

proof sheathing paper; and then with four inches

of brickwork. The veneer of brick should be tied

to the frame wall every five courses, opposite every

stud, with patent veneer ties, shown in Fig. 117.

The tie is made of one-eighth-inch galvanized steel

wire, and is far superior to the iron nails frequently

used.

Brick veneer construction for exterior walls is

largely used in many sections of the country, and

seems constantly growing in favor.

The window frame is constructed in the usual

manner, with a moulded staff bead to cover the

joint of brickwork and window frame.
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Fig. 114 is a section through the window head.

Fig. 115 is a section through the jamb. Fig. 116

is a section through the still, and shows the wood
sill lapping over the stone sill. The stone sill is

FIG. 115.
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made the thickness of two courses of brick, four

inches longer than the width of brick opening, and

six inches deep. It is made with a wash and with

lugs at each end, projects one inch beyond the

face of the wall, and extends back to the studding,

over the sheathing. Fig. 118 is an exterior eleva-

tion of the window.

Windows in Brick Walls

We will start a consideration of double hung

sash frames in brick walls.

Plate XXIII illustrates a well constructed

frame in a thirteen-inch wall ; the window finishing

with an arch on the outside and a square head on

the inside.

Fig. 119 is a section through the window head

at the center line. The opening is spanned on the

outside by a segmental arch "B" of face brick,

rubVjed to the required shape and laid on a tem-

porary wood center. This center should not be

''stuck" until the mortar has thoroughly set.

The inner eight inches is spanned by a perma-

nent wood center ''C," usually constructed of two-

inch spruce and made of sufficient length to give a

bearing of four inches on the wall on each side of

the window opening. On top of this center, a

two-rowlock relieving arch "A," is turned.

The wall is furred on the inside as indicated at

"E," and is then lathed and plastered; grounds

being set as shown.

This furring of late is frequently omitted and

the plaster applied on the brick wall itself, after it
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has been made impervious to water b}- a heavy-

coat of one of the many waterproof paints nov/ on

the market. This paint prevents the dampness,

which penetrates the wall, from discoloring the

plaster work.

Fig. 120 is a section through the jamb of the
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'v\dndow. The space marked "G " in this and other

sections should be well filled with scratch mortar

or in better work, should be hand caulked with

oakum, to keep out the air. The joint of the win-

dow frame with the brickwork is covered with a

moulded staff bead as shown. This staff bead

should be moulded so as to form a shadow Une

between the mould and the brickwork. The
shadow Une hides the unevenness of the brickwork.

Fig. 121 is a section through the sill of the win-

dow. The stone sill should be of a thickness that

will properly lay up with the brickwork. It is

usually as thick as two courses of brickwork and

should be formed with a wash and with lugs to

receive the brick jambs of the opening. When it

projects beyond the face of the wall, it should have

an undercut for water drip.

A two by four-inch joist, "K," is set on the

inner face of the wall for a railing for the furring,

*'E." The trim, instead of running to the floor,

is shown finishing on a moulded stool, '^I," with

an apron, '^J," underneath. The wooden sill

should lap well over the stone sill.

Fig. 122 is an exterior elevation of the window.

The piece "D" is put on as a finish to cover the

wood center "C." At "H," is shown a section

through the sash bars.

Plate XXIV illustrates a similar window in a

brick opening spanned on the outside with a flat

arch.

Fig. 123 is a section through the head and shows

the inner section of the opening spanned with iron
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beams for the support of the floor joists which bear

directly over the opening. These iron beams are

necessary when there is not sufficient space be-

tween the window head and the under side of the

floor joists, to turn a brick relieving arch on top

of a timber lintel.
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A piece of two b}^ four stuff is bolted to the web
of the inner iron beam as shown, to secure a nailing

for the furring.

A two and one-half-inch by a three and one-

half-inch angle iron is shown under the face arch,

and is provided so as to prevent any settlement of

the arch. Without some support of this kind, flat

arches are very Ukely to sag in the center, causing

a very unsightly appearance.

Fig. 124 is a section through the jamb.

Fig. 125 is a section through the sill. It shows

the trim running to the floor and the space under

window finished with a panel back.

Fig. 126 is an exterior elevation of the window.

Continuing the consideration of window con-

struction, we illustrate in Plate XXV, a double

hung sash window in an eighteen-inch brick wall.

Fig. 127 is a section through the window head.

The opening is spanned on the outside with an

arch of stone and on the inside a timber lintel is

provided, and a rowlock reUeving arch turned on

top of same. Relieving arches are usually con-

structed with one rowlock to each eighteen inches

or fraction thereof in the width of the brick open-

ing. The timber lintel is constructed with two or

three centers of two-inch stuff, cut to the required

curvature. On top of these centers are nailed

narrow wood strips called lags.

Fig. 128 is a section through the window jamb.

The calking shown in this and other sections is to

keep out penetrating winds. This calking is

commonly done by filling around all openings^ as
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ehown, with scratch mortar, but in the highest

grade work is done by hand-calking all the spaces

around frame with oakum.
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It will be noticed that furring and lathing of

inside of walls is omitted, and the plaster applied

directly to brickwork. When this is done, the

wall should be thoroughly coated with a water-

proof paint so as to make it absolutely impervious

to moisture and dampness, which would discolor

the finished plaster work. There are several of

these paints now on the market, and, when prop-

erly applied, make a wall absolutely damp-resist-

ing. Before the paint is appUed, the mortar joints

should be raked out enough to give a clinch for the

plaster, as shown in Fig. 129.

This section is taken through the window sill,

and its principal feature is the joint of the wood
and stone sills. This joint is made water-tight by
means of a galvanized iron bar or tongue which is

let into a slot on the underside of the wood sill

and lead-calked into a corresponding reglet in the

stone sill. The stone sill is cut with wash and lugs

on top, and with a water drip on the lower edge.

The sash are shown one and three-quarters

inches thick and glazed with plate glass, bedded in

putty and held in place with wood beads.

Metal lath is nailed to the timber lintel to afford

a clinch for plaster. Tliis lath will also be re-

quired over any recesses or pipe chases in masonry

walls.

Plate XXVI illustrates another method of con-

structing a double hung window frame in a

masonr}^^ wall. The opening is spanned on the

outside by a moulded stone Hntel and the inner

eight inches of the wall is carried on an iron lintel
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(Fig. 130). An iron lintel is usually provided

when it is not convenient to turn a rowlock reliev-

ing arch over a timber lintel, as in the case of floor

&6AP.
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beams bearing over opening, so close to window
head as to make it impossible to turn an arch

underneath them. They are also used over wide

openings in preference to arches.

Fig. 131 is a section through the jamb of win-

dow. Stone quoins of various widths and heights

are provided for masonry jambs.

Fig. 132 is a sill section and shows a moulded

drip on bottom rail of sash.

Figs. 133-135 are exterior elevations.

The use of inside blinds on double hung windows

in masonry walls is considered. Plate XXVII is a

double hung window frame in a thirteen-inch brick

wall. A stone lintel is provided on the outside

over the opening; in depth it should equal the

height of four or five courses of brick ; its thickness

should be not less than the brick reveal, Lud it

should have a bearing of about four inches on each

brick jamb so as to take up with the brick joints.

The opening is spanned on the inside with a timber

lintel or center made up of three pieces of two-inch

stuff, cut to the required curve, with cross strips

across top called lags. On top of the wood center

or lintel a rowlock arch is turned. Rowlock
arches are usually made with one rowlock for each

eighteen inches or fraction thereof in the width of

masonry opening. The rise is usually made one

inch for every eighteen inches of width of opening.

The sill of the masonry opening is of stone, the

thickness of two courses of brick, of a depth that

will overhang the wall on the outside about one

and one-half or two inches, and will extend under
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the wooden sill not less than two inches. The sill

is cut with a wash and lugs and on the underside

of projecting part has an undercut or water nose.

The wall is furred on the inside with two by
four-inch stuff, placed sixteen inches on centers,

so as to give the required extra width for blind

boxes.

The calking of interstices at head sill and

jambs of frame is shown of "scratch" mortar,

but in the best grade of work is usually of

oakum hand calked, so as to make the construc-

tion absolutely wind proof.

Fig. 136 is a section showing the usual construc-

tion at the window head. The wide soffit may be
paneled if desired. A moulded staff bead should

always be used to cover the joint at the intersection

of the frame with the masonry, on the outside.

The lath, plaster and grounds are applied to the

furring in the usual manner. The trim is mitred

and tongued or doweled together at the head, a

feature employed only where expense is not an all

important consideration.

Fig. 137 is a section through the jamb and
shows the construction of the blind box and the

method of folding bUnds. It will be observed that

a special hinge is used on bhnds, which prevents

them from catching or sticking in the box. All

the woodwork of box, which would be exposed to

view when the blinds are closed, should be made
of the same material as, and should conform to, the

finish of the balance of the room. All the blind

stiles should be rebated as showiw.
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The blinds are all shown with rolling slats, but

frequently the blind fold, which is exposed to view

when blinds are folded back in the pocket, is made
paneled instead of with slats, so as to give the

effect of a paneled window jamb.
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The inside stop bead should be made at least

one and three-fourth inches wide, or better two
inches wide, so as to give plenty of space for shades

between blinds and sashes.

The use of a strip dividing the weight box would

be an improvement.

Fig. 138 is a section through the sill, which is

finished on the inside with a moulded stool and

panelback. Plastering should always be provided

back of panelbacks, but the hard finish coat may
be omitted.

A naihng strip for the furring is let into the

brick work.

Fig. 139 is an elevation of the trim, which ex-

tends to floor ; finishing on a base block or pUnth,

against the base butts.

Plate XXVIII shows a similar window frame,

but without a pocket or box for the blinds. The
ordinary hinges are used in this case.

Fig. 140 is a section through the head. The
plastering is apphed directly to the sixteen-inch

brick wall, after it has first been coated on the

inside with damp-resisting paint.

Fig. 141 is a section through the jamb. The
trim is made with a separate wall mould or back

band.

Fig. 142 is a section through the sill. A
moulded drip is let into the lower rail of sash, to

prevent water from entering under same.

Fig. 143 is an elevation showing the interior

trim which finishes on a moulded stool and apron

;

both having returned ends.
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A double=hung sash window in a brick wall,

with inside folding blinds set in a projecting box.

The brick wall is thirteen inches thick and the

opening is spanned on top by a stone lintel and has

a stone sill cut with a wash on top, lugs at each end

FIG. 140.
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to receive the brick jambs, and drip or water nose

on underside where it projects beyond the face of

the wall.

The frame is set so as to give a four-inch reveal.

The inner two-thirds of the opening is spanned by
a timber lintel over which is turned a reheving

arch of brick. Relieving arches usually consist of

one rowlock arch for each eighteen inches or

fraction thereof in the width of the masonry

opening.

The inside blinds fold back in a pocket or box

which is allowed to project into the room, rather

than be made flush with the plaster wall. To
make it flush would necessitate considerable fur-

ring of those walls of the room in which the win-

dows occur and a consequent decrease in the size of

the room. We are presuming in this case that it

is desired to utilize all the space available for the

room, and have consequently provided only the

ordinary furring of one-inch by two-inch strips

laid flatwise, and have allowed the blind box to

project beyond the face of the plaster, treating it

architecturally and making a feature of what is

too frequently, from lack of a Httle forethought,

an eyesore.

The open space under the window stool we have

used to place a radiator and in the panel back we
have placed a register through which the heat

passes.

Fig. 144 is a section taken through the head of

the window. The inside of the head has a wide

soffit and a moulded entablature.
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Fig. 145 is a section taken through the jamb of

the window. When the blinds are folded back in

the pocket, it has the appearance of a wide paneled

jamb, owing to the fact that the first fold of the
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blinds has a panel instead of rolling slats. The
second fold, however, has slats. The exposed

faces of the box are covered with paneled pilasters

which finish with a small base on the top of stool.

Fig. 146 is a section taken through the sill of

the window, which finishes on the inside with a

wide stool with a moulded edge. Edge should be

returned against the wall at ends.

Placing Radiators

Advantage is taken of the open spaces under the

stools to hide the radiators, wliich are more or less

unsightly. For direct radiation, the radiator is

simply placed within the box and a register pro-

vided in the face of the panel back, through which

the heat passes.

A much better method of heating, when it is

possible to place the radiators in the position

described, is known as semi-direct heating and
consists of the introduction of fresh air, from

without the house, to the base of the radiator,

from w^hich point it passes up through the sections

of the radiator, warming as it goes up, and out

through the register to the room. The advantage

of this method is that it provides ventilation for

the room and supplies it with fresh warm air for

heating; whereas, with the direct radiation, no

ventilation is provided and the air that is warmed
is that which is already within the room, and in

most cases it is not very fresh.

A cast iron register, about the size of a brick, is

provided in the face of the wall and connected with
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the base of the radiator by means of a small gal-

vanized iron duct. The fresh cold air from out-

side the house enters through this passage and is

controlled by means of a damper within the duct.

In severely cold weather the damper may be

closed entirely and the radiator used for direct

radiation.

When radiators are boxed in as shown, they

should be set within a galvanized iron box, or the

stool, panel back and other surrounding woodwork
should be lined with galvanized iron as a protection

against fire.

Frequently the radiator is placed under the

window stool, but not boxed in. In such a case

the inside of the brick wall below the stool is

furred and plastered two coats, scratch and brown,

and a panel back provided immediately in front

of plaster and behind the radiator. The stool,

which is wide, is supported on two wooden brackets,

one under each pilaster, and about the same width

as pilaster. This, however, is only for direct radi-

ation. The underside of the stool should be

covered with galvanized iron. The radiator, which

is exposed in the room, should be neatly finished.

A double hung sash window in a brick wall,

with inside blinds folding in a slanting box.

The brick wall is thirteen inches thick and the

opening is spanned on top by a stone lintel four

inches deep, eight inches longer than the width of

the opening, and four brick courses in height.

Back of the lintel, the inner two-thirds of the wall

is carried across the opening on a rowlock arch
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turned over a wood center. Rowlock arches are

usually made with one rowlock for each eighteen

inches or fraction thereof, in the width of the

opening, and are segmental in form with a one-

inch rise for each foot of span. Key bricks of the

lower rowlocks should not be set until the arch

is ready for the key bricks of the top rowlocks.

The centers for the arches are usually set by the

carpenter under the direction of the mason. Tem-
porary centers for face arches, should not be

struck until the mortar with which arches are laid,

has thoroughly set and hardened.

The window frame is set so as to give a four-

inch reveal. The joint between the brick jamb or

lintel and the wood frame is covered with a

moulded staff head nailed to the frame. This

staff head should be moulded in such a manner as

will give a channel or deep recess on the side ad-

joining the brickwork.

The opening on the exterior has a stone sill two

brick courses in height, eight inches longer than

the width of the opening, and of a proper depth to

extend under the wood sill at least two inches.

The stone sill is cut with a wash and has raised

lugs or stools at each end to receive the brick jambs

or imposts. The underside of projecting portion

is cut with a water nose or drip. The sill should

be bedded in mortar at each end under the imposts

but should not be bedded in the center, as any

settlement of the building would be Hkely to

crack it if bedded. When building is nearly com-

pleted, the open space or joint under the sill
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should be pointed up with mortar, worked well

into the joint.

The inside blinds fold back in a pocket or box,

set on a slant, giving the appearance of a deep,

paneled, splayed jamb. The first fold of the

blinds is paneled and the inside soffit has a panel

to correspond with it. The blind box projects

into the room, with the trim returned about box to

plaster wall. The head is formed like an entab-

lature, with a crown moulding, a facia and a mould
planted on facia. The stool is deep, carried across

opening, and returned about box to plaster wall.

The stool is supported at each end, under the trim,

on carved wood brackets. The joint betw^een the

plaster and the underside of the wood stool is

covered with a small cored mould which breaks

around the wood brackets and returns against

wall. The blind box projects into the room, with

the trim finish as the other woodw^ork of the room
in which it occurs. This is also true of the inside

stop head.

Fig. 147 is a section taken through the head of

the window. The panel shown in the inside soffit

should be arranged so as to be easily removable in

case of splitting or warping. This may be readily

done, if constructed as indicated, by removing the

small coved wood moulds which hold it in position.

These moulds should be fastened to the frame

rather than to the panel. In this way the panel

is set free so that it may contract or expand with-

out affecting adjacent work.

Fig. 148 is a section taken through the jamb of
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the window. The second and third folds of the

bhnds are provided with rolhng slats. The first

fold may also be provided with slats, but a panel

makes a better appearance and does not catch
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dust the way the slats would. It will be observed

that a special hinge is used on the bUnds, which

prevents them from catching or sticking in the box.

All the blind stiles should be rabeted as shown and

should have a head on edge to lessen the promi-

nence of the joint. The first fold is rabeted over

the side of the box which acts as a blind stop.

The use of the tongue dividing the weight box is a

feature used only in the best grade work.

All interstices and spaces between the window
frame and the masonry opening should be made
absolutely wind proof. In ordinary work this

caulking is done by caulking the spaces with

oakum and pointing up with mortar.

Fig. 149 is a section taken through the sill of

the window. The wood sill is ploughed for the

inside stool. The space under the projecting stool

is an excellent place for a radiator. If one is put

there, the underside of the stool should be covered

with asbestos paper and tinned.

Plate XXXI illustrates windows in both frame

and brick walls with inside blinds projecting in the

room and folding back flat against wall.

Fig. 150 illustrates the window in the frame

wall. This wall is constructed of two-inch by five-

inch studs set sixteen inches on centers. Studs

are doubled about window and door openings and

are doubled for the head and sill of each window

and the head of each door. One row of herring-

bone crossbridging is provided between the studs

for each story.

The outside of the framework is covered with
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one-inch by eight-inch matched or ship-lapped

hemlock or North Carolina boards. These boards

should be laid diagonally in preference to hori-

zontally as they make a more rigid wall when so

laid.

This sheathing is covered with a heavy tarred

or rosin sized building paper, well lapped at all

joints and well turned in at all comers and angles.

The exposed covering of the exterior of the

wall consists of shingles laid five inches to the

weather with broken joints and of random widths.

Shingles over six inches wide should be split.

Shingles should be well nailed with two galvanized

nails to each one.

The inside of the wall is plastered on wooden

lath and grounds are nailed to the studs to form a

gauge for plastering and to give a nailing for the

trim. The strip on which the studs are hung

should be of the same material and finish as the

adjoining trim. The inside stop head also serves

the purpose of a blind stop.

The blinds are hung on a special hinge as shown,

which permits them to be folded back against the

wall, clear of the trim.

This manner of folding the blinds is not quite

so good as the methods given in previous pages,

as the blinds are rather unsightly and are great

dust catchers. This method, however, is resorted

to quite frequently owing to lack of space for a

bhnd box.

The window frame is known as a box frame and

the space between the box and the stud is either
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filled with ''scratch" mortar or caulked with

oakum, so as to make it wind proof.

Fig. 151 shows the same construction adapted

to a masonry wall. The window frame is set so as
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to give an eight-inch reveal. The masonry jamb
is rebated for the frame and the joint of the frame

with brickwork is covered with a moulded staff

bead.

The construction of the heads and sills is about

the same as in previous window frame illustrations.

The wall is of brick, thirteen inches thick and
the opening is spanned on top by a stone lintel or a

brick face arch, back of which is turned rowlock

relieving arch over a wood lintel or center.

The sill is of stone cut with a wash and has raised

lugs or stools to receive the brick impost or jamb.

The sill is usually two brick comers in height, eight

inches longer than the width of the brick window
opening, and is of a proper depth to extend under

the wood sill at least two inches. The projecting

portion of sill has a water nose or drip cut on the

underside. The sill when first set should have

mortar placed only under the ends which receive

the brick imposts. The portion of the sill spanning

the opening should be kept free from mortar until

the building is topped out, as the settlement,

which inevitably occurs, would be likely to crack

the sill if bedded in mortar under the center. The
open joint, however, should be well pointed up
after the settlement has taken place.

Construction of the casement window opening

outward. We illustrate first a double casement in

a frame wall, with the sashes hinged at the side

and opening outward, and with a stationary

transom overhead.

The wall is constructed of two by four-inch
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studs, placed sixteen inches on centers and doubled

for jambs, heads and sills of openings. It is

covered on the outside with matched sheathing

boards, heavy tarred felt and random with shingles.

The inside is wood lathed and plastered three

coats.

The frame is moulded and rebated as shown,

and one and three-quarter inches thick. The
sashes require heavier stiles and rails than the

sashes for double hung windows do and in cases

where it is desired that as Uttle wood as possible

shows, the sashes are made of cherry or other

suitable hardwood and are reduced in size. The
stiles and bottom rail of sashes, in addition to

being rebated, have grooves cut in same as shown,

so that any water which may beat its way in will

run out through the grooves.

The sashes are shown glazed with double thick

glass, bedded in putty, sprigged, and back-puttied.

For large sashes or where plate glass is used wood
beads or moldings are better than the putty for

securing the glass in place.

The sill is rebated for the lower rail of sash and
is ploughed for stool and shingles. All spaces

about the frames are calked with oakum and

pointed with ''scratch" mortar.

The trim or architrave is molded and formed

out of seven-eighths inch stuff, is blocked on the

back and is provided with a back band and a neat

wall mold. This wall mold being small may be

bent to fit the slight unevenness of the plaster.

The inside stop bead should be of the same material
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as the trim and similariy finished. In the better

class of buildings the stop bead is secured in place

by means of round head brass or bronze screws set

in a sunken socket of brass or bronze, instead of

being nailed in place. By this means the stop bead

is easily removed without marring the wood or var-

nish or may be shghtly shifted in or out, if the sash

binds or rattles, by merely loosening the screw a

httle. Stop beads should never be less than one

and three-quarter inches wide so that window
shades may be set on same.

Fig. 152 is a section taken through the head of

the window. The top of the outside casing is

covered with tin turned down over the outer edge

and neatly tacked, and extending up under the

shingles or other exterior covering about six

inches. A little wood fillet is placed over the cap

as shown, to give the first course of shingles the

required tilt.

Fig. 153 is a section taken through the jamb of

the window. The block or furring strip which is

shown nailed on to the side of the stud, is necessary

as a naihng for the lath which cannot obtain a

direct bearing and nailing on the stud, owing to

the position of the ground to which the inside

architrave is nailed.

Fig. 154 is a section taken through the sill of the

window. As an additional precaution against rain,

beating in under the lower rail of sash a molded

water nose might be let into the rail on the outside

or a groove might be cut on the underside of the

rail near its outer edge.
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Fig. 155 is an exterior elevation of the window
and the dotted Unes with the numbers indicate the

cuts from which the sections illustrated are taken.

Fig. 156 is a horizontal section taken through
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the meeting stiles of the sash. The standing leaf is

rebated and the inner edge is beaded. The other

leaf is rebated and grooved and has a flat band or

astragal planted on the outside to cover the joint

of the meeting stiles. The groove in the stile

catches any rain-water which may beat in, and

carries it down to the sill. Note that there is a

slight bevel to the joint of the meeting stiles to

allow for the play of the sashes.

Fig. 157 is a section taken through the transom

bar. The upper or transom sash is stationary and

is rebated over the transom bar and the joint is

made in whitelead. When the transom sash is

hinged or pivoted a water nose or groove is usually

provided on the lower rail of sash. The transom

bar should have about the same pitch as the win-

dow sill so as to properly cast off the water, and

the outer edge should have an undercut as shown
to prevent dripping water from running down
under head of frame and in over top of sash. The
inside surface of the transom bar is paneled as

shown and inside stop bead follows across same.



Covering of Roofs

The problem of covering a roof involves in

reality two separate problems—first, selection

of the kind of material to use (shingles, slate,

tile, tin, etc.); second, proper placing of this

material. Choice of material will be determined

by cost, appearance, durability, fire resistance,

etc. The structm'al application of the material

calls for the exercise of special care. The main
thing is to avoid the possibility of leaks, even

through the water backing up during a driving

rain or through the formation of ice in winter.

Shingling Hip Ridges.—In slating or shin-

gling a roof, great care should be taken at the

hips, ridges, and valleys. Wliere the roof is

shingled, two or three courses should be left

off at the ridge until the two sides are brought

up; then the courses left off should be laid on

together, and in such a manner as to have them
lap over each other alternately. In valleys, the

tin laid in should be sufficiently wide to run up
the adjacent sides far enough to prevent back-

flow running over it. Ample space should be

left in the gutter to permit the water to flow

off freely. There is a general tendency to make
these waterways too narrow, which is fre-

quently the cause of the water backing up
under the shingles, causing leakage and decay.

222
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There are several methods of shingling over a

hip=ridge; one is the old and well-tried method of

shingUng with the edges of the shingles so cut that

the grain of the wood runs parallel with the line

of the hip, as shown in Fig. 158. Here it will be

seen that the shingles next to those on the hip

have the grain running up and do^Ti at right

angles with the eave. In Fig. 159 we show a front

view of the same hip, which will give a better idea

of what is meant by having the grain parallel with

FIG. 158 FIG. 159

the Hne of hip. abed show the cut of hip shingles

and nnnn the common shingles.

The proper way to put in these shingles is to

let the ends run over alternately and then dress

them to the bevel of the opposite side of the roof

;

this is shown better at obd, where the edges of the

shingles are shown that are laid on the other side

of the roof, and are not seen in the drawing.

Another method now frequently used is to cover

the hip with strips of tin ; this is used quite exten-

sively and found to be one of the best methods in

use.
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Method of Shingling.

There is an unwritten law that all carpenters

know how to shingle—much better than they

really do. Our observation has been that shing-

Img is one of the most important matters in house

construction. In the early days a house consisted

of practically nothing but a roof to keep the rain

out. And even to-day, no matter how well the

foundation and floors are made, or how plumb and

beautiful the walls are, or how well decorated on

the inside, or how nice the roof was framed by one

skilled in roof framing, or how well it was sheathed,

it is practically worthless unless it is well shingled.

There is no place like the roof for a carpenter to

show his mechanical sldll, for any one that can

saw to a line and drive a nail can lay a floor, put

on siding and put up inside finish.

We wish to impress on the mind of the young

mechanic that no matter what part of the trade

he is working at, it is of some importance, and there

is always an opportunity to learn something.

Some old mechanics that have had twice as

much experience in house building say nail as high

as possible. They say the higher in the shingle

you nail the more air will get to all parts of the

shingle and it will last longer, which is undoubtedly

true. Another with possibly even more experience

will say nail just as low as possible and have the

nail covered with the next course, and gives for his

reason that high winds and heavy rain and snow

storms will not drive in.
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Some mechanics think there is nothing like a
six-inch shingle for a roof, and point to what a

nice roof is made of slate all of the same size. It

is all right for slate, but in the opinion of some all

wrong for wood shingles, for if one cracks, and
near the center as they generally do, it makes a

crack three courses long, and should a few more
crack there are bound to be bad leaks in the roof.

Fig. 160 shows three courses of shingles being

laid on the roof to three chalk lines, and you will

FIG. 160 FIG. 161

notice that not a single joint comes over another,

not even from the first to the fourth courses, so if

one should spHt right at another joint it only

makes a crack less than two-tliirds the length of a

shingle. By driving the nails one a httle above

the other they are not as liable to crack as if they

were right opposite each other.

Fig. 161 is an end view and shows that not only

is there practically three courses on all parts of a
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roof, but a good part of the fourth should be there

also.

Fig. 162 shows an old-fashioned way, and when
we got so high we had to get a new rest for our feet

we nailed brackets on the roof with tenpenny nails,

and put a plank on them. Fig. 163 shows a more

modem way and how it is done. It is now the

most common way, and does not make a leak, as

the tenpenny nails would, although sometimes a

shingle nail makes a hole. To avoid that, drive

FIG. 162 FIG. 163 FIG. 164

the shingle nail below where the nails were driven

in the roof when you take it down, and it makes

the holes break joints.

Some carpenters to avoid the danger of leak

just mentioned, put the shingle on tip end up,

shingle it in, and then saw it off when the scaffold

is taken down. Others shingle over it and drive

it out with a hand ax.

Fig. 164 shows a very simple iron bracket,
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which has many good points, but there is nothing

quite as handy and cheap as the shingle.

Fig. 165 is a very common shingUng hatchet.

File marks at one and one-half and two inches

(the projection that is generally on a bam or shed

roof—as most houses nowadays have gutters) and
other marks at four and one-half and five inches

FIG. 165

(which are ordinary courses), and it makes a very

convenient all-around rule, hanuner and hatchet,

and in the hands of a mechanic a very good roof

can be laid even without the aid of chalk lines or

straight edge.

To cover a circular dome with horizontal

boarding, proceed as follows

:
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Let ABC (Fig. 166) be a vertical section

through the axis of a circular dome, and let it be

required to cover this dome horizontally. Bisect

the base in the point D, and draw DBE perpen-

FIG. 166

dicular to AC, cutting the circumference in B.

Now divide the arc BC into equal parts, so that

each part will be rather less than the width of a

board, and join the points of division by straight

Hues, which will form an inscribed polygon of so
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many sides; and through these points draw lines

parallel to the oase AC, meeting the opposite sides

of the circumference. The trapezoids formed by

the sides of the polygon and the horizontal lines,

may then be regarded as the sections of so many
frustums of cones; whence results the following

mode of procedure : Produce, until they meet the

line DE, the lines nf, fg, etc., forming the sides of

the polygon. Then to describe a board which

corresponds to the surface of one of the zones, as

fg, of which the trapezoid is a section, from the

point h where the line fg produced meets DE,
with the radii hf, hg, describe two arcs, and cut off

the end of the board k on the line of a radius hk.

The other boards are described in the same manner.

To describe the covering of an ellipsoidal dome
with boards of equal width.

Let ABCD (No. 1, Fig. 167) be the plan of the

dome, ABC (No. 2) the section on its major axis,

and LMN (No. 3) the section on its minor axis.

Draw the circumscribing parallelogram of the

ellipse FGHK (No. 1), and its diagonals FHGK.
In No. 2, divide the circumference into equal parts,

1234, representing the nimiber of covering boards,

and through the points of division 18, 27, etc.,

draw lines parallel to AC. Through the points of

division draw Ip, 2t, 3x, etc., perpendicular to

AC, cutting the diagonals of the circumscribing

parallelogram of the ellipse (No. 1), and meeting

its major axis in ptx, etc. Complete the parallel-

ograms, and their inscribed ellipses corresponding

to the lines of the covering, as in the figure. Pro-
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duce the sides of the parallelograms to intersect
the circumference of the section of the transverse

FIG. 167
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axis of the ellipse in 1234, and lines drawn through

these, parallel to LN, will give the representation

of the covering boards in that section. To find

the development of the covering, produce the axis

DB, in No. 2, indefinitely. Join by a straight line

the divisions 12 in the circumference, and produce

the Hne to meet the axis produced; and 12ekg will

be the axis major of the concentric ellipses of the

covering Ifg, 2hk. Join also the corresponding

divisions in the circumference of the section on the

minor axis, and produce the line to meet the axis

produced; and the length of this line will be the

axis minor of the ellipses of the covering boards.

Before leaving the subject of roofs, it may be

as well to remark that the framing of valley roofs

is so very much Hke that of hip-roofs, that it is not

necessary to make special drawings for the pur-

poses of showing how a valley roof is constructed

or laid out. The cuts, bevels, lengths and posi-

tions of rafters and jacks may be easily found if

the same principles that govern hip-roofs are

followed, as a valley rafter is simply a hip reversed.



Mouldings

We now touch upon what may be called the

ornamental side of carpentry construction. Most
details that concern this side of our subject are

inheritances from the ancient Greeks and Ro-

mans or the later creations of Mediaeval and
Renaissance times based upon them.

Mouldings are extensively used in exterior

and interior trim. Their forms or types are indi-

cated by sectional outlines or profiles. They are

classed as Roman, Grecian, and Gothic.

The Roman mouldings are all formed of

parts of circles, and can therefore be struck

with compasses. The Grecian are principally

composed of parts of curves known as the conic

sections—such as the ellipse or hj^Dcrbola. The
Roman are therefore illustrated in this place as

being the simpler and more generally used.

Fig. 168. This moulding is called the Ovolo

or quarter round. The fillet, or straight edge

projecting beyond the curved portion, is to be

drawn first, and then the horizontal, which rep-

resents the long bottom line of the moulding.

Now produce the bottom line of the fillet, and on

it, from the point at which the curA^e is to start,

mark off the width of the moulding. This point,

marked O in the cut, is the center from which

the quadrant is to be struck.

232
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ing. This point, marked O in the cut, is the center

from which the quadrant is to be struck.

Fig. 169 is called the Torus, or half=round.

Having drawn the fillet, and the hne representing

the bottom of the moulding, draw a hne at riglit

angles to these. Bisect the width of the curved

part, and the bisecting point will be the center.

Fig. 170 is the Cavetto, or hollow. This is a

quarter-round, the curv^e turning inward. It is

thus precisely the reverse of the ovolo.

Fig. 171 is a section of the moulding called the

Cyma Recta. The exact form of this moulding is

FIG. 168 FIG. 169 FIG. 170

to a certain extent a matter of taste, since the

curve may be made more or less full, as showTi in

the tliree examples. Figs. 171, 172, and 173. To
describe Fig. 171, draw^ a perpendicular across the

depth of the moulding, and bisect it. From the

bisecting point as a center point describe a quad-

rant; through the center draw a horizontal line,

and from the point where the quadrant already

drawn touches this hne mark off the radius ; then

from this point as a center describe the second

quadrant, which will complete the form. In this
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and subsequent curves of combined arcs the great-

est care is necessary, so that the one may glide

smoothly into the other without showing any

break or thickening at the joining. To describe

FIG. 171 FIG. 172

the Cyma Recta shown in Fig. 172, which is the

form most generally used, let n and o be the points

to be united by the moulding. Draw the Hne n o,

and bisect it ; with half n o as a base describe an

equilateral triangle on the opposite sides of the

Une; then the apices of the triangle will be the

centers from which the curves are to be struck.

FIG. 174 FIG. 175 FIG. 176

To describe Fig. 173, or others the curves of

which are required to be more flat than in the last

figure, draw the line n o as before, and bisect it.

Bisect these two divisions again, and the centers

will be on these bisecting lines, according to the
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form required ; for, of course, the longer the radius

the flatter the curve will be.

If it is required that the curve should be more
full at the lower than at the upper part, it may be

effected in the following manner, which is shown
in Fig. 174 : Having drawn n o, divide it into

three equal parts ; construct an equilateral triangle,

the base of which is two of these thirds, and on the

opposite side of the line another, the base of which

is the remaining third. The apices of these tri-

angles will be the centers for the curves.

Fig. 175 is the Cyma Reversa. In this mould-
ing the curve bulges outward at its upper part, its

fulness being regulated by the taste of the designer.

FIQ. 177 FIG. 178 FIQ. 179

Thus it may be formed of two quadrants as in Fig.

175 ; or of two semicircles, as in Fig. 176 ; or it may
consist of the two arcs drawn from the apices of

triangles as in the cyma recta already shown.

Fig. 177 is the Scotia. This is the hollow

moulding, sometimes consisting of a semicircle

only: viz., the reverse of the torus. In other

instances as in Fig. 177, it is composed of two
quadrants; and in others it is drawn from three

centers, as in Fig. 178. To draw this, divide the
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depth of the moulding into three equal parts, and

with one-third describe the quadrant r u
;
produce

the horizontal r u, and from r set off i, equal to

half u r. At n erect a perpendicular, and mark on

it n k, equal to i u ; draw i k, and bisect it
;
produce

the bisecting line until it cuts n k in s. Draw s i

and produce it. From i, with radius i u, draw the

next portion of the cui*ve, meeting s i produced

;

then complete the curve by an arc drawn from s

with radius s n.

A fillet is the small flat edging used to separate

two larger mouldings, to strengthen their edges,

FIG. 180

or to form a cap or crowning to a moulding. The
fillet is one of the smallest members used in cor-

nices, architraves, bases, and pedestals. When
placed against the flat surface of a pedestal, it is

usually joined to it by a small quarter-round

hollow called the Apophyge (Fig. 179).

The torus, when worked very small, is called

the Astragal (Fig. 180) ; but when worked so as not

to project, as on the edge of boards to be joined,

it is called a bead.
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Mitering Moudings.

One of the most troublesome things the car-

penter meets with is the cutting of a spring mould-

ing when the horizontal portion has to mitre with

FIG. 181

a gable or raking moulding. Undoubtedly the

best way to make good work of these mouldings is

to use a mitre box. To do this make the down
cuts, B,B (Fig. 181), the same pitch as the plumb
cut on the rake. The over cuts 0,0,0,0 should

be obtained as follows: Suppose the roof to be a

CD
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quarter pitch—though the rule works for any

pitch when followed as here laid down—^we set up
one foot of the rafter, as at Fig. 182, raising it up
6 inches, which gives it an incHnation of quarter

pitch; then the diagonal will be nearly 13i inches.

Now draw a right-angled triangle whose two sides

forming the right angle, measure respectively 12

and 13| inches, as shown in Fig. 183.

The lines A and B show the top of the mitre

box with the lines marked on. The side marked

FIQ. 183

13^ inches is the side to mark from; this must be

borne in mind, and it must be remembered that

this bevel must be used for both cuts, the 12-inch

side not being used at all.

Another excellent method for obtaining the

section of a raking mould that will intersect a

given horizontal moulding, is given below, also a

manner of finding the cuts for a miter box for same.

The principles on which the method is based being,
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first, that similar points on the rake and horizontal

parts of a cornice are equally distant from vertical

planes represented by the walls of a building ; and,

second, that such similar points are equally distant

from the plane of the roof. Representing the wall

^-..

faces of a building by the Hne DB (Fig 184), and

a section of the horizontal cornice by DBabcdef-

Bab being the angle of the roof pitch, draw line

aa', cc', iV, parallel to DB and intersecting the

line ka', which is drawn at right angles to DB
through the point B; then, with B as a center,
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describe the arcs a'k, c'l', etc., intersecting the

same Hne ka' on the opposite side of DB. This

gives the point k at the same distance from DB as

the points a and a', and the hne 11' at the same

distance as cc'. The rest of the same group of

parallel lines are found to be similarly situated

with respect to DB.
From Descriptive Geometry we have the prin-

ciple, that if we have given two intersecting lines

contained in a plane, we know the position of that

FIG. 185

plane, hence we may represent the plane of a roof

by the Hne Ba and Bk (Figs. 184 and 185); and

since it will be most convenient to measure the

distances required in a direction perpendicular to

that plane, in following out the principle draw

lines from the points cef, etc., parallel to Ba and

intersecting the line Bg, which is made prpendicu-

lar to Ba. This gives us on Bg the perpendicular

distance of the points cef, etc., from the line Ba.

From the intersection of these lines with Bg, and
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with B as a center, describe arcs intersecting the

line DB at i'h'g', etc.; from these intersections

with DB draw lines Tl, h'p, g'r, etc., parallel to Bk,

until they intersect the first group of lines drawn
perpendicular to Bk, and the intersection of each

set of two lines drawn from the same point on the

horizontal section will give the similar point of the

rake section. Taking the point 1, for example, we
have, as before proved, 1 at the same distance from

DB as c, and i being at the same distance from Ba
as c, Bi being equal to Bi', and Bi' equal to 11', 11'

FIG. 186

is equal to Bi' ; and consequently 1 is the same dis-

tance from Ba, which is in accordance with prin-

ciple already shown. The intersection of each set

of lines being found and marked by a point, the

contour of the moulding may be sketched in, and

the rake moulding, of which the section is thus

found, will intersect the given horizontal moulding,

if proper care has been taken in executing the

diagram.

Fig. 186 shows how to find the miter cut for the

rake moulding, the cut for the horizontal one being
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the same as for any ordinary moulding. Take an

ordinary plain miter-box, NJL, and draw the line

AB, making the angle ABJ equal to the pitch angle

of the roof. Draw BD perpendicular to AB, and

extend lines from B and E square across the box

to K and C
;
join BC and EK. ABC will be the

miter cut for two of the rake angles ; HEK will be

the cut for the other two angles, the angle HEN
being equal to the angle ABJ. In mitering,

being horizontal and rake moulding, that part of

the moulding which is vertical when in its place on

the cornice, must be placed against the side of the

box.

Lines for the cuts in a miter box, for joining

spring mouldings, may be obtained as follows : If

we take BS (Fig. 187), the moulding showing the

spring or lean of the member, and DE the miter

required, then proceed as follows: With A as a

center, and the radius AG, describe the semicircle

FHGC; then drop perpendiculars from the line

FC, at the points F, A, H, G, and C, cutting the

miter line as shown at the line ID. Draw IE
parallel to FC, then from I draw IS, which will be

the bevel for the side of the box, and the bevel CR
will be the line across the top of the box. The
miter line, as shown here, is for an octagon, but

the S3^stem is applicable to any figure from a tri-

angle or rectangle to a polygon with any number
of sides.

Fig. 188 shows the manner of finding propor-

t ons of a small moulding which is required to

miter with a larger one, or vice versa. Let AB be
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the width of the larger moulding, and AD the width

of the smaller one ; construct with these dimensions

the parallelogram ABCD, and draw its diagonal

AC. Let AB be the section of the moulding which

we wish to reduce to member with a moulding the

width of AD. Draw any number of parallel lines

FIG. 187

to BC cutting the line AC, from which points draw
lines parallel to DC and beyond the line AD.
From the latter set off the thickness of the mould-
ing on the corresponding Hnes as 1-2 will give the

contour of the mould for the lesser width or vice

versa.
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To Obtain Correct Shape of a Veneer. Fig. 189

exhibits a method of obtaining the correct shape

of a veneer for covering the splayed head of a

FIG. 188

gothic jamb. E shows the horizontal sill^ ef the

splay, FA the line of the inside of jamb, o the

difference between front and back edges of jamb,
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BA the line cf splay. At the point of junction of

the lines BA, FA, set one point of the compasses,

and with the radius AB draw the outside curve of

n ; then with the radius AS draw the inside curve,

^A

FIG. 189

and n will be the veneer required. This will give

the required shape for either side of the head.

To get the contour or outline for a raking mould-

ing, proceed as shown in Fig. 190. The horizontal

moulding is divided into any number of parts,

equal or unequal, as shown at abcdefg. The line

AC shows the rake or inclination. Draw lines
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parallel with AC, from a to D, b to v, etc. Drop
a line AB, perpendicular to AC, at any convenient

point on the rake, make the distance AC equal to

ho ; then drop the lines pgrst, and where these lines

cut the lines abcdefg, these points of contact will

be in the curve line of the rake moulding, as at

Dvwxyz. From these points trace the curve,

which will be the proper shape for the moulding.

^//̂

Q:
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FIG. 191
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diameter of the plan as at C'B'^ From C" as a

center draw lines CD" and C"E which represents

the board in its respective place on the dome.

From C as center and with the points 1, 2, 3, etc.,

on the diameter swing around to CD and C'E as

shown; and on the line C"F lay off the distance 5,

4, 3, etc., which will be the correct length or

stretch-put of the board. The length of the cross

lines between CD and CE governs the length of

the cross lines of the board. Care should be taken

to not have the boards too wide, as the narrower

the boards the better they will fit the dome.

Sometimes the workman will find it necessary

to miter in circles between two lines of mouldings,

and to do so the circular moulding must be made
with a diameter large enough to have the solid

FIG. 192

wood adjoin the solid wood of the running mould-

ings, as shown at Fig. 192. It will be seen that

the points of juncture of the various members of

the mouldings do not run in a straight line, thus

making the miter-joint a httle curved, which ad-
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mits of the mouldings working together accurately

without requiring to be pared.

Figs. 193, 194, 195, and 196 show how various

joints are made by the junction of circular mould-
ings and straight mouldings, and mouldings with
more or less curvature.

A spring moulding is one that is made of thin

stuff, and is leaned over to make the proper pro-

FIQ. 193

jection, as shown at Fig. 197. A shows the spring

moulding ; B the space left vacant by the leaning

of the moulding. These mouldings are difficult to

miter, more particularly so when the joint is made
with a raking moulding that springs also. Some
of the methods given for obtaining the cuts for
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raking mouldings may be used for cutting these

mouldings when the work is straight, but when
circular the application of other methods is some-

times necessary. Many times the workman will

FIG. 194

FIG. 195
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come across very knotty operations of this kind to

work out, and the following diagrams will then

prove exceedingly useful: Fig. 198 exhibits an

FIG. 196

elevation of a circular moulding mitered into a

horizontal moulding. The shape and plan of the

moulding is shown at B. It is evident that by
producing the Une AD to intersect the center line
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of the arc at C, the central point will be obtained,

from which the circular piece required for the

moulding may be described. EA and FD give

FIG. 197 FIG. 198

the radius for the curves of both edges when the

stuff is in position, as shown in the elevation.

Fig. 199 shows the application of the same

rules to a circular elevation of a different form

standing over a straight plan. The back lines of

FIG. 199
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the moulding are produced until they bisect a hori-

zontal line drawn through the center, from which

the circular cornice was struck, as shown by the

lines AB and CD.

Joinery.

The term '' joinery," appHed in a general sense,

includes all the finishings to the carcass of a build-

ing, whether they be external or internal, such as

doors, windows, stairs, skyhghts, and all kinds of

panelling,—in fact, it may be said to include every-

thing that is planed and wrought up to a nice

smooth and often ornamental face, and framed

End

'^V^VvJ

SiijJe

Ifail.

Plan

FIG. 200
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together in such workmanUke and precise manner
that it is difficult to discern the joints unless

helped by the different grain and color of the stuff,

as the wood is called.

It is intended to devote most of this chapter to

a description of the various joints, mouldings, and

terms which are used in this particular branch of

building; but the principal and most common
joints, etc., will be pointed out to the student when
they are met in the different kinds of joiner's

work.

Framed Joints.—^The mortise and tenon is the

chief and most common of all the joints used in

joinery framing. All rails of doors, for instance,

^
T

FIG. 201

are tenoned through the styles and wedged up

tight, as Fig. 200, the tenon usually being one-

third of the thickness, and with a haunch left on as

at X, to fill up the panel groove on the styles and

strengthen the joint. This is the origin of the

term haunched tenon, a sketch of which, as it is
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on the rail before being wedged up into the styles

(as shown in Fig. 200), is given in Fig. 201.

On wide rails, such as lock or middle or bottom

rails, this tenon is in two parts in its depth, as in

Fig. 202 ; and where the doors are more than two

inches thick, or where the provision has to be

f\
VKHH^V, Qy^OOV^

FIG. 202

made for a mortise lock, which, when let into the

center of the style, at lock rail height, completely

cuts away a central single tenon, the tenons are

double in thickness, and called double tenons, as

Fig. 203.

A bare=faced tenon is a tenon with only one
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shoulder, S, used chiefly in framed ledges and

braced doors, where the rails are not so thick as

the styles by the thickness of the boarding nailed

on the rails between the styles. Fig. 204 illus-

trates a bare-faced tenon, one view being given of

each side.

i

FIG. 203

A housed tenon is one let into a mortise with

the section of the stuff let into the mortise to the

depth of half an inch, as Fig. 205.

Angle joints.—Tongued angles are used for in-
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temal angles of skirtings, grounds, casings, etc., as

Fig. 206.

Mitered angles are made by simply cutting half

a right angle alternately off the two pieces, to be

joined by nails at an external angle, as Fig. 207.

Mitered and tongued angles, a combination of

the last two, are as Fig. 208, and are only used in

\

FIG. 204

K

\1

best work, at the external angles of dadoes, pi-

lasters, etc.

Beaded and tongued angles, illustrated by Fig.

209, are angles or joints of an ornamental as well

as necessary character.

Return=beaded angles are suitable for all exter-

nal miters where wear and tear would soon fetch

the arrises off in soft woods. Fig. 210 shows one
on wood framing, casings, etc., and Fig. 211 one
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as fixed to angles to plastering on wood, brick or

stone walls, to which they are fixed by plugs, as

will be explained hereafter, this being called a

staff bead.

Where the two pieces of framing to be joined

are of different widths or thicknesses the ''mitered

angle" is made as Fig. 212. Another form of very

good construction, is as Fig. 213.

^C=3i

FIG, 205
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Keyed mitered joints are not often used; but it

is as well that the carpenter should know what
they are. Fig. 214 is a view of the angle of one,

XX being hardwood-slips let into the miters.

l/^>Aj

FIG. 206 FIG. 207

Housed joints are as Fig. 215, by which the

whole thickness of the cross-framing is let into the

other about half an inch.

Glued and blocked joints are really butt or

1

FIG. 208

ni

/Vv^

I

FIG. 209

ci

FIG. 210 FIG. 211
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K

i'>/>j

I n

lA^s]

I

FIG. 212 FIG. 213

lapped joints secured by blocks glued to each piece

of wood in the internal angle (Fig. 216).

Dovetails.
—

^To make a good dovetail joint re-

quires considerable skill and care on the part of the

Block

2
FIG. 214 FIG. 215 FIG. 216

FIQ. 217 FIG. 218
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operator ; but when completed, no other system of

joining boards at right angles proves so satisfac-

tory. There are three kinds: the common, as

Fig. 217; the lap, as Fig. 218; and the secret or

mitered, the most troublesome of the three, as

Fig. 219. It will be seen that they consist of

wedge-shaped alternate cuttings out of each piece,

FIG. 219

the projections of the one fitting the holes on the

other.

Cross=tongU!ng is the method of joining two or

more boards longitudinally, a loose tongue being

glued and let into a groove on each board, as Fig.

220. This loose tongue is sometimes called a slip

feather, and is made of wood across the grain.

Long tongues have the grain of the wood in the

direction of their length.
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Clamping is the method by which the ends of

several boards are fastened together, as shown on

the left hand of Fig. 221, while the right hand side

of the same figure illustrates miter-clamping, by
which the cross-grain end of the ordinary clamping

is obscured.

Keying (Fig. 222) is a means of securing several

boards together by a flush key, let in at the back

FIG. 220

in lieu of a projecting ledge, where the latter would

be inconvenient on account of a level face being

required on each side. This is often used for wide

door casings.

Keyed joints are also used to connect circular

with straight or two pieces of circular wood, such

as door frames, etc. A shallow mortise is cut out

FIG. 221
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FIG, 222
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of each part, and a hardwood key, (in the form of

the letter I) connects the two together.

Scribing is the cutting, out of the face of one

moulding, a hole of the contour of another to form

a joint. It is chiefly used in joints of sashbars,

internal angles of moulded skirtings, etc., and

FIG. 223

FIG. 224
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really is a moulded mortise cut into another

moulding to receive a moulded tenon of the same

section as the mortise, but in a converse form.

For instance, in Fig. 223, it will be noticed that on

FIG. 225 FIG. 226

A a moulded mortise or notching is cut out, with

the ovolo hollow, as it were ; and on B, which we
will call the tenon, the cutting has the ovolo convex

or projecting to fit and fill up the hollow on A.

FIG. 227

A scribed housing is a housing made to the

contour of the moulding it is going to receive (Fig.

224).

FIG. 228 FIG. 229 FIG. 230

Chamfering is the taking off of the arris or

sharp edge of an angle, as Fig. 225, the angular

groove formed by the meeting of two chamfered

angles (Fig. 226) being called a V-joint.
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Match Boarding.—This is an arrangement of

boards matched and put together with grooved

and tongued joints, and their edges ''shot" or

planed truly, so that a fine joint can be made.

Match boarding, otherwise called cleating, is of

several kinds, the chief of which are

:

Plain matched boards (Fig. 227).

Beaded-one-side match boarding (Fig. 228).

Beaded-both-sides match boarding (Fig. 229).

V-jointed match boarding (Fig. 230).



Joints, Straps, and Other

Fastenings

We nax-^e already described the principal

joints used in ordinary framing. There are also

a considerable number of joints in which advan-

tage is taken of special mechanical aids, either

in the way of cutting the joint so as to give a

special arrangement of bearing siu'faces, or by
special devices such as straps, bolts, etc., to

strengthen the joint.

Joints should be formed in such a manner
that the bearing parts may have the greatest

possible amount of effective surface. For
should that x^art of the joint which receives the

strain be narrow and thin, it will indent itself

into the pieces to which it is joined or become
crippled by the strain, producing in either case

a change in the form of the framing.

The effect of the shrinkage and expansion of

timber should also be considered in the con-

struction of joints. On account of the shrinkage

of timber, dovetail joints should seldom be used,

as the smallest shrinking allows the joint to

draw out of its place ; they can be used with suc-

cess only when the shrinkages of the parts coun-

teract each other—a case which seldom happens
in carpentry, though very common in ioinerv

and cabinet-making.

267
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Joints should also be formed so that the con-

traction or expansion may not have a tend-ency to

split any part of the framing. The force of con-

traction or expansion is capable of producing

astonishing effects where the pieces are confined,

which may sometimes be observed where framing

has been wedged too tightly together in improper

directions. The powerful effect of expanding tim-

ber is well know to quarrymen, as they sometimes

use its force to break up large stones.

In forming joints the object to be attained

should always be kept in view, as that which is

excellent for one purpose may be the worst pos-

sible for another. With this consideration the

subject will be treated under separate headings as

follows

:

Lengthening Ties.—The simplest and perhaps

the best method of lengthening a beam is to abut

the ends together, and place a piece on each side;

I
'•

I I)
!• •
|| •!
Ii t'

FIQ. 231

these, when firmly bolted together, form a strong

and simple connection. Such a method of length-

ening a tie is shown by Fig. 231, and is what ship-

carpenters call fishing a beam. It is obvious,

however, that the strength in this case depends

on the bolts, and the lateral adhesion and friction

produced by screwing the parts tightly together.
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The dependence on the bolts may be lessened

by indenting the parts together, as shown by the

upper side of Fig. 232 ; or by putting keys in the

joint, as shown by the low^er side of the same figure

;

but the strength of the beam will be decreased in

proportion to the depth of the indents.

J
.jtSa- -tSi.

I
FIG. 232

The only reasons for not depending wholly on
bolts are, that should the parts shrink ever so

little, the bolts lose a great part of their effect ; and
the smallness of the bolts renders them hable to

press into the timber, and thus to suffer the joint

to yield.

The most usual method of joining beams is that

called scarfing, where the two pieces are joined so

as to preserve the same breadth and depth through-

out; and w^herever neatness is preferable to

strength, this method should be adopted.

j^u _cEl.

—ll--fl,
T=J ^

FIG. 233

Fig. 233 is the most simple method of scrafing ;

it depends wholly on the bolts, and in this and Uke
cases it is best to put a continued plate of iron on
each side to receive the heads of the bolts. The
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ends of the plates may be bent and let into the

beams.

Fig. 234 is another very common method, but

not so good a combination, as the bolts do not

press the surfaces in a perpendicular direction;

and an oblique pressure, such as would be likely

FIG. 234

to take place in this example must have some
tendency to separate the joint, and it has no

advantage in other respects.

Fig. 235 is a joint where bolts would not be

absolutely necessary, but it is clear that the

strength would not be quite so great as half that

of an entire piece ; the key, or double wedge in the

center of the joint, should only be driven so as to

bring the parts to their proper bearing, as it would

be better to omit it altogether than to drive it so as

^
^ '-'

r" I
FIG. 235

to produce any considerable strain on the joint.

It is not necessary that there should be a key,

except when bolts are to be added, and then it is

desirable to bring the joints to a bearing before the

bolts are put in. The addition of bolts and straps,

however, makes this an excellent scarf.
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The following are some maxims that will be

sufficiently accurate for practical purposes:

In oak, ash, or elm, the whole length of the

scarf should be six times the depth or thickness of

the beam, when there are no bolts.

In fir the whole length of the scarf should be

about twelve times the thickness of the beam,

when there are no bolts.

In oak, ash, or elm, the whole length of a scarf

depending on bolts only, should be about three

times the breadth of the beam; and for fir beams

it should be six times the breadth.

When both bolts and indents are combined,

the whole length of the scarf for oak and hard

wood may be twice the depth; and for fir or soft

woods, four times the depth.

Building Beams.—If two plain pieces of timber

were laid upon one another, and supported at the

ends, the pressure of a weight apphed in the middle

FIG. 236

would cause them to bend, and the surfaces m
contact would shde against one another, the upper

piece sliding towards each end upon the lower one.

This sliding is effectually prevented by indenting

the surfaces, as shown in Fig. 236, when the pieces

are bolted together; but if the same indents be
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reversed, as in Fig. 237, they produce scarcely

any effect, and nearly the whole strain is upon the

bolts.

Wherever the principal strain on the beam may
happen to be, to that point, as at C, Fig. 236, the

indents should direct their square abutments ; that

FIG. 237

is, toward the straining force. When the beam is

uniformly loaded, the greatest strain is at the

middle.

In drawings we frequently see all the indents

put the same way, and sometimes as in Fig. 237,

otherwise the preceding remarks would have

appeared to have been unnecessary.

We will now proceed to describe some of the

joints of most common occurrence, and endeavor

to point out improvements that might be made in

some of them.

When one piece is perpendicular to another, as,

for example, a post upon a sill, the usual, as well

as the most easy method, is to make the joint

square, with a stub or short tenon of about one-

fourth of the thickness of the framing, to retain

it in its place.

But if the joint be not very accurately cut, the

whole load will bear upon the projecting parts;

consequently, the center of pressure will seldom
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coincide with the axis of the post, and its power of

resistance will be much lessened.

If, instead of cutting the joint square, it were

cut to form an angle, as shown by Fig. 238, then a

very little care in cutting the joint would make the

center of pressure coincide with the axis.

When the pieces to be joined are not at right

angles to one another, the joints may be similar

to those used for the principal rafter of a roof.

S/v-yv^

FIG. 238

It is necessary to state that the direction of the

strains, as weU as their magnitude, remains sen-

sibly the same, whatever may be the form of the

abutting joints, except so far as the form of the

joint alters the points of bearing; wliich may in

some cases cause the pressure to act with a lever-

age nearly equal to half the depth of the beam.

The strength of the joint itself depends upon its

form^ as it may be so made that there will be a
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tendency to slide, which it would be well to avoid,

without having recourse to straps.

The resistance at the joint is always most

effectual when the abutment is perpendicular to

the strain, but where the angle formed by the

inner sides of the pieces is very acute, this kind of

abutment cannot be obtained, at least not without

wounding the tie too much.



stair Building

On account of its prominence as a feature of

interior design, and the almost continuous prac-

tical use to which it is put, the stairway ranks as

one of the most important details in the construc-

tion of any building. If appropriately designed,

it can be made a most important decorative fea-

ture ; and if well built and conveniently located,

it will go far to redeem defects apparent else-

where. If, on the other hand, it is improperly

designed, it will mar and may practically

condemn the entire structure.

In la}dng out stairs, it is first necessary to

determine the height from the top of the floor

which the stairs start from, to the floor on which

thev are to land; also the run or distance of

their horizontal stretch. This is found by
dividing the height into the number of risers

desired. This usually results in fractions of an

inch to each rise. However, the fi'actions may
be avoided by the use of the story pole, by
spacing it off with compasses into the number
of risers desired. This being done the rest is

easy because the run is not usually limited as to

exact space, and as there is always one less

tread than there are risers, its length is deter-

mined by the width of the treads. Thus if there

are 14 risers, there would be 13 treads. If

27S
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the treads be 9 inches wide the run would be 9

times 13 or 117 inches, which is 9 feet and 9 inches

as shown in Fig. 239. From this it will be seen

FIG. 239
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that the run and rise of the individual step is taken

on the steel square as shown in the illustration

and determines the shape of the pitchboard. The
way to make a pitch-board is by the use of the

steel square, which, of course, ewevy carpenter in

this country is supposed to possess. Fig. 240

shows a part of the stair string with the square

laid on, showing its application in cutting out a

pitch-board. As the square is placed it shows 10

FIG. 240

inches for the tread and seven inches for the rise.

To cut a pitch=board, after the tread and rise

have been determined, proceed as follows: Take
a piece of thin clear stuff, and lay the square on the

face edge, as shown in the figure, and mark out

the pitch-board with a sharp knife; then cut out

with a fine saw and dress to knife marks, nail a

piece on the largest edge of the pitch-board for a
fence, and it is ready for use.

Fig. 241 shows the manner of applying the

board. R, R, R, R is the string, and the hne A
shows the jointed or straight edge of the string.
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The pitch-board, p, is shown in position, the line

8J represents the step or tread, and the line 7J
shows the line of the riser. These two lines are of

course at right angles. This string shows five

complete cuts for treads, and six complete cuts for

risers. The bottom of the string at W is cut off

at the line of the floor on which it is supposed to

rest. The line C is the line of the first riser. This

riser is narrower than any of the other risers,

because the thickness of the first tread is always

taken off it; thus, if the tread is 1 J inches thick, the

FIG. 241

riser in this case would only require to be 6i
inches wide, as 6i and 1^ inches together make 7|

inches. Another thing to be considered is the

string, which must be cut so that the Une at W
will be only 6i inches from the line at 8J, and it

must be parallel with it. The first riser and tread

having been satisfactorily dealt with, the rest may
be easily marked off by sliding the pitch-board

along the line A until the line 8J on the pitch-

board strikes the line 7| on the string, when another

tread and another riser are marked off in the same

manner.

Fig. 242 shows a portion of the stairs in position.

S, S shows the strings, which in tliis case are cut
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square ; that is, the part of the string to which the

riser is joined is cut square across, and the ''butt"

or end wood of the riser is seen. In this case, also,

the end of the tread is cut square off and flush with

the string and riser. Usually in a stair of this

kind the ends of the treads are rounded off similar

to the front of the tread, and the ends project over

the strings the same distance that the front edge

projects over the riser. If a moulding or cove is

FIG. 242

used under the nosing in front, it should be carried

round on the string to the back edge of the tread,

and cut off square. The riser is shown at r, and

it will be noticed that it runs down behind the

tread on the back edge, and is either nailed or

screwed to the tread.

Fig. 243 shows the customary way of putting

risers and treads together. T, T shows the treads

;

R,R the risers ; S,S the string ; 0,0 the cove mould-
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ing under the nosing X,X. B,B shows the blocks

that hold the tread and risers together. These

blocks should be from four to six inches long, and

made of drj^ wood. Their section may be from

one to two inches square. On a tread three feet

long, three of these blocks should be used at about

FIG. 243

equal distances apart, putting the two outside ones

about six inches from the strings. They are glued

in the angle. It will be noticed that the riser has

a lip on the upper edge which enters into a groove

in the tread. This lip is generally about f inches

long, and may be | or ^ an inch in thickness. Care

must be taken in getting out the risers, that they
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are not made too narrow, as allowance must be

made for the lip. If the riser is a Uttle too wide,

it will do no harm, as the overwidth may hang

down below the tread; but it must be made the

exact width where it reste on the string. The
treads must be made the exact width required

before they are grooved or the nosing worked on

the outer edge. The lip or tongue on the riser

should fit snug in the groove and bottom. By
following these last instructions, and seeing that

the blocks are well glued in, a good solid job will

be the result.

Fig. 244 represents a housed or close string.

In this the risers and treads are let into the strings

from the back side. Gauge lightly a line from the

FIG. 244
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upper edge of the string, the distance intended to

stand above the treads as shown in the dotted

line. On this Une apply the pitch-board as ex-

plained on previous pages. In laying out housed

strings it is as well to take the fence off the pitch-

board, as it can be handled much better without

it, as the long side will have to be kept close to the

gauge line, to insure good work. The top lines

for treads and the face lines for risers, are the lines

that define the step, and cannot be changed ; but

the back line of the riser and the lower line of the

tread should be made to run so that the housing

or groove will be wider at the under side of the

string than at the junction of the riser and tread

at the nosing, where the grooves will be the same

width as the riser and tread are in thickness separ-

ately. The nosing projects over the riser, as will

be seen, and to mark this portion out it is usual

to make a template or pattern for the purpose.

Indeed it is best to make a template to lay out the

whole housing of the tread, and in shape as the

shaded part is shown in the illustration.

The reason the grooves are left wider at the back

edge of tread is so that the wedge can be driven

between the tread and the lower edge of the groove,

to force the top side of the tread close to the upper

edge of the groove, thus making a tight joint and

insuring strength and rigidity to the whole struc-

ture. The risers are also wedged into place as

will be shown later on. After the treads and

risers are laid out on the string, a sharp pointed

knife blade should be used to mark the hnes for the
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face of the riser and top of tread, then a fine tenon

saw should be used to saw down to the exact depth.

This will not be difficult to perform when the hole

forming the nosing recess has been bored to the

proper depth. A gauge line should be made on the

back edge of the string to indicate the depth of the

housing. Care should be taken in removing the

Fia. 245

wood from the grooves that too much is not taken

or the grooves made too deep. A gauge for trying

the depth may be made out of a piece of hard wood,

say about four inches long and three inches wide,

by about one-half inch in thickness. Make a

tenon on the center of one end, about three-quar-

ters of an inch in width, and cut the shoulders back
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sufficiently far enough to admit the tenon being

long enough to touch the bottom of the groove or

housing, when the shoulders rest on the face of the

string.

In Fig. 245 we show a sectional elevation

through the steps. The treads, t,t, and the risers,

r,r, are shown in position. These are secured as

will be seen by means of the wedges, x,x, and y,y,

which are well covered with glue before they are

inserted and driven home. Stairs made after this

manner are strong and perfectly solid imder foot.

Fig. 246 gives two views of a portion of a better

class stair, a stair with cut and mitered string, or

open string stair. In referring to the plan, WS
shows the wall string ; RS the rough string placed

there to give the structure strength; and OS the

outer or cut string. At a, a, the ends of the risers

are shown, and it will be noticed that thej" are

mitered against the vertical or riser line of the

string, thus preventing the end wood of the riser

from being seen. The other end of the riser is in

the housing in the w^all string. The outer end of

the tread is also mitered at the nosing and a piece

of stuff made or worked like the nosing is mitered

against, or returned at the end of the tread. The

end of this returned piece is again returned on

itself back to the string, as shown in the upper

portion of the cut, at n. The moulding, which is

a five-eighths cove in this case, is also returned

round the string and into itself.

The mortises shown at the black points, B,B,B,

etc., are for the balusters. It is always the proper
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thing to saw the ends of the tread ready for the

balusters before they are attached to the string,

then when the time arrives to put up the rail, the

back end of the mortise may be cut out, when the

5=3

S ^B ^^B ^ ^3^

FIG. 246

w.s.

RS.

a OS.
kl3
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tread will be ready to receive the baluster. The
mortise is dovetailed, and, of course, the tenon in

the baluster must be made to suit. The tread is

finished on the bench, and the return nosing is

fitted to it and tacked on so that it may be taken

off to insert the balusters when the rail is being

put into position.

Fig. 247 shows the manner in which the wall

string is finished at the foot of the stairs. S shows

FIG. 247

the string with a moulding wrought on the upper
edge. This moulding may be simple ogee, or may
consist of a number of members, or may be only a

bead, or the edge of the string may be left quite

plain ; this will be regulated in a great measure by
the style of finish in the hall, or wherever the stairs

are placed. B shows a portion of the baseboard,

the top edge of which has the same finish as the
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top edge of the string. B and A together show the

junction of the string and the base. The dotted

hne shows when a piece of stuff has been glued on

to the string to make it wide enough at the junction

to get the ease-off or curve. F,F show the blocks

glued in the angle of the steps to make them firm

and solid.

FIG. 248

Fig. 248 shows the manner in which the wall

string S is finished at the top of the stairs. It will

be noticed that the moulding is worked round the

ease-off at A to suit the width of the base at B.

The string is cut over the floor horizontally and

vertically or plumb against the joists. The plaster
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line under the stairs and on the ceihng is also

shown.

Fig. 249 shows the cut or open string at the

foot of the stairs, and the manner of dealing with

it at its juncture with the newel post K. The

point of the string should be mortised into the

newel two, three or four inches, as shown by the

dotted lines, and the mortise made in the newel

i>sssi:;!!gis^msgsr/fi^i>ssi-^mis^.si&^^m»-:ia!i:^^.sssm^ggsi»s

FIG. 249

should be made near the center, so that the center

of the baluster will be directly opposite the central

line of the newel post. The proper way to manage

this is to measure the central line of the baluster

on the tread, and then make this Une correspond

with the central line of the newel post. By a care-

ful attendance to this matter, much trouble will

be avoided where the turned cap is used to receive

the lower part of the rail. The lower riser, in a
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stair of this kind, will be something shorter than

the ones that follow it, as it must be cut be-

tween the newel and the wall string. A portion

of the tread, as well as the riser, will also butt

against the newel, as shown at W. If there is no
spandril or w^all under the open string it may run

down to the floor, as shown at 0. The piece is

glued on to the string, and the moulding is w^orked

on the curv^e.

If there is a w^all under the string S, then the

base B, shown by the dotted lines, will finish

against the string, and it should have a moulding

stick on its upper edge the same as the one on the

low^er edge of the string, if any, and this moulding

should miter into the one on the string. When
there is a base, the piece is dispensed with.

The square of the newel should run down by the

side of the joist, as shown, and be firmly secured

to it by iron knees or other suitable devices. If

the joist run the other way, try and get the newel

post against it, if possible, either by furring out the

joist or cutting a portion off the thickness of the

newel. The soUdity of a stair, and the firmness

of the rail, depend very much on the rigidity of

the newel post.



Architectural Framing

How to Lay Out a Gothic Ceiling. Fig. 250

is a sketch of a Gothic ceiling over a pulpit

in a church, 12 feet wide and 8 feet in depth.

There are two hips, seven main arch rafters,

and many cripples. The diagrams show how to

develop the shape of the hip, also the shape and

length of the cripples.

The plan simply shows the number of rafters

contained in the roof and would show the same

for ogee or any other shaped rafters, or for any

pitch given the rafter.

In the elevation we have the Gothic effect.

This should be laid out full-size, on a level sur-

face or floor—though it is only necessary to

draw one-half of this diagram, as that part

enclosed by A-B-C. Then A-B will be the shape

of the main or common rafters. Now, the crip-

ples or jacks are simply a part of the common
rafter; and their lengths are as from A to D
for the first jack, A to E for the second, and

continue on to the line C-B, which is a common
rafter and consequently is the same as A-C.

The dotted lines across the side of the common
rafter represent the distance apart the plumb
lines will be for the side cut of the jack, which,

in the case of a square corner, is the width of

the jack.

290
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12-
O"- —*

Developing the Hjr

Fig. 250. rraming for Gothic Ceiling.
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In the lower part of the figure is shown how
to find the corresponding shape for the hip. In

this, the common rafter is shown the same as

in the elevation. Lay off any number of jiarallel

lines extending beyond the curve of the rafter,

as shown. Now measure the length of these

lines from the rise to the curve, and add Viii to

that length. In other words, the first or bottom

line is 6 feet long; to this add 5 inches for each

foot, or 30 inches to the line bevond the curve;

and check. Proceed in like manner for all the

»"t/

Fig. 251. Truss for Church Roof.

lines, adding 5 inches for each foot, and V12 of

an inch for each inch. After all these lines have

been thus measured, di*aw an offhand curve

through the checks, and this will give the shape

of the hip.

Trussing a Church Roof. Fig. 251 shows

the proper way to ti'uss a church shingle roof
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on a span of 34 feet, using 2 by 6 for the rafters,

with roof having a pitch of 45 degrees, the ceil-

ing being six feet above the plate.

The timbers required are 26 feet in length

for the common and tie rafters, and 24 feet for

the collar beam. At the seat of the rafters is

Fig. 252. Rafter Framing for Octagon Dome.

a two-by-six piece circled out to form a cove,

as shown. This piece should be thoroughly

spiked to the studding, and to the side of the

tie rafter, and to the under edge of the common
rafter. However, onl}^ one-third of these pieces

will catch the rafters, owing to their being
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Spaced on 24-inch centers, thus requiring the

other pieces to be framed in between the rafters.

Other timbers in the truss are of one-by-six

fencing plank. All parts should be thoroughly

spiked together. Cross-pieces of two-by-two

stuff are used to receive the lath, for which we
recommend using expanded metal lath.

Two-by-six studding should be used for a

building of this kind. Wliat is called "two-by-

four" is really only three and five-eighths in

'% Center

Run of C.R.

Fig. 253. How to Lay Out the Curved Rafters.

width, which is too narrow, even if stout enough

to give the proper width at the window-jambs

to receive the sash and other trim.

Framing Rafters for a Dome. Fig. 252
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shows how to frame the rafters for a dome on a

public building. The plans call for an octagon

dome 24 feet in diameter at the base, with an
octagon deck 7 feet 3 inches in diameter, the

main rafters having a rise of 13 feet 4 inches,

curved to a radius of 16 feet 3 inches. To deter-

mine the radius of the hip, so that it will hold

its true octagon angle at the corners, is a prob-

lem to some.

Fig. 253 shows how^ to proceed to lay out

the curve for the common rafter, which should

be made full-size. From this it will be seen that

the method is the same as for finding a segment

arch for an opening equal to A-B. This cannot

be done for the curve of the corresponding hip,

because it is not part of a true circle, as it par-

takes more of the oval shape and consequently

has no fixed center from which to strike the

curve. Therefore, to arrive at the correct curve,

it should be worked out by drafting in the ordi-

nar}^ way of developing corresponding curves.

The seat and plumb cuts should be reckoned

from the line A-B, apj)lying the square to the

same as if it were the gauge-line of the rafter.

Dravz-Bored Framing. This type of framing

is very useful in some of the oblique joints in

open-timbered roofs, which are so much in favor

again to-day. In imitation of the pins seen in

some of the fine old open-timbered roofs of the

Middle Ages, some architects like all joints in

modern roofs of that class to be pinned with

stout wooden pins left standing out a little from
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the surface. The writer recently saw a fine

church roof carried out with this detail, and

draw-boring was used throughout with excellent

results.

Fig. 254 shows the foot of the rafter resting

on a short "hammer-beam" on the wall, with

an inclined brace or strut framed in the angle.

rig. 254. Draw-Eoring for Church Kafter Framing.

It was practically impossible to clamp up such

a piece of framing; but, by draw-boring for

the pins, the three oblique shoulders were easily

bro^ight tight, and a good job made of it with-

out much trouble.
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The method of draw-boring for pins in

framing is a very old one—much used in Eng-
land—and is well illustrated in Fig. 255, which

shows an elevation and a sectional view through

a common mortise-and-tenon joint, with the

holes for the pin "draw-bored." It will be seen

that instead of the usual method of pinning

—

namely, to clamp the shoulders tight up, and
bore a hole right through the mortised piece and
the tenon at one operation, and then to insert

a wooden pin—another method is adopted.

Fig. 255. Draw-Bored Mortise-and-Tenon Joint,

First, a hole is bored through the mortised piece

before the tenon is inserted. The tenon is then

entered and driven home, and the position of

the hole marked on it. The tenon is then with-

drawn, and a hole bored in it a trifle nearer the

shoulder than the hole in the mortised piece.

The joint is then glued (or painted, if for out-

door work) and put together, after which a pin
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well tapered at the point is driven into the hole

through the framing. The effect is, of course, to

force the shoulders up very tight, making a joint

that will effectively resist ordinary shrinkage

or any changes affecting the ordinary joint. It

is usual, and also advisable, in draw-boring, to

drive a steel pin through the hole before insert-

ing the wooden pin.



Miscellaneous Framing
Scaffold Brackets. A scaffold bracket that

is handy, safe, and much used by carpenters is

illustrated in Fig. 256. The construction is

very simple and is plainly shown by the sketch.

Fig. 256. Scaffold Bracket with Prop.

To use it, first take the bracket and set it against

the wall, and insert a two-bv-four in bracket

and raise it to the height you want the scaffold.

Set end on ground, and drive stake in solid

299
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ground. A strij) is nailed to the bracket and to

the sheathing to prevent side slipping.

Another scaffolding arrangement is shown
in Fig. 257. It has much to recommend it, and

appears to be superior to the sort of temporary-

scaffolding usually erected about a building,

where the horizontal support is nailed at one

end to an upright scantling, and at the other to

a block nailed against the outside of the wall.

Plam
Fig. 257. A Good Scaffolding Arrangement.

It will be seen from the sketch, that two
horizontal pieces instead of one are used, thus

X^roviding against lateral movement, without the

aid of tlie diagonal strips that are nailed to the
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uprights and which are always more or less in

the way when the workmen find it necessar}- to

pass in and out beneath the scaffolding.

Scaffolding brackets to be used without sup-

porting legs are shown in Figs. 258, 259, and
260. The different forms are interesting.

In Fig. 258 the arms are made of 2-by-4 sur-

Scaffold Bracket without Support.

faced white pine; and the braces, of l-by-4. All

parts are made exactly alike so as to be inter-

changeable in case of accident. The braces are

let in with a shoulder to give additional

strength. Bore the hole exactly the right dis-

tance from the heel, and see that the bolt fits
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tight to prevent turning. Use a large ^Yasller

under the head of the bolt. These brackets may
be bolted to patent sheathing, the same as on

the common sheathing, or may be stood on the

ground with the short ann turned to the wall.

They make a good scaffold for siding. Paint-

ing them adds to their durability and appear-

ance.

1^
^2"Stee:l3trap

-aL"

r
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two bolts 1/4 inch by 21/0 inches to the 2 by 4-

inch, with a rounded hook on the end extending

yg of an inch beyond the corner and 2 inches

up. There is a piece of iron i/g by % inch, and

4 inches long, nailed on the sides of each arm
where they come together. This helps to

strengthen the scaffold.

Fig. 260 is a sketch of a folding bracket. The

arm is made of 2 by 3-inch hardwood. The

brace is four feet one inch long, and takes up

per3pe:ctive v/ew or
BRACKET IN P05ITI0N.

BRACKET rOLOED.

rig. 260, Folding Scaffold Bracket.

very little space when folded. This form of

bracket is easy to move from one job to another,

which is a great convenience.

Timber-Framed Road Bridge. Fig. 261

illustrates a small wooden Howe truss bridge.

The top and bottom chords are made u^) of three

or more parallel timbers c c c, placed a small

distance apart so as to let the tubes on the angle

blocks which receive the tie-rods rr pass
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between them. The main braces are in pairs or

in threes; the pieces composing them abut at

top and at bottom against triangular angle

Fig. 261. Howe Truss for Wooden Bridge.

blocks (see Fig. 262), which are usually made
of cast iron, being hollow and about one-half

inch thick and strengthened by inner ribs.

These blocks extend across the three or more
chord pieces, having two or more hollow tubes

Angle Block

•o i?

irr
5;r4- [Z-t

Joint in Chord

12' « ; MoLt For Rooi

^%' BOLTS.

Plan of Bottoi^ Chord

Fig. 262. Detail of Howe Truss.

extending down between the chord members,
with the tie-rods x>'^ssing through the tubes.

The tubes are of such length as to come flush

with bottom of chord, in the case of the lower
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chord (and top in the upper chord), the object

being to prevent the pressure on the diagonals

from crushing the chord, by letting the strain

of the plate washer on the tie-rod rest on the

end of the angle-block tube.

Owing to the length of the chord members
they are usually spliced; and, as the lower chord

is a member in tension, the joints are clamped,

the clamps being gained about an inch and a

half, and the key blocks about one inch, into the

chord, the chord bolts passing through the

whole.

As the top chord is a compression member, it

is not necessary to clamp it; but all joints should

fit close so as to make compression even

throughout.

In practice, the members of the upper and
lower chords of bridges are not placed perfectly

in line, but so that the chords curve slightly with

the convex side upward. This curve is called

the camber. Its object is to prevent the truss

from bending down below a horizontal line when
heavily loaded; when the chords are cambered

(see y s and c d, Fig. 263), they become approxi-

mately concentric arcs of two large circles, of

which the center is at t; the upper one plainly

becomes longer than the lower one. The verti-

cals, instead of remaining truly vertical, become
portions of radii of the arcs mentioned; and,

although their lengths remain unchanged, their

tops are farther apart than their feet, and this

renders it necessary to lengthen the diagonals.
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If we divide the span in feet by 50, the

quotient will be ordinarily a sufficient camber
in inches ; this amounts to one in 600 ; the cam-

ber to be used is, however, usually stipulated

in the specifications.

A well-built bridge of good design should

not, under its greatest load, deflect more than

Fig. 263. Principle of Cambering Howe Truss.

about one inch for each 100 feet of its span; in

fact, the deflection is frequently much less than

this. The excess of length of the ui)per chord

over that of the lower one will be:

SxDGpthxCamber

Span

This rule applies closely with any camber not

exceeding .002 of the span. After the bottom
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chord has been placed and bolted together,

staging or falsework can be put in place for top

chord, and should be about one-half inch higher

than the distance between chords, to allow the

diagonals to be placed on the angle blocks. The
two main diagonals abut against one side of the

angle block. The counters pass between them,

and abut against the other side of the angle

block; so that the main braces rest against the

two outer ends of the face of the angle block,

and the counter-brace rests against the center,

they being bolted together at their intersections.

After it is all assembled the chord can be let

down (commencing in the center), and tie-rods

tightened up; this will lift the lower chord (in

fact, the Avhole truss) clear of its supports, and
cause it to svv'ing clear.

How to Build a Refrigerator. In construct-

ing a refrigerator, there is no necessity of char-

coal or any filling whatever. Simply construct,

as in Fig. 264, two or more perfectly air-tight

walls, with dead air chambers between them;

this makes the best ^^ossible insulation, as air

which is absolutely confined is the best insulator.

Three air-tight Avails, with %;-inch space be-

tween them, will make a good room for refrig-

erating purposes.

A cheap way to obtain this would be to build

the outer wall, and cover with good two-ply

red rosin sized building paper. This should then

have a coat of linseed oil to make it air-tight

and durable; then strip this with yg-inch strips.
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ceil again, and cover with xoaper as before, being
sure tliat all joints are stripped down and air-

tight. Next cover the strips with paper as

before (this ma}^ be oiled and dried before

applying), and finish with the inner wall of ceil-

ing, which can be best coated with shellac. To
make a job which will economize ice, this should

be the construction of floor and ceiling as well.

Now, as to the ice shelf. All that is neces-

sary is to form a rack, which will support the

^^'oR^la'CEii-inG

Fig. 264. Good Ice-Box Construction.

ice wanted, and at the same time give free pass-

age of the air down through and around it, and
at the same time carry the water off perfectly.

This may be secured by taking 2 by 4 inch.
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arranged side by side on edge, 4 inches apart.

Cover them with galvanized iron so that it will

project 11/2 inches on each side of the 2 by 4's,

and bend down at an angle of about 30 degrees;

then place a series of troughs between the 2

by 4's to carry off the water into another trough

at the ends of these; and connect with a drain-

pipe, which should be

trajDped so that the air

cannot pass back
through it into the cool-

ing room. It goes with-

out saying that the ice

rack should be at the

top of the room, as the

cold air descends, keep-

ing up a cu'culation.

The doors should be con-

structed with air-cham-

bers, same as the Avails.

A Non-F r e e z i n g
Storage House. Such a

storage house for pota-

toes or other perishable

goods may be construct-

ed as in Fig. 265. The
studs will be 2 by 8 set

on 16-inch centers. On
placed one-inch

Fig. 265

Section.
Frost-Proof Wall

Construction.

the outside are fii'st

boards horizontallv with the

studs, and over this are one-inch boards placed

perpendicularly, with building paper between
them; and the cracks are covered with buttons.
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There are two courses of black plaster as shown,

making three dead air spaces in the width of the

wall. The inside of the wall is lathed and plas-

tered; and over this, boards are placed for the

protection of the plastered walls. The main
object is to keep the frost out.

The three dead air spaces will act as a non-

conductor of frost sufficiently to protect the

interior from freezing, in most sections of the

country Avhere potatoes are raised. If more pro-

tection is needed, two or three thicknesses of

paper should be put between the outer Ijoards,

with tarred felt for the last layer.

How to Build a Log House. In certain

localities, it is necessary to erect barns and out-

houses, and even temporary dwellings, of logs.

There are several ways to proceed.

The dovetail cut is chief!}' used for dwellings,

as it has a tendency to hold corners together

better than the straight cut, and then the cor-

ners may be made straight and even, to allow

the nailing on of wide corner boards to cover

the end wood of logs, as the latter usually crack,

take in w^ater, and rot.

It docs not pay to put siding on a log house.

Siding protects the logs from the wreath er, but

makes the building colder, because when the

plastering loosens—as it always does—you

cannot get at it to plaster again, and tlien there

is only the siding to keep out the cold, except

what is on the inside of the logs; this you can

get at until you wainscot or plaster on lath over
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it. The reason plastering loosens is that a log

house never gets through settling—never; so

the mortar is pressed away from the logs. For
keeping out the rain, the round log is best. If

logs are hewn, or sawed flat, the rain drives

through easily.

Cuts a, a, a, Fig. 266, show how to measure
bevel of dovetail cut on a round log. Use a

divider, and measure at a a a all same height,

at both ends of log, so as to get the drop the

same at each end. It is w^ell to use butt and
small ends of logs alternately, unless the logs

are very even in thickness at both ends. When
crooked—and they often are—turn the crook up

''Uf£STn

SmavLi, LHR^_^-r^^ ^^JJ Ehd

Fig. 266. Dovetail Method of Log Framing.

when possible, unless log will fit the under one

better by turning crook dowm. If too crooked,

a log can be straightened somewhat by sawing

up into it, which will let it dowm some.

Do not turn bends of logs out and in, as this

makes a crooked wall and one wdiich is much
more likely to spring out of shape. Some use

logs in the gable, whether roof is to be shingled
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or not; others use boards, nailed up and down
outside of rafters and logs.

In iDlaces where shingles are not to be had,

a roof of flat pitch is used. Run a log or two
parallel with ridge and side wall; counting

ridge as one log, and one or two on each side

between ridge and wall, we have three to five

logs, according to width of building, to carry the

roof. This is made of poles laid up and down,

with a cross-piece fastened on top of these at

the bottom ends to hold against the sod, which
covers the slough grass or birch bark under-

coat. After sod is put on, it is covered with

cla}^ to keep out the water. These roofs will

hold out an ordinary shower; but when they do

leak, they may keep on letting in water for a

day or two after the rain is over.

In Fig. 267, b shows one way to fasten logs

at door and window openings by putting in a

short dovetailed block between them, fitted to

lower log and hollowed out to receive the next

upper one. This way is just as easy as to bore

holes, as at c, for V/o or 2-inch oak dowels.

Another way is to make an oak strip like a

2-inch square continuous dowel, fitted at e, the

bottom log; also at f, the one above door or win-

dow. This involves a little more work, because

you have to make a sort of open-end mortise

through each log, and slip the logs onto the oak

strip; but you get a straight wall.

In making jambs, do not have them as tall

as the door opening, because the log above the
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door s\dn keep sagging and cause the jamb to

spring crooked. Use 2 by 6-inch for door jambs.

In chinking, or filling cracks between logs, do

not drive chinks too tight; better use an

8-penny nail here and there. The log-hook, or

dog, to hold log from tm-ning, is made of %-inch

iron, about 18 inches long, with flattened ends,

one in line with bend, the other across.

Two men usually are needed, one at each

Ehd VievV

rig. 267. Baxn-Log Style Framing.

end of log, to do the fitting. Sometimes the logs

are let down so as to ride on some knot, or hump.

They should not do this; cut off projections.

Barn-log style (see Fig. 267) is best for out-

buildings; it is easier to fit, and sheds water

better than the other kind. Short ends are left
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outside of cuts, to hold logs together. If made
very long, they are very handy to run against.

A Trussed-Roof Garage. A trussed-roof

garage, 40 by 60 feet, made of concrete blocks

and with a hip roof, is illustrated in Figs. 268

and 269. For such a building, it is desirable

to have the roof trussed so as to do away with

supports through the building and yet have the

structure as light and inexpensive as possible.

The size of the building suggested is a very

convenient size to roof up nicely, as will be seen

in the roof plan (Fig. 268). Being 60 feet in

length, it will require but two trusses through

the middle, which will place them at 20 feet

from each end so that the hips will catch the

peak of the trusses, as shown. Purlins can be

run at the central point of the rafter lengths,

and braced from the chord of the main trusses

and from the walls, as shown in the section

(Fig. 269).

As cement blocks are used for the outer

walls, we submit an elevation (lower part of

Fig. 269) as a suggestion for treatment. The
window-frames are made to work to the size of

the blocks, rather than the blocks to the frames.

In this the blocks are supposed to lie 12 and 24

inches. The large door is planned for 10 feet

wide, including the frames; and the windows
are 3 feet wide, with frames included. This

would leave 3 feet between the openings, thus

avoiding all unsightly fitting of the blocks to

the frames where they have to be chipped off
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at the ends, thereby causing uneven lengths by
not having taken due consideration in lading out

RO OF pL.AM
Fig. 268. Roof Franmig for Garage, 40 by 60 Feet.

the work. Note, too, that caps for the openings
are avoided by letting the frames extend up to

the frieze. This makes an inexpensive con-
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struction, and at the same time gives a very

neat a^Dpearance. Any height of block may be

used, as best suits the individual taste; but, as

we said before, whatever dimension block is

used, plan to work the full length and height

of same to avoid patching up around the frames.

Elevatioh.

Fig. 269. Eoof Truss and Front—Concrete Garage.

Remember, misfits can be avoided at the start,

but rarely at the finish.

How to Build a Small Cold-Storage Plant.

The general introduction of cold storage during

recent years has had an enormous effect in stim-

ulating x^roduction and in opening new avenues

of wealth for agriculturists and others engaged
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in the distributiou of food products the world
over.

It is the purpose of this article to deal with

the principles and construction of small, simple

cold-storage houses which can be cheaply and
easily built, for which there is an increasing

demand in many localities. The farmer, the

small country butcher, and the storekeeper

handling eggs, butter, small fruits, and many
other perishable commodities, are all looking for

some simple and inexpensive means of cold

storage.

The system is based upon the well-known

and widely used Hanrahan system, the best

known for long-distance transportation on the

railroads of this continent. It is also similar

in principle to many domestic ice-chests or

refrigerators, and consists in passing a current

of air over a mass of ice and thence into a sepa-

rate chamber in which the food products are

stored. From the sunple natural law that warm
air rises and cold aii^ falls, a continuous circula-

tion of cooled air passes through the refi'igerat-

ing chamber, and back onto the surface of the

ice in the ice chamber. Any odors and gases

from the food are thus brought into direct con-

tact with the melting surface of the ice, which

absorbs them and keeps the air in the food cham-

ber in good condition.

The design here given is adapted from one

recommended by the Ontario Government (Can-
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ada), and has been built in many localities with

complete success.

The higher portion is the ice chamber, the

P C, »• y«f>t.tator

jj C, T'yenf

' 'V '"" 'I"
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Fig. 271. Section through Ice Chamber.
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usual maimer, and capped with five-inch ridge

boards and two-inch roll. See Figs. 270 and 271.

The site chosen should be slightly elevated,

so as to allow of good drainage; and must be

prepared by laying a good bed of sand, about

six inches deep, well packed down and leveled,

and rather larger than the plan of the building.

In this sand, four pieces of 6-by-6 are imbedded
to form the bearing for the floors. Sills for

the frame are formed of 2-by-8 pieces, doubled

and lapped, and spiked at the angles.

The size of house recommended for the aver-

age small plant would call for an oblong formed
of 2-by-8 pieces, 11 feet 6 inches the short way,

and 17 feet 6 inches the long way. On this,

2-by-8 studs are erected, and spiked into posi-

tion at the foot. The studs for the ice chamber
are 18 feet long, and for the refrigerating room
9 feet, and are spaced as shown in the plan

(Fig. 272).

The ceiling joists, 2-by-4, are spiked to the

sides of the studs, so that the bottom edge of

the joists will be 12 inches below the top of the

stud. The joists extend far enough over the

sides to allow the rafters to be spiked to them,

thus forming a good support for the latter. The
ceiling is formed of y^-inch matched boarding,

nailed to the under side of the joists, and cov-

ered with 14 or 15 inches of well-packed, dry

sawdust. All spaces between the studding are

also packed with sawdust, well ^Dressed down
into every nook and cranny.
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On the outside of the studs, 2-hy-2 straps are

nailed horizontally at 18-ineh centers; and on

these, vertical matched boarding 10 inches wide

is well nailed, the joints being afterwards cov-

ered with a 2-by-l chamfered fillet, nailed

closely over them.

The paper should be the hea\4est building

paper obtainable, and is tacked on in an in-

genious way. The specification for this is as

follows: The inside of studding to be first

sheeted with 1-inch matched boards, then with

l^ax^er on walls and around corners. In fasten-

ing paper on walls with tacks about % inch long,

do not drive the tacks home, but let them project

half theii' length. Then take a ball of twine

(No. 8 cotton, if procurable, or something simi-

lar, such as thick yarn, not too hard) ; run this

twine over the heads of the tacks, which must
be placed so as to have a line of twine directly

under the 2 by 1-inch battens to be put on.

When the tw^ine is on, drive tacks home ; on the

paper, and over the twine, place vertically 2

by 1-inch dressed battens at about 18-inch cen-

ters. Between these battens, fix similar ones

horizontally, over the twine and about 36 inches

apart. These horizontal battens must be cut

true on the ends, and fitted tightly between the

upright pieces. Over these battens, lay another

layer of pajDcr and twine put on as before ; then

sheet with matched Imnber fixed vertically.

Over this inside sheeting, place 2-by-l battens,

fixed vertically from floor to ceiling at about
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18-inch centers. (These battens are not

required in food chamber.)

The floor of the ice chamber is built up on

the 6-by-6 sills referred to before, and consists

of alternate layers of matched boarding and

quartering. The floor must have a fall of at least

one inch towards the central gutter. As may
be seen in the cross-section, the first layer con-

sists of pieces of 2-by-4 on flat, well spiked to

the 6-inch sills, 1 foot apart, and thoroughly

^^ 3z:

Ice Chamber

_ Verticat BalTcn*

m^E

Fig. 272. Plan of Cold-Storage Plant, Showing Wall Construction.

packed round with sand. On these is laid the

first floor of 1-inch planed matched boards. On
this, and directly over the 2-by-4 pieces, are laid

pieces of 2-by-8 to support another floor of

1-inch planed matched boards. A reference to

the longitudinal section (Fig. 203) will show in

this floor an opening 12 inches wide and extend-

ing the full width of ice chamber, and a nar-

rower one at the end. On this upper floor is

laid another set of 2-by-4 on edge over the
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under-bearers ; across these are placed 2-by-4

on flat, 3 inches apart, to receive the blocks of

ice. The two layers of boarding form a set of

cold ail' flues, through which the air passes to

the food chamber.

The floor of the food or refrigerating cham-
ber is formed of 1-inch matched boarding laid

on pieces of 2-by-4, spiked on two 6-by-6 sills,

and with a fall towards the gutter. Pieces of

2-by-4 on edge are then laid on top of the 1-inch

boarding at 15 inch centers; and across these,

114 by 2-inch battens, 1 inch apart, are firmly

nailed. This lattice floor should be in two or

three sections, so as to allow of its being readily

lifted for cleaning.

The partition between the ice and food cham-
bers next requires attention. It is formed of

2-by-6 studs laid on a 2-by-6 shoe piece spiked

on top of the first layer of 2-by-3 bearers in the

ice chamber. These studs must be planed on all

sides, as they form the sides of the flues for the

passage of the wann air from the refrigerator

to the ice. A layer of planed matched boarding,

laid horizontally, is then nailed to the studs,

followed by a layer of paper and another layer

of planed matched boarding, laid vertically.

These layers of boarding are stopped 10 inches

from the ceiling of the ice chamber to fonn the

outlet for the warm-air flues.

The end wall of the ice chamber, above the

food chamber, must now be formed. First spike

some planed pieces of 2-by-4 to the 2-by-6 studs
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just described, and to the 2-by-8 studs at the

outer end of the food chamber, to form joists.

The under side of these 2-by-4 joists is covered

with planed matched boarding, all except a

space of 12 inches at each end.

Short pieces of planed 2-by-4 are then spiked

against the edges of the 2-by-6 studs to piece out

the flues to 10 inches wide. Upon their edges

are laid two layers of boarding with two layers

of paper, and battens between. Next, 2-by-8

studs, resting on 2-by-8 pieces, supported on the

2-by-4 longitudinal ceiling joists, are fixed in

position; and these are in turn covered with

2-by-2 strapping, vertical boarding, and battens,

as before described for the outside finish.

The spaces between the 2-by-8 studs and
2-inch strapping are packed with sawdust, as

before specified.

The ceiling proper of the refrigerating cham-

ber is then formed of 2-by-4 joists, with matched

boarding on the under side and a 15-inch layer

of sawdust on top.

The ice chamber end of the building has a

small door in the gable to afford means of access

to the space over the ceilings, so as to allow of

the sawdust being packed down and added to

from time to time. There is also a door below

which gives access to the ice-chamber and is

built in three pieces for convenience in charging.

The doors are of 1-inch matched boarding on the

face and of the same material, laid diagonally,

on the inside; stout building paper is laid
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Fig. 273. End Elevation of Cold-Storage Plant.
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between the two layers of boarding. AVidc rab-

bets or stops should be formed, and rubber

draught-stop tubing nailed on them, so that the

doors close tightly against it.

The other end of the building, as shown in

the elevation (Fig. 273), has a door in the gable

similar to that in the ice-chamber end; but, as

may be seen from the plan (Fig. 272), the door

to the refrigerating chamber is double, with an

air-space between. Each door is constructed

in the manner described for the ice-chamber

Detail at YYindovY
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Fig. 274. Insulated Window Arrangement.

doors. A good birch or oak sill should be pro-

vided.

The windows in the refrigerator chamber are

quadruple (see Fig. 274). Each of the four

sashes is fitted closely into the frame, and held

in place with %-inch stops, as shown in detail.

The window frame is of stout 1-inch stuff, and
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the sill is 2-iDch. Great care must be taken in

making the window-frame, so that no leaks can

occur. This is important, for the efficiency of

the whole plant depends upon every part being

as far as possible air-tight, so that the condition

of the atmosphere outside shall not interfere

with the circulation in the interior.

When food is x^laced in the refrigerating

chamber (on suitable shelves, hooks, etc.), the

warm au' rises from it and passes through the

flues into the ice chamber. There it comes in

contact with the ice, and passes down at the

sides and end, through the cold-air flues under

the floor, and into the food chamber again. This

process continues indefinitely, but of course

becomes slower when the contents of the refrig-

erator chamber are thoroughly chilled.

The drain is also an important part and must

be carefully constructed, or it may afford a

means of entrance for w^arm air from without.

The drain inside the chamber is of wood, lined

with heavy galvanized iron, and should dis-

charge into a terra-cotta gutter trap, connected

with a few feet of pipe to carry the drainage

clear of the site. The banking of the building

with earth for a height of 12 or 15 inches is

another precaution.

The inside of the ice chamber is left rough.

The food chamber must have two or three coats

of good shellac varnish, and the whole of the

exterior should be painted in the usual manner.

The size of house here described is the
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smallest recommended, but no difficulty will be

found in adapting the methods and specifica-

tions to larger houses.

Summer House or Band Stand. A very neat

and pretty roof may be made by using rafters

with an even curve. The rafters may be cut

out very quickly and cheaply by doing the saw-

ing with a band-saw in the shop.

Fig. 275. Circular House with Curving Roof.

First make the pattern the curve and length

needed, by describing a section of a circle having

the proper radius to cut within an inch or half-

inch of the top and bottom edges of the rafter

as shown in the detail drawing. Fig. 276. To
make the radius, use tram points, if you can

get a bar long enough; but a light wire will
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probably be better, because the length in some
cases will be twenty or thirty feet. There is

too much stretch to a chalk line.

There is no waste of material in cutting

rafters in this way, except the saw cut; and
there is no more w^ork than is necessary on a

straight roof, except in cutting the roof boards

and shingles at the hips.

The roof looks better when the shingles are

laid with increasing weather exposure for each

course, commencing at the eaves with three or

four inches, according to the length of roof.
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Fig. 276. Detail of Curved Rafters.

and increasing the weather sm'face each time

until it is six or seven inches at the peak. The
gradually increasing spacing apparently adds

to the curve of the roof; and this gives the roof

an interesting appearance.

Where a curve of this kind is used on two
sides of a building with gable ends, the increased

cost is very slight, because the curve is not suffi-

cient to interfere with laying the shingles
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easily, and the roof boards go on just the same

as on a straight roof. Where the pitch is

sufficient, and you do not care for the graduated

effect, the shingles are laid in the usual way.
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